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Kurzfassung

Neben autonomem Fahren und Sicherheitsanwendungen sind umweltscho-
nende Antriebstechnologien und energieeffizientes Fahren ebenfalls wichtige
Aspekte der modernen Mobilität. Während Batterien, Brennstoffzellen sowie
andere klimaneutrale Antriebstechnologien etablierte Antriebssysteme noch
nicht ersetzen können, ist es bereits heute möglich, die Energieeffizienz
durch energieeffizientes Fahren zu erhöhen. Energieeffizientes Fahren hängt
von vielen Faktoren ab. Diese beinhalten unter anderem den fahrzeugspe-
zifischen Antriebsstrang, die Straßentopografie und die Interaktion mit der
dynamischen Umgebung wie beispielsweise Ampeln und andere Verkehrsteil-
nehmer. Darüber hinaus kann es weitere Kriterien geben, wie zum Beispiel
Reisedauer und Komponentenverschleiß, die ebenfalls wichtig sind. Es
existieren zwar generische Empfehlungen von staatlichen Institutionen und
Forschungsinstituten zu diesem Thema, jedoch hat der normale Fahrer wenig
Wissen über die genauen quantitativen Eigenschaften des Fahrzeugs und
dessen Umgebung. Außerdem geht energieeffizientes Fahren über verein-
fachte, isolierte und lokale Entscheidungen hinaus. Tatsächlich besteht es
aus einer Kette von Entscheidungen.

Diese Arbeit verwendet eine Kombination aus existierenden und neuartigen
Methoden, um die Bewegungstrajektorie eines Elektrofahrzeugs hinsichtlich
der Energieeffizienz und anderer Kreiterien für eine vorgegebene Route zu
optimieren. Obwohl ein Elektrofahrzeug als Beispiel verwendet wird, kann
das vorgeschlagene Optimierungsverfahren auf eine große Bandbreite von
verschiedenen Fahrzeugen angewendet werden. Viele existierende Ansätze
konzentrieren sich auf isolierte Problemstellungen, während andere Aspekte
vernachlässigt werden. Beispielsweise steht in manchen Untersuchungen die
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Fahrsicherheit im Vordergrund, während die Energieeffizienz vernachlässigt
wird. In anderen Untersuchungen steht wiederum die Energieeffizienz im
Vordergrund, während die Interaktion mit anderen Verkehrsteilnehmern ver-
nachlässigt wird. Im Gegensatz zur isolierten Problemlösung verwendet diese
Arbeit einen ganzheitlichen Ansatz. Es wird eine einzige Kostenfunktion
verwendet, die Energieeffizienz, Fahrsicherheit, physikalische Umsetzbarkeit
und andere Kriterien beurteilt. Kostenterme werden in monetärer Form
ausgedrückt, um eine direkte Vergleichbarkeit zu ermöglichen. Aufgrund
möglicherweise langer Fahrstrecken und eines hohen Berechnungsaufwands,
muss der Algorithmus die Optimierung innerhalb eines endlichen Berech-
nungshorizonts beschränken, der normalerweise viel kürzer als die gesamte
Reise ist. Um eine bessere Einschätzung der optimalen Trajektorie jenseits
des Horizonts zu erhalten, wird ein neuartiger Ansatz vorgestellt, der his-
torisch akkumulierte Minimalkosten wiederverwendet.

Die Evaluation wird in einer simulierten Umgebung durchgeführt. Die
Straßentopografie, Krümmung des Straßenverlaufs, Geschwindigkeitsbe-
grenzungen, Fahrstreifen, Ampelpositionen und andere zeitinvariante Eigen-
schaften der Route werden aus der Realität entnommen. Die Ampelschalt-
zeiten werden von Messungen in der realen Welt abgeleitet. Andere
Fahrzeuge werden mit etablierten Fahrermodellen simuliert. Zahlreiche
Ergebnisse demonstrieren die Fähigkeit des Algorithmus auf einheitliche
Weise, energieeffizientes Fahren zu optimieren, physikalisch umsetzbare
Entscheidungen zu generieren und Kollisionen zu vermeiden.
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Abstract

Apart from autonomous driving and safety applications, environmental
sustainability and energy efficiency are also important aspects of modern
mobility. While long-range batteries and other zero-emission technologies
have yet to replace established propulsion systems, it is already possible to
increase energy efficiency through energy-efficient driving. Energy-efficient
driving depends on numerous factors, including the specific vehicle power-
train, the static environment like road topography and road curvature, and
interaction with the dynamic environment like traffic lights and other traffic
participants. There can also be additional criteria like travel duration and
component wear that are also important. While there are generic driving rules
issued by the government and other institutions, the regular driver has little
knowledge about the precise quantitative properties of the vehicle and the
environment. Furthermore, energy-efficient driving goes beyond simplified,
isolated, and localized decisions. In fact, it is a chain of decisions.

This thesis uses a combination of existing and novel methods to optimize the
motion trajectory of an electric vehicle in order to improve the energy effi-
ciency and other criteria for a predefined route. Although an electric vehicle
is used as an example, the proposed optimization method can be applied to a
wide range of different vehicles. Many existing approaches focus on travel
safety but neglect energy-efficiency. Others focus on energy-efficiency but
neglect interactions with other traffic participants. In contrast, this thesis uses
a unified approach. It uses a single combined cost function incorporating
energy efficiency, travel safety, physical feasibility, and other criteria. Cost
terms are expressed in monetary form to enable direct comparison among
them. Due to possibly long routes and high computational burden, the algo-
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rithm has to confine the optimization within a finite horizon that is usually
much shorter than the entire journey. In order to give a better estimate of the
optimal trajectory beyond the horizon, a novel technique is presented that
reuses historically accumulated minimum costs.

The evaluation is conducted in a simulated environment. The road topography,
speed limits, lanes, traffic light positions, and other time-invariant route
properties used in the simulation are derived from real-world data. Traffic
light phases are derived from real-world measurements. Other vehicles are
simulated using established driver models. Numerous results demonstrate the
algorithm’s capability to optimize energy-efficient driving, make physically
feasible decisions, and avoid collisions in a unified manner.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation

The development of electric vehicles (EV) greatly accelerated during the
price hike of crude oil during 2007 and the first half of 2008. Although the
price and the demand for a great variety of different commodities including
oil have heavily decreased during and after the financial crisis of 2008 and
2009, the development of EVs has not lost momentum. Another observation
is that the transportation of goods and passengers is overall increasing around
the globe despite temporary recessions. Thus, decreasing transportation cost
is an important topic for the world economy. While zero-emission vehicles
are not yet able to replace traditional vehicles with internal combustion
engines (ICE) on a large scale, it is already possible to increase energy
efficiency through energy-efficient operation of existing vehicles.

Several optimization strategies regarding energy-efficient driving already
exist. But certain aspects of autonomous driving that can further improve
the results, especially lanes changes, are omitted from the energy-efficiency
evaluation. Meanwhile, autonomous driving does not truly consider energy-
efficient driving or the physical feasibility during the computation of motion
trajectories. Another problem is the limited horizon used in many model
predictive optimization applications. Due to the finite length, the horizon
may not be able to capture the full extent of mountainous roads even if the
information is available. This thesis will address these outstanding issues
among other topics.
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1.2 Predictive energy-efficient motion trajectory
optimization (PEEMTO)

The objective of this work is to create a unified model predictive optimization
strategy that increases the energy efficiency of a given electric vehicle and
also find improvements regarding other important criteria by adopting an
optimal driving behavior. The trajectory optimization developed in this thesis
shall be called the predictive energy-efficient motion trajectory optimization.
The acronym shall be PEEMTO.

Let the ego-vehicle be the vehicle that is guided by PEEMTO. In general, the
term ego-vehicle is used to describe the vehicle connected to the employed
optimization or control system. Apart from the ego-vehicle, there are other
vehicles in the environment that are not directly connected to the proposed
system. The motion trajectory computed by PEEMTO is primarily composed
of time, position, velocity, and gear choice. Once computed, the optimal
trajectory can be used by a controller to control the ego-vehicle.

PEEMTO includes multiple aspects that can have an impact on energy effi-
ciency:

• Energy consumption cost.

• Travel duration cost.

• Vehicle model and physical feasibility of the decisions.

• Static environmental influences, e.g., road slope, road curvature,
and speed limits.

• Dynamic environmental influences, e.g., traffic lights and
other vehicles.
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1.3 Scientific contributions

It is very important to note that energy consumption is only one optimization
criterion of PEEMTO. Indeed, the goal of PEEMTO is to find the optimal
solution to several different optimization criteria.

1.3 Scientific contributions

The first contribution is a unified optimization that combines certain aspects
of energy-efficient driving and autonomous driving that have been, so far,
treated separately.

The second contribution addresses the optimization horizon and its finite
length. This thesis introduces a long-range auxiliary horizon that uses histo-
rically accumulated minimum costs in order to help the optimization make
better decisions at the end of the regular horizon.

The third contribution is the first ever model predictive energy-efficient
driving optimization of an electric vehicle that has a transmission.

1.4 Scope of this thesis

Autonomous driving is a highly complex task and has to overcome a vast
number of different problems in order to function. These problems can be
highly complex individually. The task only becomes more challenging if the
optimization of energy-efficient driving is added to the existing problems.
This thesis cannot cover all aspects that may be relevant to autonomous
driving. In fact, the focus of this thesis is energy-efficient driving while
incorporating certain aspects of autonomous driving (e.g., lane changes) to
further enhance the optimization result. There are several problems that are
not covered or only partly covered and could be potential research topics in
future work:
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• PEEMTO assumes there is a predefined route. Route planning and
route changes during the journey are not considered.

• Obstacle detection and tracking is not part of this thesis. It is assumed
that obstacles can be reliably detected.

• Traffic lights broadcast their phases to the ego-vehicle, but there is
otherwise no cooperation.

• Highly complex questions regarding travel safety, e.g., choices made
during unavoidable accidents with pedestrians, are not discussed. Ne-
vertheless, PEEMTO will always try to avoid accidents if physically
possible.

• PEEMTO is not the same as model predictive control. Typical control
applications [Lun10a] [Lun10b] assume that the reference trajectory is
already available as an input to the controller. The optimization task
is usually to compute the necessary controls to follow the reference
trajectory under certain optimization criteria and constraints. However,
the purpose of PEEMTO is to compute the optimal reference trajectory.

1.5 Thesis structure

Chapter 2 provides an overview of existing concepts regarding energy-
efficient driving, autonomous driving, and optimization. Chapter 3 describes
the different models used in the optimization. Chapter 4 contains the op-
timization problem formulation and the description of the optimization al-
gorithm. Chapter 5 presents the results obtained with PEEMTO. Chapter 6
summarizes what has been created in this work. It also provides an outlook
on how the system could further evolve in the future. Finally, the appendix
contains optional information to further improve the understanding of this
thesis, e.g., details about the simulation environment and parameters.
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2 Existing work

During the past decades, a vast number of authors have proposed solutions
in the fields of autonomous driving, energy-efficient driving, motion trajec-
tory planning, and model predictive optimization. This chapter provides an
overview of state-of-the-art research relevant to this thesis. The numerous
different publications can be viewed from different perspectives: application,
employed technologies, different levels of abstraction, and the optimiza-
tion method used to obtain the solution. While applications are problem
specific, e.g., energy-efficient driving or obstacle avoidance, the employed op-
timization method can often be used for a wide range of different problems.
Employed technologies may include perception sensors, communication
infrastructure, and digital maps.

2.1 Different levels of abstraction

Especially from the point of view of transportation engineering, one can
distinguish between the microscopic and the macroscopic level of abstraction
[TK13]. While the microscopic analysis distinguishes between individual
vehicles at a certain position and time, macroscopic analysis evaluates overall
traffic flow consisting of a large number of vehicles over a long period of time.
The research focus of this work is primarily energy-efficiency optimization
on a microscopic level.

2.2 Robotic applications

Mobile robotic applications like path planning in combination with simul-
taneous digital map construction of the environment are an active field of
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research. These tasks also form a major difference to the field of automotive
safety applications of vehicles on urban roads, which usually operate in
well-structured environments, e.g., on well-defined roads.

A well-known series of robotic research contests, the DARPA Grand Chal-
lenges, are documented in [Def04] [Def05] [Thr+06] [Def07] [Urm+07]
[ZW08]. One of the most reputable approaches is the method of simultaneous
localization and mapping (SLAM) that is widely used beyond the DARPA
Challenges. In general, the problem is to create and update a digital map of
the robot’s surrounding while tracking the robot’s own position within the
map at the same time [SC86a] [SC86b] [Thr+06] [EU12]. Based on the cur-
rent map information and its position, a robot can plan its own path through
unstructured and previously uncharted territory [Thr+06] [ZW08] [PEF13a]
[PEF13b] [PEF13c] [Pet16]. Once the map is constructed or even before
the entire map is available, a common task for robots is to find a feasible
path towards a predefined goal while avoiding different kinds of obstacles
on the map. Dijkstra related A*, D*, and other forms of discrete planning
algorithms with directional heuristics are popular optimization methods that
are used to construct a feasible path for the robots to follow. An overview
can be found in [LaV06]. Real-world applications include reconnaissance,
security, rescue, and catastrophe management systems [Kun+12]. Mobile
robots may even venture into the depth of the ocean, measuring and creating
digital maps of the ocean floor [Woo16].

Robots can also be constrained within a very small area of operation. In-
dustrial robotics, for example, often relies on stationary robots or mobile
robots that only travel short distances. Regarding subtle motion optimization
of robots, human and robot interaction is a novel field of research [ZF15]
that requires a high degree of precision within a usually spatially confined
environment.
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2.3 Autonomous driving and safety in
automotive applications

Modern driver assistance systems, autonomous vehicles, and robots can be
highly complex. Automotive systems in structured environments, e.g., roads
and highways, have a heavy focus on object detection, situation interpretation,
travel safety, driver comfort, and overtaking maneuvers. Extensive research
has been conducted in all of these important areas.

The first step in autonomous driving is the perception of the environment,
including static elements and the prediction of the behavior of other traffic
participants.
In [AW11] [ACK12], the researchers use laser scanners, radars, cameras,
and ultrasonic sensors to create a 360◦ perception coverage of the vehicle’s
surrounding. A linear prediction of other vehicles is developed. The general
assumption is that other vehicles will maintain their current speed, and there
will be no lane changes unless lane changes are mandatory.
In [Koh+13], speed limits, traffic light phases, and road curvatures are con-
sidered. A detailed map of the vehicle’s surrounding is created using the
SLAM method. The authors also conduct extensive research in the area of
object detection and situation interpretation. In [NGZ11] [Nie14], methods
for environment perception and situation interpretation are presented. After
characteristic static traffic elements are recognized, hierarchical support vec-
tor machines and active learning methods are used to subsequently classify,
track, and fuse the most important types of traffic elements. A Markov logic
networks framework is used to cope with various situation interpretation
tasks. The complementary research with the focus on dynamic traffic ele-
ments is conducted in [Sch14] [Koh+14]. A semantic scene representation of
traffic scenes and an ontology that describes the relationships among traffic
elements are developed among other approaches.
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Once the surrounding environment is sufficiently interpreted, motion trajec-
tories are computed to guide the vehicle through the dynamic environment.
Some scientists put emphasis primarily on perception and scene interpreta-
tion in autonomous driving, whereas trajectory planning is based on heuristic
rules and analytical Newtonian mechanics. In [Sch14] [Koh+14], for exam-
ple, threshold functions, rules, and analytical considerations are used to plan
trajectories on urban roads based on knowledge about the environment. In
the end, P and I controllers are used to realize the planned trajectories.

Other researchers are more heavily focused on trajectory planning and control
by assuming that the behavior of other vehicles can be sufficiently described
through deterministic or stochastic models. For model predictive trajectory
optimization, both local and global approaches are employed.
In [ZS09], spatiotemporal state lattices are used in a dynamic programming
optimization approach. It is assumed that obstacles are already successfully
detected. State transitions that are blocked by obstacles are removed offline
before the actual optimization, i.e., the interaction between the autonomous
vehicle and the obstacles is not evaluated. The states within the lattice refer to
the driven distance and the lateral position on the road. Quintic polynomials
and quintic splines are used to describe state trajectories. The cost functional
is designed to prefer low jerk and therefore high travel comfort. In subse-
quent publications [Wer+10] [Wer+12], the cost functional is defined using
the Euler-Lagrange formulation. A set of terminal states, called terminal
manifold, is defined that should be reached eventually. A feasible set of
continuous quintic and quartic polynomials is precomputed as the solution
space for the unconstrained movement. A discretization within the terminal
manifold is used to obtain a finite number of trajectories. Each trajectory is
additionally discretized into a finite number of states. All feasible solutions
eventually align with a trajectory in the terminal manifold. Finally, the
lowest cost trajectory among the remaining solutions is selected. Due to
high computational complexity, the optimization strategy changes to a local
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continuous iterative approach in [Zie+14a] [Zie+14b], called BERTHA. A
real-world demonstration of an autonomous vehicle is conducted. In the
experiment, the vehicle moves along a historically important route from
Mannheim to Pforzheim in Southern Germany. A non-linear optimization
problem with non-linear inequality constraints is formulated. Model sim-
plifications enable the formulation of a quadratic cost function. The initial
solution only applies to the unrestricted case, i.e. no obstacles are initially
incorporated. Once obstacles are included, the final solution can become
suboptimal. In an alternative approach to address computational complexity
[Ben+15], the authors decide to systematically enumerate maneuver variants
in structured environments. The original solution space is partitioned into
discrete solution classes. In each class, a possibly local optimum is found.
By using the initial local minima, the chance of finding the global optimum
is increased.
In [Ruf+14a] [Ruf+14b], a predictive optimization approach called SPARC
is presented. A Kumaraswamy distribution is used to estimate the position
distribution and behavior distribution of other vehicles. Bayesian networks
are proposed to learn the dependencies among different vehicles. Due to
problems created by local optima, the original local iterative optimization
changes to a dynamic programming approach [Zie+15] [Ruf+15b]. The
original Euler-Lagrange problem formulation remains unchanged. But in
order to use a discrete global optimal solver like the Viterbi algorithm without
changing the original problem formulation, the correspondence between
variational methods and hidden Markov models needs to be established
[Zie+15]. The correspondence enables the transformation from the original
continuous Euler-Lagrange formulation to its discrete hidden Markov form.
In [Ruf+15a], the benefit of the proposed dynamic programming approach
is presented in comparison to local iterative optimization strategies. While
in some scenarios the local iterative optimization has difficulties with local
optima, dynamic programming is still able to find the global optimum. In
[Zie+16], the authors incorporate the interaction between other vehicles and
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the ego-vehicle during the optimization process. This extension is called
progressively interacting trajectories (PITRA).

In [Fun+12], the researchers test the physical vehicle handling limits during
autonomous vehicle operation. A variety of different roads are chosen for the
experiment, including the Pikes Peak Hill Climb in Colorado. The optimized
trajectories are precomputed for the preselected route, i.e., the autonomous
vehicle merely follows the precomputed path to reach its destination. Other
vehicles are barred from the test route during the experiment. The vehicle is
equipped with a highly accurate differential GPS to identify its exact position.
The onboard real-time control system operates at 200 Hz. The feasibility
study shows that an autonomous vehicle is technically able to operate at high
velocities even under extreme circumstances, although the motion trajectory
is entirely precomputed offline.

In [Kuh+16] [Zof+16], the authors focus on robust algorithms in autonomous
driving, including sensor and algorithm failures. A probabilistic hierar-
chical road perception algorithm using compositional hierarchical models
and system performance assessment methods is developed to enable robust
autonomous driving in an artificial urban setting. The final system is demon-
strated during the Audi Autonomous Driving Cup in the form of miniature
cars.

Finally, modern communication technologies in the form of vehicle-to-
infrastructure communication (V2I) and vehicle-to-vehicle communication
(V2V) can further increase the possibilities of autonomous driving. In [SZ12]
[Plo+12], the autonomous vehicle AnnieWAY and its cooperative algorithm
are presented. During the Grand Cooperative Driving Challenge 2011, the
participants communicate with other vehicles within the platoon and with
certain infrastructure elements along the route. Additional emphasis is put
on situation recognition as well as geometrical and topological reasoning
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using Markov logic networks. The creation of temporary optimal platoons
is the focus in [Fre11]. By computing cooperative trajectories, complex
safety-related problems can be resolved that would have been significantly
more challenging if communication and cooperation had not been used.

2.4 Energy-efficient driving in automotive
applications

Several authors have published solutions in the field of energy-efficient
driving. The approaches range from passive driver assistance systems to
active systems.

2.4.1 Heuristic energy efficiency recommendations

In the most simplistic case of energy-efficient driving, macroscopic fuel
or energy efficiency recommendations are used. Government bodies and
non-government organizations are possible sources for further information
[Por+13] [Ene17] [Nat17] [US 17]. The guidelines include:

• Anticipation of the future development of the surrounding traffic.

• Avoidance of unnecessary acceleration and deceleration.

• Coasting or engine brake utilization instead of utilization of brake
pads.

• Early gear shifts to higher gear levels.

• Avoidance of high velocities.

• Avoidance of engine idling.

These recommendations are based on statistics of numerous road vehicles
over long travel distances. Naturally, they ignore the unique fuel or energy
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consumption properties of a specific vehicle. Furthermore, the driver is only
given a rough guideline.

2.4.2 Driver assistance systems for energy
efficiency improvement

This section discusses different driver assistance systems that support energy-
efficient driving. Several representative examples are presented.

Passive driver assistance systems are the most basic technical systems that
can further increase energy efficiency by assisting the driver. Passive driver
assistance systems do not actively control vehicle operation. They usually
collect a certain amount of measurement data during the journey. Based on
the measurements and the internal algorithm, fuel or energy-efficient driving
suggestions are presented to the driver through visual or acoustic means.
The most basic form of technical energy efficiency assistance systems is
usually based on knowledge, rules, and heuristics. For example, a set of
threshold functions, based on the previously described basic energy effi-
ciency guidelines, can be used to warn the drivers of inefficient driving
behavior. The most rudimentary solutions use commonly available sensors
in smartphones to estimate the velocity, the acceleration, the deceleration,
and the position of the vehicle [Joy16] [FCA17] [Eas17]. More advanced
apps can additionally incorporate current control area network (CAN) bus
data from the vehicle sent via CAN bus reading devices [Gar10] [Eff16].
One may also attempt to learn the powertrain properties of unknown vehicles
by using recorded and current CAN bus data in order to tailor the energy
efficiency suggestions to specific vehicles [GF12a] [GF12b] [GF12c] [GF14].

Other passive driver assistance systems focus on adaptation to traffic light
phases. In the most simplistic V2I setup, the traffic light signal control
broadcasts future phases to all vehicles that are able to receive the infor-
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mation without cooperating with the vehicles. In [RK11] for example, a
microscopic fuel consumption model is used to analytically compute an
improved velocity profile in front of a single traffic light. Basic Newtonian
mechanics are used as the underlying model foundation. Decisions are made
according to predefined rules. Disadvantages of commonly used simplified
cost functions are discussed in comparison to the proposed microscopic
model. In a subsequent publication [KR13], the authors use a multistage A*
approach in order to make the optimization less dependent on rules.
In [SMB11], the authors go beyond traffic light phase information by com-
bining it with vehicle queue length estimation. They show in simulations that
additional benefits can be obtained compared to methods only using traffic
light phase information.
In [Tie+12], different rule-based strategies are investigated for electric vehi-
cles approaching traffic lights. The optimization parameters are manually
chosen. Lane changes are not included in the optimization.
In [Xia+12], the authors create a fuel efficiency assistant that is evaluated in
the real world. Using the V2I communication and the current speed limit,
the optimization plans a predictive velocity profile that guides the vehicle
through the green phase of a single traffic light. The optimization procedure
mainly consists of rules, prescribed velocity profiles, and thresholds. A
graphic display provides a speed recommendation to the driver based on the
optimization results.
Similarly, the authors of [Als+12] compute a recommended reference speed
based on traffic light phase information. The trajectory consists of accelera-
tion, deceleration, and constant cruise phases.

There are also systems that try to address several distinct issues. One example
is the research project called Energieeffizientes Fahren 2014 (EFA 2014)
[Wil12] [Sma+14]. Numerous technologies and resources are used for the
EFA 2014 system: CAN bus data from the ego-vehicle, communication
with traffic lights, digital maps with information about speed limits, object
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detection using cameras, radars, and ultrasonic sensors. The energy efficiency
optimization consists of three main systems: energy efficient route selection,
driver assistance, powertrain control, and energy management optimization.
The passive driver assistance system developed in the project is called the
Anticipatory Energy Saving Assistant (ANESA) [Koh+11] [Bär+11] [Sch12]
[Nie+12] [Wil12] [Sch14]. A vehicle model is formulated to compute the
velocity profile to a specific velocity at a certain distance relative to the
ego-vehicle. Speed limits, road curvature, road elevation, traffic lights, and
other vehicles are included in the rule-based optimization. Lane changes
are not evaluated. The system defines different operation modes including
braking, coasting, cruising at constant speed, and acceleration. Several
threshold functions in combination with vehicle model and situation analysis
decide which mode should be selected. The vehicle operation suggestions are
presented on a graphical display to the driver. The main fuel saving rule is
coasting. In order to adapt the driver assistance system to individual drivers,
the authors in [Bär+11] identify the most probable driving style of the current
driver by analyzing internal data from the vehicle, the environment, and
the driver’s eye gaze through fuzzy logic. Although multiple sources of
information are available, the system of [Sma+14] [Sch14] does not truly
compute a unified solution to energy-efficient driving. For example, the
velocity profile computation is not used by the powertrain control.

Active driver assistance systems that support energy-efficient driving are
primarily force feedback instruments, which actively try to persuade the
driver to perform other actions through gentle resistance forces. Examples in-
clude the force feedback acceleration pedals [Con15] [Bos16] that discourage
excessive acceleration among other functionalities.
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2.4.3 Autonomous systems for energy
efficiency improvement

In partial autonomous systems, energy-efficient driving is only partly auto-
mated. In the vast majority of vehicles, only a few powertrain components
can act without direct control of the driver. Examples include automatic
transmissions [CPR10], energy power-supply systems [Wil12] [Sma+14],
and energy management in hybrid vehicles [Mok+16].

There are also more comprehensive partial energy-efficiency autonomous
systems that support many tasks commonly found in autonomous driving.
But as they are often extensions to existing Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC)
systems, lane changes are not regarded. If there is a front vehicle (i.e., another
vehicle ahead of the ego-vehicle) on the same lane, the partial autonomous
vehicle merely stays behind it. The driver still has to manually change the
lane.
In [Sah+07], the authors present a longitudinal cruise control using digital
maps containing information about road curvature, road slopes, and speed
limits. The appropriate vehicle velocity preferably does not exceed the driver
defined reference speed, the speed limit, or the maximum safe speed in
curves. Fuel saving is primarily achieved through coasting, engine brake
utilization, and avoidance of brake pad utilization.
In [Keu+09] [Keu+10], the authors present a predictive ACC system used
for hybrid vehicles. The authors divide the upcoming road with respect to
new speed limits, and roughly constant sections of curvature and slope. The
admissible velocity trajectory is predefined to have a certain shape, split into
three phases: acceleration, constant cruise velocity, and deceleration. By
analyzing longitudinal vehicle dynamics using Newtonian mechanics based
on a complete hybrid powertrain model formulation, the precise shape of the
different phases is computed. The goal is to minimize energy consumption,
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utilization.
There are also less rule-based and more flexible approaches. In [Hel10],
the objective is to compute a model predictive optimization using dynamic
programming for heavy-duty vehicles with respect to fuel efficiency. Road
slope and speed limit information along the driven route are necessary system
inputs. A complete manufacturer specific inverse powertrain model is formu-
lated. The state transition cost function primarily penalizes fuel consumption,
braking, gear shifts, deviation from a certain manually set reference velocity,
and acceleration. Optimal velocity and optimal gear choice trajectories are
computed. Similar optimization goals, constraints, and prerequisites are used
in [Ter09] [Wah15].

As in driver assistance systems, V2X communication can also be beneficial
for autonomous and partial autonomous systems.
The authors of [Ask+17] compare the traffic flow of regular vehicles and
platoon forming vehicles that are additionally communicating with each other.
Simulation results show that overall traffic flow can be increased through
V2X communication at signalized intersections.
Aforementioned V2V systems like [Fre11] [SZ12] can also improve energy
efficiency to some extent, even if energy efficiency is not evaluated in detail.
For example, a dense platoon can be formed that reduces the air drag on
vehicles behind the lead vehicle.

2.5 Optimization methods

Different from problem-specific applications, optimization algorithms can
often be applied to many application domains. This section reviews different
existing optimization strategies used in energy-efficient driving applications.
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2.5 Optimization methods

2.5.1 Cost formulation

If cost formulations are used in the optimization, the vast majority of authors
use manually weighted costs. This approach offers great flexibility. But it
can be highly subjective, and the description of the optimization problem
may be oversimplified. The possibly greatest disadvantage is tied to the fact
that the results of multi-criteria optimization problems often cannot lead
to improvements regarding all criteria. Thus, it is difficult to gauge if the
optimization has lead to an improvement or how significant the improvement
is.
Alternatively, there is also the possibility to convert all optimization criteria
into a unified form, e.g., monetary costs using a fiat currency. The author
is only aware of one example in energy-efficient driving that has used such
an approach. In [PKS09], a profit-maximizing energy efficiency system is
developed. Income with respect to driven distance, cost of travel duration,
and cost of fuel consumption are converted into Euro.

2.5.2 Knowledge and rule-based optimization

The most rudimentary form of energy-efficient driving assistance systems
is based on knowledge, rules, and heuristics. In the most rudimentary cases,
threshold functions can be used to generate binary decisions [Gar10] [Joy16]
[Eff16] [FCA17] [Eas17].
More advanced techniques combine analytical Newtonian mechanics with
knowledge and rule-based decision making to compute motion trajectories.
In some cases, predefined shapes of acceptable velocity profiles, e.g., accele-
ration, constant cruise velocity, and deceleration, are used. Examples include
[Keu+10] [Als+12] [Sch14] [Koh+14].
Fuzzy inference methods are also used to make energy-efficient driving
decisions. One common approach is to convert comparatively imprecise
human experience and expertise to membership functions in order to compute
the optimal decision [Ros10]. Additional knowledge about the vehicle can be
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used to further enhance the results. Examples in the field of energy-efficient
driving include [SFY07] [Pér+10] [Ros10].

2.5.3 Optimization through data mining
and machine learning

Although data mining and machine learning are usually associated with
classification and data analysis problems, these strategies are also used in the
context of energy-efficient driving.

Regression analysis

Regression analysis is a commonly used method to analyze data using pre-
selected analytical model assumptions. Through regression, the optimal
parameters of (often simplified) functions are computed based on the avai-
lable data. In transportation engineering, for example, macroscopic models
are often used to describe traffic in general. As there is a vast amount of
different vehicles, specific vehicle models cannot be used. Through regres-
sion, a macroscopic model can be created using a large data set of numerous
vehicles. The simplified generic model can then be used to describe the
overall behavior and conduct approximate evaluations.

Alternatively, the problem formulation may initially be based on a precise
vehicle model but is subsequently transformed into a generic polynomial
form through regression in order to simplify the optimization.

Many publications have at least used regression at some point to reduce
model complexity. Sometimes the model simplification is essential for
the feasibility of the proposed optimization. Examples include [Hel10]
[MA12] [GF12c] [Zie+14a] among numerous others. In [Hel10] certain
characteristic maps are converted to avoid time-consuming interpolation.
In [GF12c], different polynomials are adapted with respect to recorded
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CAN bus data. Together, they form a spline to estimate the characteristic
map of a truck’s engine. In [MA12], a dynamic vehicle model is created
but eventually simplified to a quadratic polynomial with respect to fuel
consumption, velocity, and acceleration. This eventually makes efficient
quadratic programming optimization possible. The fuel efficiency system
tends to prefer low velocity and no acceleration because the polynomial
model promotes this kind of behavior. But in reality, if dynamic scenarios
are regarded, it can sometimes be beneficial to temporarily choose a high
acceleration in order to increase engine efficiency.

Neural networks and reinforcement learning

Artificial neural networks are one of the oldest artificial intelligence concepts
in computer science that gained attention through the back-propagation
algorithm and again in recent years through the formulation of deep learning.
An artificial neural network tries to reproduce the construction of the human
brain through artificial neurons. During training, the network is presented
with different data samples that are accompanied by the corresponding class
memberships. Reinforcement learning is sometimes regarded as a special
training strategy of neural networks, complementing supervised learning
and unsupervised learning. Training samples are not a priori provided but
generated through interaction with the environment. The basic principle is to
make a software agent take actions in a previously unknown environment
with the goal to maximize some form of expected overall reward. The
learning procedure is usually separated into an exploration phase and an
exploitation phase. During the exploration or training phase, new knowledge
is acquired which may require the removal of older, possibly less impor-
tant experience. During the exploitation phase, the learned experience is
used to make decisions based on the current situation. Reinforcement lear-
ning can use data tables or neural networks to conduct training and store the
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An example of reinforcement learning used for energy-efficient driving is
[Qi+17]. A deep reinforcement learning method is used to learn the fuel-
efficient operation of the onboard energy management system of a plugin
hybrid vehicle. The neural networks are trained using real-world data ob-
tained from inductive loop detectors. The formulation of a vehicle model is
not necessary.

In [Pér+10], the authors primarily use fuzzy control. But the rules are
obtained through training of an artificial neural network. The motivation
lies in the possible imprecision of manual interpretation of human expertise.
Therefore, learning the optimal membership functions from historical data
can be an efficient and automated procedure. The system learns from se-
veral expert drivers for a predefined route. In general, gradual acceleration
and deceleration are deemed as preferable, whereas braking is discouraged.
Naturally, the underlying assumption of the authors is that the invited expert
drivers truly drive efficiently.

Despite the presented advantages of neural networks and reinforcement
learning, there can also be disadvantages. Regarding training, there can
be theoretically an infinite number of relevant scenarios to learn and the
feature vector dimension can also increase if more complicated situations
should be described. If truly long-range predictive energy-efficient driving
should be optimized, the distinction of numerous different scenarios can
drastically increase training complexity and the number of neurons or table
entries. Alternatively, if the number of neurons or table entries is restricted,
the system can only compute an approximate solution to a previously unseen
scenario. Indeed, the research conducted in works like [Pér+10] [Qi+17]
does not investigate long-range predictive energy-efficient driving. Instead,
the focus is on the imminent next decision.
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Evolutionary algorithm

Evolutionary algorithms are inspired by biological evolution. The goal is to
find the optimal solution by applying processes commonly found in evolution,
e.g., mutation, crossover, and survival of the fittest. Due to an often large
number of possible outcomes, some predefined heuristics is often chosen
in practice. As in the case of neural networks, a possible advantage is the
independence from precise analytical models. A possible drawback is the
uncertainty regarding local optima. For further background information, the
reader can turn to [PB17]. An example, in which evolutionary algorithms
are used for energy-efficient driving, is [CPR10]. The authors combine fuzzy
logic with genetic algorithms, which are a type of evolutionary algorithm, in
order to make fuel-efficient gear shift decisions depending on current mea-
surements from the engine and the current driver intention. While the rules
are defined through fuzzy logic, the precise layout of the fuzzy membership
functions is obtained using genetic algorithms.

2.5.4 Calculus of variations

Calculus of variations involves the utilization of subtle changes (variations)
in functionals to find minima or maxima. A necessary but not sufficient
condition for an extremum is the Euler-Lagrange equation that is often used
to solve optimization problems in the sense of calculus of variations. In
practice, it may be necessary to subsequently show that the optimization
result is truly globally optimal. An example in energy-efficient driving
optimization that uses the Euler-Lagrange formulation is [Ter09].

2.5.5 Pontryagin’s maximum/minimum principle

Pontryagin’s maximum/minimum principle is primarily used in optimal
control problems and is derived from the maximization/minimization of a
Hamiltonian using optimal states, controls, and Lagrange multipliers. Just
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like the Euler-Lagrange equation, the Pontryagin’s principle is a necessary
but not a sufficient condition for an optimum. In practice, it may be necessary
to subsequently show that the optimization result is truly globally optimal.
Examples in energy-efficient driving optimization that use Pontryagin’s ma-
ximum/minimum principle, include [SL77] [PKS09] [ZXL16].

2.5.6 Local numeric optimization

In the most ideal case, mathematical problems can be solved analytically.
But in practice, it is often not possible. Therefore, a numeric approximation
of the solution may sometimes be the only option. Many numeric solvers
that are based on gradient descent require the optimization problem to be
convex in order to find the globally optimal solution. Otherwise, it is possible
that the result is merely a local optimum. Calculus of variations is often
realized through iterative local optimization, i.e., an iterative sequence of
local optimization computations that approaches the global optimum with
every new computation step. For further background information on numeric
optimization theory, the reader can turn to [NW06].

Linear programming and sequential linear programming

Linear optimization problems have a linear cost function that is subject to
linear equality and linear inequality constraints. Especially, if there are no
constraints, linear optimization problems can be solved using linear algebra.
This leads to precise analytical solutions obtained with little computational
complexity. But if the constraints consist of numerous stringent inequality
constraints, linear programming algorithms may be necessary. Well estab-
lished examples include the simplex algorithm, the criss-cross algorithm, and
the interior point methods. Difficulties emerge if the optimization problem
or the constraints are not linear, or if the feasible solution space is not a
convex polytope. In these cases, a problem simplification may be necessary
to reestablish a linear formulation. Alternatively, sequential linear program-
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ming can be used, i.e., iteratively computing the solution starting at an initial
position in the solution space. This can lead to suboptimal results. Examples
of linear programming used in the context of energy-efficient driving are
[Jin+16] [VB16].

Quadratic programming and sequential quadratic programming

An extension to linear optimization problems is quadratic optimization.
While equality and inequality constraints still have a linear form, the cost
function itself can have a quadratic form. Well established solution methods
include interior point methods, active set methods, and conjugate gradient
methods. If the original optimization problem does not comply with the
prerequisites of quadratic programming, sequential quadratic programming
can iteratively solve the problem given a feasible initial solution. The original
cost function is approximated by a quadratic function, and the constraints
are linearized. Examples of quadratic programming used in the context of
energy-efficient driving are [Hua+08] [Ter09] [MA12].

Both linear programming and quadratic programming can have high com-
putational efficiency, even if a sequential local iteration method is used. In
favorable cases, the iteration quickly converges towards ever smaller costs,
and good solutions are found with little computation duration. But there
can be major problems especially if the solution space is non-convex and
has numerous local minima. In practice, local iterative solution methods
like sequential linear programming and sequential quadratic programming
can lead to suboptimality, convergence difficulties, and difficulties to obtain
optimality in mixed integer problems [Ter09] [Ruf+15a] [Ruf+15b]. Further-
more, a start solution needs to be provided, which can be difficult to define
itself.
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2.5.7 Global numeric optimization

As previously discussed, if an iterative approach is used, the optimization
algorithm has greater difficulties in finding the globally optimal solution
if the cost function is non-convex and if there are numerous constraints.
An alternative to local iterative optimization is global optimization, which
often involves searching for the optimal solution and efficiently evaluating
all feasible solutions within certain constraints. Apart from avoiding local
optima, there also other advantages. For example, it is not necessary to
simplify the model, the constraints, or the cost formulation. There are no
convergence problems. An initial solution is not necessary. But there are
also disadvantages. The discretization of the original continuous problem is
generally a requirement, which inherently introduces imprecision. Thus, the
global optimization of a discretized problem only finds the global optimum
within the given discrete search space, and the discrete solution is actually
only an approximation of the original continuous problem. Arguably, the
greatest challenge is that the search space and the computation time can be
too long for real-time applications.

Enumeration

For problems that only have a comparatively small solution space, enumera-
tion can be a feasible approach. As all possible state trajectories have to be
evaluated one by one, it is one of the simplest forms of discrete optimiza-
tion but can be highly inefficient for problems with many continuous state
dimensions. It is mostly used for rule-based approaches that only use a small
search space. Examples include [SMB11] [GF12b] [GF12c].

Stagewise dynamic programming

An efficient form of discrete search algorithms is dynamic programming
(DP). The term dynamic programming was first used by Richard Bellman,
who created its theoretical and practical foundation [Bel54]. Two of the most
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important theoretic contributions are the formulation of the Hamilton-Jacobi-
Bellman equation (HJBE) for continuous problems and the formulation of
the Bellman equation (BE) for discrete problems. The discretization of
the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman problem leads to the corresponding Bellman
formulation in the discrete case. More importantly, solving the problem in
the discrete case for ever finer discretization will eventually solve the origi-
nal continuous Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman problem in theory. The globally
optimal solution of the Bellman equation is found by using dynamic pro-
gramming. Instead of solving the entire problem in one single step, dynamic
programming computes the optimal decisions for partial problems. The
entire optimal solution is then composed of the partial solutions. For further
information on dynamic programming, the reader can turn to chapter 4 and
[Bel54] [Ber05] [Ber07]. Examples of dynamic programming used in the
context of energy-efficient driving include [Hel10] [Wah15].

Dijkstra and path planning algorithms guided by heuristics

From a historical point of view, the dynamic programming formulation by
Bellman [Bel54] and the Dijkstra algorithm [Dij59] are created independently
from each other. Nevertheless, Dijkstra and its subsequent extensions, e.g.,
A*, D*, and ARA*, actually use Bellman’s principle of optimality [Sni06].
Using A* or one of its modifications can be difficult to apply to energy-
efficient driving. The primary reason is that a simple, yet effective, and at the
same time monotonic heuristic cannot be chosen as easily as in classic path
planning, which often uses the linear Euclidean distance heuristic. Neverthe-
less, there are a few authors who attempt such an approach [KR13] [CGF14].
In [CGF14], the vehicle model is heavily simplified. Due to the simplifica-
tion, the model can be incorporated into a monotonic heuristic. Numerous
simulation results show that the heuristic can reduce the computation dura-
tion by more than 50 % compared to the corresponding Dijkstra algorithm.
A drawback is that whenever a different model is introduced, the monotony
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of the heuristic has to be mathematically proven in order to ensure global
optimality. This can be difficult and may sometimes even be impossible in
practice, especially if the vehicle model consists of numerous data tables
like characteristic maps. Another drawback stems from the sequential nature
of the Dijkstra algorithm and the internal sorting algorithm along different
search paths. These procedures make parallelization during implementation
difficult. For further information on the background of Dijkstra, A*, and
associated algorithms, the reader can turn to [LaV06].

Computational complexity

The major drawback of global discrete search algorithms is computational
complexity for problems with numerous continuous state dimensions, which
Richard Bellman called the curse of dimensionality [Bel54].

One commonly used complexity reduction strategy is model simplification,
which reduces the computation duration and possibly also reduces memory
demand. It can also reduce the number of state dimensions and therefore
the number of evaluated state transitions. [HRR83] [HRR85] [Hoo88]
[MG93] are among the first authors to use dynamic programming to optimize
energy-efficient driving. Due to the limited computational capabilities of
computers at that time, the optimization is conducted in offline simulations
with significant model simplifications and state dimension reduction.

It is also possible to reduce the search space by reducing the discretization
precision, the number of state dimensions, the number of decision stages,
etc. Dynamic programming strategies that deliberately attempt to reduce the
search space as a trade-off to optimality are known as approximate dynamic
programming.
One possible strategy is iterative dynamic programming. The first opti-
mization iteration uses a less precise discretization than actually required.
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Subsequent optimization iterations confine their search area to the vicinity
of the result obtained from the previous iteration. Discretization precision
is increased for later iterations until the final result is obtained. Examples
that employ iterative dynamic programming are [BZK05] [HT08] [JSV08]
[HT09].
Another form of iterative dynamic programming is to group several states to
unified state groups and initially evaluate transitions among the state groups
[BZK05] [Wah15].
It is also possible to omit certain state transitions. In [Hel10], a heuristic
simplification is used that removes crossing state transitions from the search.

Computational complexity can also be addressed by the horizon length.
The task of predictive optimization is often to find a sequence of optimal
decisions from a start state to an end state. In practice, it is often not possible
to find the entire solution in real-time. Therefore, only the solution within
a finite horizon is computed. In general, both optimization precision and
computation duration increase with the horizon length. Simple heuristics are
often used to adapt the terminal behavior of the solution to the liking of the
developer.
The most common approach is to perform the regular optimization within
the horizon and add a terminal cost to its end. For example, [Ter09] uses a
deviation penalty from a carefully chosen stationary state. [Hel10] advocates
for high velocity at the end of the horizon to increase the kinetic energy.
Definitions of terminal costs are also found in model predictive control
applications like [ZF15].

In order to increase horizon length, while keeping computational complexity
in check, some authors develop strategies that deal with long-range opti-
mization. The general idea is to decrease optimization precision for distant
decisions in the future. Examples include [Wah15] [Pet16]. In [Pet16], fine
discretization and evaluation of dynamic obstacles are confined within a very
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short horizon of only a few seconds. For low maximum velocity, this effec-
tively only leads to horizons of a few meters. For mid-range and long-range
optimization, dynamic obstacles are no longer considered and discretization
precision is reduced. Similarly, [Wah15] computes additional approximate
solutions for distant decisions beyond the regular horizon with reduced
precision. In general, if the problem truly refers to a long distance, this type
of optimization approach can only offer a rough estimate for distant decisions.

Model simplification and search space reduction usually lead to a trade-
off between computational complexity and optimization precision. But the
reduction of computation time can also be decreased through implementation.
Apart from compiler and code optimization, it is possible to precompute
state transition costs before the real optimization begins and save the results
for later use [Pet16]. Naturally, this increases memory demand. It is also
possible to reduce computational complexity by distributing the computation
across several threads. This approach is especially effective for stagewise
dynamic programming because the algorithm inherently consists of numerous
parallel processes. Modern CPUs and GPUs generally consist of numerous
cores, and the overall trend is to further increase the number of cores. Thus,
software implementations that make use of parallelization benefit from the
development in the semiconductor industry. A drawback is that the demand
regarding computation hardware is increased.

2.6 Unresolved issues

Various different applications and optimization strategies are discussed in
previous sections. This section addresses some of the unresolved issues that
this thesis attempts to confront.
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[Ruf+14b] [Ben+15]. Generally, there is a heavy focus on passenger comfort
and safety related issues, whereas energy-efficient driving is not thoroughly
investigated. Speed limits or the recommended speed on highways are often
chosen as the reference speed [Wer+12], although truly energy-efficient
driving may require a different choice. Furthermore, these systems do not
evaluate gear shifts and purely rely on the existing automated transmission
within the vehicle. The arguably biggest deficiency is the often ignored uncer-
tainty if the planned trajectory is even physically feasible. Many autonomous
systems are focused on highway scenarios with little road slope and road
curvature. The controller tries to follow the reference trajectory to the best
of its capability. Therefore, deviations from the planned trajectory may not
appear as catastrophic. But, in fact, there are also publications involving
overtaking on the opposite lane with oncoming traffic (e.g., [ZS09]). These
scenarios clearly do not refer to highways. But the physical feasibility of the
overtaking maneuver is still ignored. This can lead to dangerous outcomes if
the road involves strong slopes and curvatures.
In contrast to typical autonomous driving applications, microscopic energy-
efficient driving optimization uses detailed models of the powertrain. There-
fore, both energy-efficiency and physical feasibility can be evaluated in detail.
Model predictive optimization examples include [Ter09] [Hel10] [Wah15].
Gear shifts are fully incorporated into the optimization. Apart from speed
limits, road slope and road curvature are also included in the optimization.
But the evaluation of the dynamic environment, especially other vehicles
and lane changes, is limited or not considered all. Optimal longitudinal
movement is the main focus of these approaches. If there is a front vehicle
on the same lane, the optimization simply follows the front vehicle. This can
be inefficient if the front vehicle is extremely slow.
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solution with regard to all theses relevant aspects.

Another topic is the finite optimization horizon often used in predictive
optimization. Due to computational complexity, the horizon usually cannot
evaluate the entire problem but only a small part of it. Approaches that try
to mitigate the problem are discussed in previous sections. Their precision
beyond the horizon is usually low.
This thesis proposes an approach that provides a cost estimate beyond the
regular horizon using an additional long-range auxiliary horizon. The auxi-
liary horizon grows during the journey until it reaches the final destination.
The discretization precision within the auxiliary horizon is the same as in
the regular horizon. The intermediate results can already be used before the
auxiliary horizon reaches the final destination.
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3 Models

The proposed model predictive optimization PEEMTO depends on several
models to fulfill its tasks. These models describe the vehicle model, the static
environment, the dynamic environment, and the driver model.

3.1 Vehicle model

In general, PEEMTO is not only confined to one specific vehicle. In fact, the
underlying optimization strategy can be applied to a wide range of different
vehicles, no matter if they have electric or conventional propulsions. The
vehicle model used in this thesis primarily serves as an example. It is based
on the REM-2030 powertrain, developed in the project REM-2030 [REM15].
The model is formulated in an inverse manner similar to the formulations
suggested in [GS05] [KN10]. The model inputs are the vehicle’s desired
acceleration, its current velocity, and the external resistance forces. Their
propagation through the model ultimately lead to an energy consumption in
the battery. A schematic illustration is shown in Figure 3.1. The different
REM-2030 vehicle parameters are given in Tables A.2 to A.4 in the appendix.

Figure 3.1: Vehicle powertrain.
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3.1.1 Longitudinal vehicle model

The longitudinal properties of the vehicle model are primarily focused on
the powertrain, the vehicle’s longitudinal movement, and the longitudinal
external resistance forces. The model formulation is based on [GS05] [KN10]
[Hak14].

External resistance forces and vehicle acceleration

The external resistance forces are the forces from the external world applied
to the vehicle’s wheels and its hull. They consist of the air drag resistance Fair,
the slope resistance Fslope, the rolling resistance Froll, and the acceleration
resistance Fa.

Fair is dependent on the air density ρair, the effective cross sectional area Aeff,
the drag coefficient cw, and the vehicle velocity v:

Fair =
1
2

ρaircwAeffv2. (3.1)

The gravitational force Fg is dependent on the vehicle mass m and the gravi-
tational acceleration g:

Fg = mg. (3.2)

The slope resistance Fslope is composed of Fg and the slope angle ϕ:

Fslope = Fg sin(ϕ). (3.3)

The normal force Fg,p, i.e., the gravitational force perpendicular to the road,
is only a portion of Fg if there is a slope:

Fg,p = Fg cos(ϕ). (3.4)
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The rolling resistance Froll is primarily dependent on Fg,p and the rolling
resistance coefficient μr:

Froll = μrFg,p. (3.5)

According to [Hak14], the rolling resistance can increase with the fourth
power of the velocity for extremely high velocities. This is due to the thermal
changes in the tires. Precise numeric values are not provided in [Hak14]. The
vehicle model as formulated in this thesis does not consider these extreme
cases.

The acceleration resistance Fa is the force needed to accelerate the entire
vehicle:

Fa = mv̇. (3.6)

Braking

If the braking capabilities of the electric engine (EE) during recuperation
is insufficient to slow down the vehicle as demanded, the brake pads at the
wheels have to be used. More explanations regarding braking and recupera-
tion with an EE are provided in the discussion of the EE model.

According to [BB12], the brake force Fb between tire and road depends on
Fg,p and the ground adhesion coefficient μb(σb):

Fb = μb(σb)Fg,p. (3.7)

The ground adhesion coefficient itself is dependent on the tire slip σb. The
tire slip is a measure for the difference between the vehicle velocity v and
the velocity at the wheel derived from the wheel rotation speed ωw and the
dynamic wheel radius rw:

σb =
v−ωwrw

v
. (3.8)
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The dynamic wheel radius is the wheel radius during driving, which is
slightly different from the original geometric radius of the wheel due to
subtle deformations.

According to [BB12], μb(σb) initially increases for small slip values until
the maximum ground adhesion coefficient μb,max(σb,max) is reached for the
maximum acceptable tire slip σb,max. Thus, Fb also reaches its maximum
at σb,max. Beyond σb,max, μb starts to decrease. For σb = 100 %, the tires
completely slide out of control. On a dry asphalt road, μb,max = 1.18 and
σb,max = 15 % can be expected [BB12]. Within the slip interval [0,σb,max],
the slip can be approximated by a linear function [Ter09] with respect to σb.
The linear approximation for the braking force uses a linear ground adhesion
coefficient μb,lin:

Fb = μb(σb)Fg,p ≈ μb,linσbFg,p. (3.9)

Using the linear approximation, it is possible to estimate the tire slip for a
certain demanded brake force Fb:

σb ≈ Fb

μb,linFg,p
. (3.10)

Within PEEMTO, the tire slip during braking must not exceed σb,max:

σb ≤ σb,max. (3.11)

The maximum tire slip also confines the brake force:

Fb ≤ μb,linσb,maxFg,p. (3.12)

The corresponding brake torque Tb at the wheels can be computed with Fb

and rw:
Tb = Fbrw. (3.13)
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The restriction of brake force and tire slip is also a functionality commonly
found in anti-lock braking systems (ABS) [BB12].

As discussed in section 4.1, the trajectory optimization does not compute the
brake controls. It only includes the previously stated brake force constraints.
If required, the necessary controls can be computed using more detailed
models of the braking system. A short overview shall be provided to explain
how the brake controls could be computed using Fb from the trajectory
optimization. But these additional model components are not further used in
the optimization.
According to [BB12], the braking system consists of the brake pedal, the
brake amplifier, the brake pads, and the brake discs in the case of a disc brake
system. If the driver steps on the brake pedal, a certain brake pedal force Fb,u

is generated depending on the brake pedal position ub. Fb,u is amplified by
the brake amplifier, which generates the brake pad force Fb,p that presses the
brake pads against the brake disc. This slows down the wheel rotation.
If only the brake pad force Fb,p at the wheels is needed instead of the brake
pedal position ub, it can be directly computed using the brake pad friction
coefficient μb,p and the relation:

Fb,p =
Fb

μb,p
. (3.14)

According to [BB12], the average brake pad friction coefficient μb,p is be-
tween 0.35 and 0.5. If the necessary brake pedal position ub needs to be
constructed from the demanded brake force Fb, the procedure is more com-
plex. The relation between the brake force Fb at the wheels and the brake
pedal force Fb,u can be described using the brake pedal ratio ib,u, the brake
amplification ratio ib,a, the brake pressure efficiency of the amplifier ηb,a, the
main brake pressure cylinder area Ab,a, the wheel brake cylinder area Ab,w,
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the brake force efficiency at the wheels ηb,w, the internal brake ratio Cb, the
effective brake disc radius rb,d, and the dynamic wheel radius rw:

Fb,u =
Fb

ib,uib,aηb,a
Ab,w
Ab,a

ηb,wCb
rb,d
rw

. (3.15)

The relation between the brake pedal position ub and the brake pedal force
Fb,u is defined by a manufacturer specific brake force transition function fb,u,
which is primarily designed from the perspective of HMI:

ub =
Fb,u

fb,u
. (3.16)

Alternatively, characteristic maps are often used to describe the different
ratios, efficiencies, pressures, and forces. Finding a feasible solution is
assured as long as only feasible operation points within the characteristic
maps are considered. More detailed explanations and examples are given in
[BB12].

Wheels

The external resistance forces and the acceleration resistance in combination
with the brake torque Tb can be used to derive the wheel torque Tw applied to
the wheels:

Tw = Jwω̇w + rw(Fair +Froll +Fslope +Fa)+Tb. (3.17)

Furthermore, let ωw be the wheel rotation speed:

ωw =
v

rw
(3.18)

and let Jw be the wheel inertia.
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Final drive

The final drive is assumed to be stiff [KN10]. The final drive ratio is denoted
by if. The wheel torque Tw is transformed by if to the final drive torque Tf:

ifTf = Tw. (3.19)

The wheel rotation speed ωw is transformed by if to the final drive rotation
speed ωf:

ωf = ifωw. (3.20)

Transmission and clutch

It is assumed that the transient behavior between the transmission and the
final drive can be neglected [KN10]. The transmission rotation speed ωt is
the same as ωf:

ωt = ωf. (3.21)

The transmission torque Tt is the same as Tf:

Tt = Tf. (3.22)

The clutch controls the connection between the engine and the transmission.
The REM-2030 transmission uses a dry clutch. The clutch rotation speed
ωc,in on the engine side is the same as the engine rotation speed ωe:

ωc,in = ωe. (3.23)

The clutch rotation speed on the transmission side ωc,out depends on the
transmission rotation speed ωt, the selected gear level G and the gear ratio
it(G):

ωc,out = it(G)ωt. (3.24)
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It is assumed that in reality, the gear level G cannot instantly change. There
is always a continuously differentiable gear shift Ġ in the transmission
mechanics although the duration may be very short. It is assumed that a shift
in gear level requires a certain gear shift duration Δtshift (e.g., one second) to
complete. If there is no gear shift (Ġ = 0), the clutch is assumed to be stiff,
i.e., there is no rotation speed difference in the clutch:

ωc,in = ωc,out if Ġ = 0. (3.25)

Furthermore, the clutch torque on the engine side Tc,in is the same as the
clutch torque Tc,out on the transmission side Tc,out:

Tc,in = Tc,out if Ġ = 0. (3.26)

If there is a gear shift (Ġ �= 0), the clutch efficiency formulation of [NBL07]
is used. It describes the temporary inefficiency due to the temporary rota-
tion speed difference between ωc,in and ωc,out. The clutch efficiency ηc is
described by:

ηc(G) =

⎧⎨
⎩

ωc,in
ωc,out

if ωc,in ≤ ωc,out

ωc,out
ωc,in

if ωc,in > ωc,out

(3.27)

during a gear shift. Apart from the clutch efficiency, the transmission has a
gear level dependent efficiency ηt(G). Tc,in is transformed to the transmission
torque Tt via the previously described ratio and efficiencies:

ηc(G)ηt(G)it(G)Tc,in = Tt. (3.28)

If there is no transmission and clutch, the engine torque and engine rotation
speed are directly transformed to the final drive torque and final drive rotation
speed.
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Electric engine

The engine torque Te is influenced by Tc,in and the engine inertia Je if the
engine rotation speed ωe is changing:

Te = Tc,in + Jeω̇e. (3.29)

The engine efficiency of the electric engine (EE) can be described by an
engine efficiency map ηe(ωe,Te) depending on the engine torque Te and the
engine rotation speed ωe. This thesis defines positive engine torque demand
as propelling torque that the engine has to provide. In case of negative engine
torque demand, energy is provided to the engine. The engine then becomes
a generator that charges the battery. In the case of the REM-2030 EE, the
maximum engine and generator torque magnitude are both 103 Nm and
remain constant until approximately 7,500 1

min before gradually decreasing
to 55 Nm at 15,000 1

min . The engine efficiency map is displayed in Figure
3.2. Apart from engine efficiency, it also shows the physical boundaries of
the engine.

There are several differences between an electric engine (EE) and an in-
ternal combustion engine (ICE). The EE can provide the maximum torque
even if ωe is very low. The average efficiency and the peak efficiency are
much higher than in the case of ICEs. In the REM-2030 EE, the maximum
efficiency reaches almost 98 %. In comparison, the peak efficiency for an
ICE is usually below 50 %. An EE can maintain high efficiency over a vast
operation area in the engine efficiency map, while the maximum efficiency
for ICEs is only concentrated in a small operation area. In the case of the
REM-2030 EE, low efficiency is only present for very low torque demand
or for very low engine rotation speed. Due to high efficiency over a large
operation area, an electric vehicle (EV) can use strong acceleration and still
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Additional advantages of the EE compared to the ICE are energy recuperation
and continuous brake torque control. When the driver steps off the accele-
ration pedal, an ICE can use fuel-cutoff and apply a specific engine brake
torque dependent on the engine rotation speed. Other than changing the gear
level and therefore the engine rotation speed, the brake torque of ICEs cannot
be changed by the driver. Alternatively, coasting can be used. In this case,
the clutch opens and separates the ICE from the rest of the powertrain. The
resistance is then dictated by external forces and additional fuel is needed to
keep the ICE running. In contrast to the ICE, the EE can control how much
energy is recuperated and how much is used to propel the vehicle. Even in
generator mode, every feasible operation point in the efficiency map can be
adopted. In the case of the REM-2030 EE, the maximum engine brake torque
or rather generator torque is as large as the maximum propelling torque. In
an ICE, the maximum brake torque is usually significantly smaller than the
maximum propelling torque.

The flexibility in adjusting the brake torque leads to a human machine in-
terface (HMI) design question not encountered in ICEs. When stepping off
the acceleration pedal in an electric vehicle, it is unclear how much brake
torque the EE should generate. In an ICE, there is only one brake torque
for a given engine rotation speed. One design option is to “brake with the
acceleration pedal” in the sense that a low acceleration pedal position ua

(for example 0 % to 50 % depression) actually takes the EE into generator
mode and therefore creates a brake torque. Thus, only a high acceleration
pedal position (for example 50 % to 100 % depression) generates a propelling
torque. This design can be unfamiliar for drivers who only have experience
with ICE propelled vehicles. To address this issue, it is possible to indirectly
simulate traditional brake control by controlling the generator mode with
the brake pedal. For low brake pedal positions ub (for example 0 % to 50 %
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Figure 3.3: Battery cell equivalent circuit. The rest of the powertrain can demand power from
the battery or provide power to the battery.

Similar to the previously discussed braking model, the acceleration pedal
position ua can be computed with the engine efficiency map, given a feasible
pair of engine torque and engine rotation speed. As discussed in section 4.1,
the optimization does not consider the computation of ua or ub. The design
of the brake control HMI is not further discussed. Instead, PEEMTO makes
use of all feasible operation points within the engine efficiency map.

Power electronics

The REM-2030 power electronics between the EE and the battery consists
of a DC/DC and a DC/AC converter. The DC/DC converter increases the
intermediate circuit voltage, while the DC/AC converter transforms the DC
current from the battery to the AC current used in the EE [KVD13]. The
efficiency of both DC/DC converter ηDCDC and DC/AC converter ηDCAC is
approximated by a constant efficiency of 98 % in the REM-2030 powertrain
model.
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are only used for higher brake pedal positions (for example 50 % to 100 %
depression). An example of this kind of brake control is the Audi e-tron.
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Figure 3.4: REM-2030 battery cell idle voltage depending on the battery state of charge.

Battery

An overview of battery models of different degrees of complexity can be
found in [HB11] [MN14]. Complex models use equivalent electric circuits
that consist of multiple voltage sources, resistors, capacitors, and diodes,
which may dependent on the temperature and the state of charge (SOC). The
battery model used in this work does not describe transient and polarization
effects. For the purpose of this thesis, the equivalent circuit of a single battery
cell only consists of a voltage source, which represents the battery cell idle
voltage Vidle,c, and the battery cell internal resistor Ri,c. The equivalent circuit
is illustrated in Figure 3.3. The battery cell output voltage Vout,c is computed
from Vidle,c, Ri,c, and the battery cell current Ic:

Vout,c =Vidle,c −Ri,cIc. (3.30)
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The powertrain can demand or provide a certain battery cell power Pbat,c from
or to each battery cell:

Pbat,c =Vout,cIc =Vidle,cIc −Ri,cI2
c . (3.31)

This leads to a certain amount of electric current flowing from the battery to
the engine. Vice versa, if the electric engine is in generator mode, the battery
receives a charging current. The same battery model is used for both charge
and discharge scenarios. With the constraint Ic = 0 for Pbat,c = 0, the battery
cell current Ic is the temporal derivative of the battery cell charge Qc:

Ic = Q̇c =
Vidle,c

2Ri,c
−
√√√√V 2

idle,c

4R2
i,c

− Pbat,c

Ri,c
. (3.32)

Vout,c can be described by the power demand of the powertrain, the idle
battery cell voltage, and the internal cell resistor:

Vout,c =Vidle,c −Ri,cIc =
Vidle,c

2
+

√
V 2

idle,c

4
−Pbat,cRi,c. (3.33)

Vidle,c increases with higher Qc, while Ri,c decreases with higher battery tem-
perature. The REM-2030 electric vehicle uses lithium battery cells provided
by Leclanché. An illustration of the idle voltage depending on the SOC
(charge in percentage of full charge) in the case of the REM-2030 battery
cell is provided in Figure 3.4. In general, the voltage cannot completely drop
to zero. Simulation of the battery temperature or temperature management is
not done in this thesis but can be part of future work. In this thesis, a constant
temperature of 20◦C is assumed, which leads to a Ri,c of 5 mΩ.

According to the specifications of the battery manufacturer, the REM-2030
battery is recommended to be used within a SOC operation range of 20 % to
95 %. As discussed in section 5.3.4, the impact of SOC on the optimization
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is small as long as the vehicle does not need to recharge. The battery idle
voltage does, however, decrease with decreasing SOC. Following the equiva-
lent circuit model, this leads to higher currents if the power demand from
the battery does not change. Furthermore, the battery cell current must not
exceed the maximum charge and discharge current of 20 A.

The idle voltage Vidle of the entire battery is increased by the number nbat,s of
battery cells connected in series:

Vidle = nbat,sVidle,c. (3.34)

The output voltage Vout of the entire battery is also increased accordingly:

Vout = nbat,sVout,c. (3.35)

The charge and discharge current of the entire battery I is increased by the
number nbat,p of battery cells connected in parallel configuration:

I = nbat,pIc. (3.36)

The charge of the entire battery Q is also increased accordingly:

Q = nbat,pQc. (3.37)

The battery power Pbat is composed of the power of all battery cells:

Pbat = nbat,snbat,pPbat,c. (3.38)
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The battery efficiency ηbat is defined by the ratio between the battery output
voltage Vout and the battery idle voltage Vidle. The definition is:

ηbat =

⎧⎨
⎩

Vout
Vidle

if I ≥ 0
Vidle
Vout

if I < 0
(3.39)

for the discharge mode I ≥ 0 and the charge mode I < 0 respectively.

The REM-2030 battery in its original configuration arranges the cells in two
rows, each with 84 cells in series. For the purpose of this thesis, the battery
is extended to 12 rows each with 84 cells in series to match the maximum
power of the EE.

3.1.2 Lateral vehicle model

The lateral properties of the vehicle model describe the lateral acceleration,
the lateral vehicle stability, and the curve resistance among other topics.

Lateral dynamics

In this thesis, the linear stationary single track model is used to evaluate the
lateral dynamics of the vehicle. The model is possibly best known for its
employment in the electronic stability program (ESP). An illustration of the
single track model is shown in Figure 3.5. In the single track model, the
vehicle is reduced to a single front wheel and a single rear wheel. When
discussing the single track model, a vehicle that is moving in a circle is often
used. Let there be a vehicle that is revolving around a point Pc. Let Pv be
the point that represents the vehicle’s center of gravity. Let r be the distance
between Pc and Pv. If a vehicle is moving on a bent road, r represents the
road curvature radius. Let ψ̇ be the yaw rate of the vehicle (i.e., temporal
derivative of the yaw angle ψ) with respect to Pv. The vehicle velocity v is
tangential with respect to the circular trajectory. The lateral acceleration of
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Figure 3.5: Single track model.

the vehicle alat refers to Pv. During a circular movement, the longitudinal
axis of the vehicle’s body frame does not exactly match the direction of the
vehicle velocity. The angle difference is the vehicle side slip angle β . Let l

be the vehicle’s wheelbase. Let lf be the front part of the wheelbase. Let lr
be the rear part of the wheelbase. Therefore, the wheelbase is:

l = lf + lr. (3.40)

Furthermore, let cf be the cornering stiffness of the front wheel, and let cr be
the cornering stiffness of the rear wheel. The lateral acceleration alat depends
on the change rate of the vehicle yaw angle ψ̇ , the change rate of the vehicle
side slip angle β̇ , and β itself. For small angle changes and small β , alat

is approximately the same as the vehicle’s lateral acceleration if the entire
vehicle is reduced to its center of gravity [SHB10] [MW15]:

alat = v
(

ψ̇ + β̇
)

cos(β )≈ v2

r
. (3.41)
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For stationary cases or small angle changes [SHB10] [MW15], β can be
described as:

β ≈ lr
r
− mlf

crl
alat. (3.42)

The single track model parameters used in this thesis are obtained from a
Mercedes C280. They are presented in Table A.4 in the appendix.

Lateral stability

In modern vehicles, the electronic stability program (ESP) is commonly used
to address lateral vehicle stability. One of the primary goals is to prevent
lateral instability due to excessive lateral acceleration alat and side slip angle
β of the vehicle. A typical scenario of lateral instability is the loss of control
of the front wheels or the rear wheels. According to [BB12], the ESP system
must ascertain that the magnitude of β is kept below 5◦. This threshold value
is also used in this work to represent lateral stability.

Curve resistance

During a circular movement of the vehicle, the direction of resistance from the
ground acting on the tires does not entirely match the longitudinal movement
direction of the tires. The lateral forces have a component that acts against the
propelling force, which leads to the curve resistance Fc. The curve resistance
model follows the formulation of [Hak14]. The different tire velocities are
approximated by the vehicle velocity. Furthermore, the same curvature radius
is used for all tires. Thus, Fc can be approximated by:

Fc ≈ m2l2
r v4

2cfl2r2 +
m2l2

f v4

2crl2r2 . (3.43)

Steering wheel control

As discussed in section 4.1, PEEMTO does not compute the controls. But it is
generally possible to compute the controls from the motion trajectories. If the
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Figure 3.6: Parametric coordinate system.

Figure 3.7: Route with three lanes.

steering wheel angle us is required, it can be computed using the single track
parameters, alat, r, m, and the steering wheel ratio is according to [SHB10]
[MW15]:

us = is
( l

r
+

m(crlr − cflf)
cfcrl

alat

)
. (3.44)

3.2 Coordinate system

In automotive and robotic applications, cartesian coordinate systems are
widely used. An alternative coordinate system formulation is a special type
of parametric coordinate system that focuses on longitudinal position, i.e.,
driven distance. Examples that use this kind of coordinate system include
[ZS09] [Ter09] [Hel10]. The advantage is simplicity. Points beyond the road
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Figure 3.8: Route with two lanes. Lanes of the road that diverts the ego-vehicle from the route
are not part of the route.
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are inherently excluded. Furthermore, the points on the road have a clear
order with respect to driven distance.

A descriptive illustration is given in Figure 3.6. Let s be the longitudinal
position along the route. In this thesis, it shall always refer to the rightmost
edge of the route. Let d(s) be the lateral position of points on the route that
have the same longitudinal position s. A point with d(s) = 0 refers to the
rightmost edge of the route. Furthermore, let ϕ(s) be the road slope at s, let
κ(s) be the road curvature, and let r(s) be the road curvature radius at s. The
road curvature and road curvature radius have an inverse relationship:

κ(s) =
1

r(s)
. (3.45)

Apart from the lateral position, there are also lanes. An example of three
lanes is given in Figure 3.7. The rightmost lane in the direction of travel is
called the outer lane. The leftmost lane in the direction of travel is called
the inner lane. The lane in between is called the center lane. If the route
has more than three lanes, there are several center lanes. A lane has a cer-
tain width. For the purpose of this thesis, a universal lane width of 3 m is used.



3.3 Static influence from the environment

In this thesis, there is a distinction between road, route, and journey. A
journey describes the entire track the ego-vehicle has to travel, from the
very beginning to the final destination. A route can incorporate the entire
journey or only a part of it. The optimization only considers the route. If the
route is only a part of the journey, a human driver has to take over control
at the end of the route. A road refers to the entire physical road with a
single road name and includes opposite lanes, acceleration lanes, exit lanes,
etc. The route is sometimes only a part of the road and may sometimes
consist of several different roads. The lanes of the road that would divert the
ego-vehicle from the route are not part of the route. An example is given in
Figure 3.8. The route only has two feasible lanes. The exit lane is not part of
the route because the progression of the route is straight ahead in the example.

The lanes and lane directions used in this thesis are obtained from Google
Maps. Route choice selection is not considered in this thesis. It assumed that
the route is already predefined prior to any optimization. Within the scope
of this thesis, only a limited amount of road compositions is considered.
Roundabouts, lane closures (i.e., road sections with lane number reduction),
and areas without roads like parking lots are not evaluated.

3.3 Static influence from the environment

Static influence from the environment refers to road characteristics that do
not change over time.

3.3.1 Speed limits

The speed limits of real-world routes used in this thesis are either obtained
from Open Street Map or directly observed in reality. If there is no speed
limit, the recommended maximum speed of 130 km

h according to German
traffic rules is used as a reference. German traffic rules also require drivers
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not to drive too slowly to prevent disruptions in the traffic flow. There is
no precise definition of a specific minimum speed and drivers need to make
individual decisions in practice. In this thesis, the optimization uses speed
limits up to 80 km

h as references for the choice of the minimum cruise velocity.

3.3.2 Road topography

Gravitation on road slopes can act as a significant resistance or a significant
propelling force on the vehicle. Road altitude or road slope information can
be obtained through existing elevation data, e.g., [Nat00] [Ger10] [Goo17]
[Her17] [Int17]. Alternatively, it is also possible to directly measure the
road slope in the real world using angle measurement tools. In this thesis,
elevation data from the Google Elevation API [Goo17] is used for highway
scenarios. Google does not publish the precision of its elevation data. Studies
conducted in [Wan+17] suggest that the root-mean-square error is 2.27 m
for roadways. Slope angle information for urban roads is directly measured
along the real roads using a Bosch Professional GIM 60 inclinometer with
a measurement precision of 0.2◦. Once the data is collected, B-Splines are
used to smooth the slope and elevation data along the route.

3.3.3 Road curvature

In this thesis, the points along the given route in geographic coordinates are
used to estimate the road curvature. The road curvature radius of the road can
be estimated using at least three neighboring points or more on the arc that
describes the curvature. The Kasa method [Rus+03] is used to estimate the
radius. The estimated curvature is subsequently smoothed using B-Splines
before putting to use.
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3.4 Dynamic influence from the environment

Dynamic influence refers to obstacles that change their state over time. In
this thesis, traffic light phases and other vehicles on the same route as the
ego-vehicle are considered.

3.4.1 Traffic lights

From the perspective of PEEMTO, a traffic light has a certain longitudinal
position along the route. For a certain point in time, a traffic light is in a
certain phase, i.e., yellow, green, or red. A traffic light provides PEEMTO
with the schedule of its time-dependent phases. PEEMTO is independent of
the exact nature of traffic light phase shift mechanics. From the perspective of
PEEMTO, the red phases are dynamic obstacles that can appear and disappear
dependent on time and at specific locations. The reaction of PEEMTO to
traffic light phases is discussed in section 4.11. The simulation of traffic
lights is described in section A.3.1.

3.4.2 Other vehicles and driver model

Estimating the behavior of other traffic participants is an active field of
research. As this thesis is primarily about energy-efficient driving, the cre-
ation of novel driver behavior models or driver behavior estimation are not
the goal of this work. For the purpose of this thesis, the evaluation is con-
fined to other vehicles on the same route as the ego-vehicle, while anomalies
like accidents are not investigated. Pedestrians, cyclists, etc. are not included.

This section describes the driver model that is used by PEEMTO. It shall
be called the simplified driver model (SDM). The driver model used in the
simulation environment is more extensive and is further described in section
A.3. The SDM is based on the well-established intelligent driver model

(IDM) from transportation engineering [Str06] and its extensions [TK13],
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the improved intelligent driver model (IIDM) and the adaptive cruise control

model (ACC). Parameter recommendations are provided in [TK13], which
are also used in this thesis. They are also listed in Table A.5 in the appendix
and form the default driver parameters of the SDM.

IDM model

In its original form, the IDM tries to reach the desired velocity vd,goal and
tries to keep a certain distance to the closest front vehicle in the same lane
as the ego-vehicle. In this thesis, the speed limit serves as a reference for
vd,goal. Let v be the velocity of the ego-vehicle controlled by the driver. Let
ad be the preferred acceleration. Let bd be the comfortable deceleration. Let
δd be the acceleration exponent. Let Δsd,goal be the desired distance to the
front vehicle. Let Δsd,min be the acceptable minimum distance to the front
vehicle. Let Δtd be the desired time gap to the front vehicle, which can also
be interpreted as the reaction time of the driver. Let Δsd be the distance to the
front vehicle. Let Δvd be the current velocity difference to the front vehicle.
The desired distance Δsd,goal to the front vehicle can then be described by:

Δsd,goal = Δsd,min +max
(

0,vΔtd +
vΔvd

2
√

adbd

)
. (3.46)

The acceleration of the driver is described by the IDM acceleration aIDM:

aIDM = ad

(
1−

( v
vd,goal

)δd −
(Δsd,goal

Δsd

)2)
. (3.47)

IIDM model

The IDM has several deficiencies, which include the infinite deceleration if
vd,goal = 0. The first extension of IDM is the IIDM. First, the free acceleration
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ad,free =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

ad

(
1−

(
v

vd,goal

)δd
)

if v ≤ vd,goal

−bd

(
1−

(
vd,goal

v

) adδd
bd

)
otherwise

(3.48)

is defined. It is the preferred acceleration if the driver is not constrained by
any front vehicles. The IIDM acceleration

aIIDM =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

ad

(
1−

(
Δsd,goal

Δsd

)2)
if Δsd,goal

Δsd
≥ 1 ∧ v ≤ vd,goal

ad,free

(
1−

(
Δsd,goal

Δsd

) 2ad
ad,free

)
if Δsd,goal

Δsd
< 1 ∧ v ≤ vd,goal

ad,free +ad

(
1−

(
Δsd,goal

Δsd

)2)
if Δsd,goal

Δsd
< 1 ∧ v > vd,goal

ad,free if Δsd,goal
Δsd

≥ 1 ∧ v > vd,goal

(3.49)

is defined by using several case distinctions.

ACC model

A further improvement is the ACC model that prevents safety related overre-
action of the driver model for low-speed differences and small gaps between
the driver and the closest front vehicle in the same lane. The ACC model
introduces the constant acceleration heuristic. The underlying assumption is
that the front vehicle will not significantly change its current behavior. Let
vd,f be the velocity of the closest front vehicle in the same lane. Let ad,f be
the acceleration of the closest front vehicle in the same lane. The acceleration
according to the constant acceleration heuristic

aCAH =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

v2 min(ad,f ,a)
v2

d,f−2Δsd min(ad,f ,a)
if vd,f(v− vd,f)≤−2Δsd min(ad,f,a)

min(ad,f,a)− (v−vd,f)
2

2Δsd
if vd,f(v− vd,f)>−2Δsd min(ad,f,a) ∧ v ≥ vd,f

min(ad,f,a) if vd,f(v− vd,f)>−2Δsd min(ad,f,a) ∧ v < vd,f

(3.50)
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abandon the IIDM model. In fact, it is actually a combination of the IIDM
model and the constant acceleration heuristic. The combination is governed
by a so-called coolness factor λd,c. The acceleration compromise

aACC =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

aIIDM if aIIDM ≥ aCAH

(1−λd,c)aIIDM +λd,c

(
aCAH +bd tanh

(
aIIDM−aCAH

bd

))
otherwise

(3.51)

is computed by using both aIIDM and aCAH.

Reaction to traffic lights

If there is a red traffic light ahead, the driver model treats it as an idle vehicle
and decelerates accordingly. A decision becomes more complicated if the
initial green phase changes to the yellow phase. According to [TK13], the
driver should decelerate if the vehicle is able to come to a full stop in front
of the traffic light and if the deceleration does not exceed the maximum safe
deceleration bd,safe. If a safe deceleration is not possible, the driver should
ignore the traffic light and move past it even if it turns to the red phase.

Desired velocity, desired lane, and lane changes

The basic assumption of the authors in [AW11] [ACK12] is that other vehicles
do not change their current velocity and lane. The SDM makes a similar
assumption. It assumes that the current velocity and the current lane of a
vehicle are identical to its desired velocity and desired lane. If a vehicle
changes the velocity or the lane, the SDM adapts its assumptions accordingly.
If the ego-vehicle observes another vehicle that is in the process of changing
lanes, i.e. already occupies two lanes, the SDM assumes that the vehicle will
continue to occupy both lanes until the ego-vehicle observes the completion
of the lane change. Learning the behavior of other drivers and predicting
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future lane changes remain challenging topics within the scientific community
and is not investigated in this thesis.

Restrictions

The SDM is based on the driver model of [TK13] and uses several restrictions:

• Lane closures and vehicle cooperation are not considered.

• Lane change predictions are not considered.

• Slopes and curvatures are not considered.

• Drivers do not estimate the behavior of other drivers. They all use the
default driver parameters as specified in Table A.5 in the appendix.

• The vehicles do not make simultaneous decisions. The vehicle that is
furthest ahead, i.e., has the highest longitudinal position makes the first
decision. The vehicle with the second highest longitudinal position
makes its decision based on the decision of the leading vehicle. This
process is repeated for all vehicles one by one.

The extended driver model (EDM) used by the simulation environment is
more extensive than the SDM and is described in the appendix.
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This chapter formulates the optimization problem of energy-efficient driving.
It is very important to note that energy consumption is only one optimization
criterion of PEEMTO. Indeed, the goal of PEEMTO is to find the optimal
solution to several different optimization criteria. These optimization cri-
teria are further described in the cost formulation in section 4.3. The cost
formulation leads to the corresponding continuous Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman
equation (HJBE) and the discrete Bellman equation (BE). The discrete prob-
lem is solved through dynamic programming (DP). Among numerous topics,
it is shown how lane changes and traffic lights can be combined with energy
efficiency optimization, and how long-range horizons can improve the opti-
mization result. These two topics are the main contributions of this thesis.
Additional publications of the author regarding PEEMTO can be found in
[GF13] [Gua15] [GF15] [GF16c] [GF16b] [GF16a] [GF17].

4.1 System overview

The system architecture of PEEMTO is illustrated in Figure 4.1. PEEMTO is
an on-board component of the ego-vehicle. It is notified about the state of the
ego-vehicle x(t) and the state of the environment with t being the continuous
time. The environment consists of time-invariant elements like speed limits,
road slope, road curvature, and dynamic elements like traffic lights and other
vehicles.

PEEMTO tries to maximize the energy efficiency of the ego-vehicle along
the predefined route through optimized energy-efficient driving. The defi-
nition of energy-efficient driving is discussed in section 4.3. The goal of
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Figure 4.1: System architecture of the predictive energy-efficient motion trajectory optimiza-
tion (PEEMTO). x∗(t) is the computed optimal state trajectory. x(t) is the state
of the ego-vehicle. u(t) is the control generated by the controller. The elements
marked in red are part of PEEMTO. The optimization is primarily focused on tra-
jectory optimization. The design of the controller and the environment perception
are not part of this thesis.

PEEMTO is to compute the optimal energy-efficient state trajectory x∗(t) of
the ego-vehicle along a predefined route. The most important components
are the optimal velocity trajectory and the optimal gear level trajectory.

The computation of the optimal control trajectory u∗(t) is regarded as op-
tional in PEEMTO and is not evaluated in further details. Once x∗(t) is
computed, u∗(t) can be additionally retrieved through the vehicle model if
required. Alternatively, if position related information is needed, it is also
possible to compute x∗(s(t)) and u∗(s(t)) instead, which are dependent on
the longitudinal position s(t). For further information on the coordinate
system used in this thesis, the reader can turn to section 3.2. Indeed, as is
shown in section 4.5.2, the underlying discrete optimization seeks out the
position related optimal motion trajectory first and subsequently constructs
the time-dependent trajectory from the position related result if required.

PEEMTO receives all necessary information about the state of the ego-vehicle
and the environment. The system requires different sources of information:

• Predefined route.

• Knowledge about the ego-vehicle, e.g., power-train components, vehi-
cle mass, etc.
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• Access to all relevant vehicle internal measurement data, e.g., velocity,
gear level, etc.

• Knowledge about the road slope angle ϕ(s) along the route.

• Knowledge about the road curvature radius r(s) along the route.

• Knowledge about speed limits along the route.

• Knowledge about the lane configuration along the route, i.e., number
of lanes, direction of lanes, etc.

• Vehicle-to-infrastructure communication (V2I) with traffic lights to
obtain current and future phases.

• Reliable capability to detect other vehicles in the vicinity.

Additional explanations are given in the other sections of this chapter.

4.2 Continuous optimization problem
formulation

The Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation (HJBE) was formulated by Richard
Bellman [Bel54] as a generalization of the Hamilton-Jacobi equation from
classical physics. It was created as part of the theory on dynamic program-
ming (DP), which was also formulated by Richard Bellman.

The corresponding discrete equation to the HJBE is the Bellman equation
(BE), which can be solved through DP. Thus, DP yields the optimal discrete
approximate solution to the corresponding HJBE. Furthermore, the optimiza-
tion problem must not contradict the principle of optimality (PO) [Bel54]:
“An optimal policy has the property that whatever the initial state and initial
decision are, the remaining decisions must constitute an optimal policy with
regard to the state resulting from the first decision.” Typical problems that
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maintain the PO are problems in which a decision only depends on the
outcome of the previous decision.

Different from the Euler-Lagrange equation and the Pontryagin maxi-
mum/minimum principle, the HJBE is both a necessary and sufficient
condition for the existence of a globally optimal solution [Ber05]. Ano-
ther advantage is the direct correspondence to the BE and the discrete DP
algorithm, which yields the globally optimal discrete solution with respect to
the employed discretization.

4.2.1 States, controls, trajectories, and costs

In order to formulate the HJBE, several definitions are needed. Let x(t)
be the continuous state dependent on the continuous time t. It consists of
the longitudinal position of the ego-vehicle s(t), its lateral position d(t), its
velocity v(t), its longitudinal acceleration a(t), its lateral acceleration alat(t),
its gear level G(t), and its battery state of charge Q(t):

x(t) = [s(t),d(t),v(t),a(t),alat(t),G(t),Q(t)]. (4.1)

Let u(t) be the continuous control dependent on the continuous time t. In a
vehicle that can also be controlled by the driver, it consists of the acceleration
pedal position ua(t), the brake pedal position ub(t), the gear change Ġ(t),
and the steering wheel angle us(t):

u(t) = [ua(t),ub(t), Ġ(t),us(t)]. (4.2)

Note that in many established optimization textbooks (e.g., [Ber05] [NW06]
[Ber07]), a clear distinction between state and state trajectory is not made,
and only x(t) is used to describe both the state and the state trajectory. The
same applies to control and control trajectory. Furthermore, t represents the
continuous time and not one specific point in time. This thesis follows the
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same notation for the formulation of continuous state, control, and trajecto-
ries. In the continuous domain, the term “trajectory” shall only be used to
explicitly stress out the entire progression of the state or control over time. No
additional symbols are defined to describe continuous trajectories, i.e., only
x(t) and u(t) are used. Both x(t) and u(t) should be ideally continuously
differentiable with respect to time to simplify real-world applicability. It is
assumed that even gear level changes cannot be instantly completed in reality.

Let j(x(t),u(t)) be the transition cost function, which is dependent on
x(t), u(t), and the state transition governed by the system equations ẋ(t) =
f (x(t),u(t)). Note that the system equations usually use the state and an
admissible control to compute the change of the state. But as discussed in
section 3.1, the vehicle model used in this thesis is actually formulated in an
inverse fashion. The system equations in their original form are not explicitly
formulated. The vehicle model of section 3.1 is used instead.

Furthermore, let J(x(t)) be the accumulated cost function, which is the
integral of j(x(t),u(t)) with respect to the integration time variable τ:

J(x(t)) =
t∫

τ=t0

j(x(τ),u(τ))dτ. (4.3)

This also means that the accumulated cost J(x(t)) refers to the entire trajec-
tory x(t) starting with the start time of the optimization t0.

4.2.2 Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation

Let ϒϒϒ be the admissible control space. Let V (x(t)) be a certain function.
With the previous definitions, the HJBE can be formulated as a minimization
problem with respect to u(t) in the form of:
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0 = min
u(t)∈ϒϒϒ

(
j(x(t),u(t))+V̇ (x(t))+∇V (x(t)) f (x(t),u(t))

)
. (4.4)

Additional equality constraints are imposed if the initial cost or the terminal
cost for the beginning or the end of the solution trajectory must have a
specific value.

If V (x(t)) is continuously differentiable with respect to t and x(t), solves the
equation over the entire state space for all t and x(t), and if the corresponding
control trajectory is piecewise continuous with respect to t, then V (x(t)) is
the globally optimal solution of the optimization problem, i.e., V (x(t)) is
the minimum accumulated cost J∗(x∗(t)). In this case, let the corresponding
x∗(t) be the optimal state trajectory, and let the corresponding u∗(t) be the
optimal control trajectory. Together, they constitute the optimal solution of
the HJBE. For further information, the reader can turn to [Ber05].

4.3 Problem-specific monetary cost formulation

Many studies conducted in the area of energy-efficient driving use a weighted
trade-off between low energy consumption and short travel duration [Hel10]
[Ter09] [Hua+08] [Wah15]. These weighting parameters often have to be
manually adjusted to reach the desired outcome. Furthermore, it can be
difficult to decide if there is a net improvement, e.g., if energy consumption
is reduced, but travel duration increases.

In order to make different types of cost terms directly comparable, all cost
terms are converted into a monetary form in this thesis. This also means
that the cost formulation becomes problem specific and is directly derived
from the financial aspects of individuals or the business model of a company.
There is no universal definition of costs. Instead, the specific problem at
hand dictates the definition of the cost formulation. Additionally, the cost
terms are made HJBE compliant, i.e., the cost formulation is in continuous
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form and the cost terms are continuously differentiable with respect to time
t and the state components of x(t). Note that the cost terms presented here
primarily serve as an example of the definition of monetary costs. In general,
there is a vast amount of different problems that can greatly differ from each
other. The author is only aware of one other approach, namely [PKS09], in
which monetary cost formulation is applied to energy-efficient driving.

In this work, costs are positive, while gains are negative. The cost parameters
are directly taken or derived from different government statistics, surveys,
and scientific studies. As these sources are not published at the same time,
the data has to be synchronized to the same year. The reference year used in
this thesis is chosen as 2014. The cost terms describe continuous processes,
which are converted to monetary cost. Neither t, u(t), x(t), or anything used
in the cost terms can instantly change. Even braking and gear changes need
some form of continuous transition, no matter how brief they may be. The
different monetary cost terms are presented as follows.

4.3.1 Energy

Energy consumption e(x(t),u(t)) can be converted to monetary cost through
the price of electricity λe. The cost term incorporates both energy consump-
tion and energy generation through recuperation. If energy is recuperated,
energy consumption is negative. According to [Bun18], the average electric-
ity cost for German households in 2014 was 0.2953e for each kWh, which
shall be the default value used in this thesis. The energy consumption cost is
described as:

je(x(t),u(t)) = λee(x(t),u(t)). (4.5)

4.3.2 Travel duration

Apart from energy consumption, time consumption is the other major cost
component in PEEMTO. The cost of time jt(x(t),u(t)) is highly problem
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specific, and there can be a large number of different possible scenarios.
This thesis uses a business trip scenario as an example, which includes a
corresponding holiday trip scenario as a special case. Alternative scenarios
are, e.g., delivery services and taxi companies. The creation of additional use
cases can be part of future work.

Business trip scenario

In the business trip scenario, one or several employees are traveling in a
vehicle to a destination. If they cannot be productive or if their productivity
is reduced during the journey, the business trip causes additional cost for
the employer. In this case, the time cost can be defined using the travel
duration with respect to the start time t0 and the gross labor cost (GLC) of the
passengers in the vehicle λt. According to [Sta17], the 2014 gross minimum
wage in Germany was 8.5e per hour. The overall average GLC was 16.97e
per hour. The average GLC of the upper 10 % income class was 31e per
hour. The travel duration cost is described as:

jt(t) = λt(t − t0). (4.6)

Holiday trip scenario

As a special case of the business trip scenario, the holiday trip scenario refers
to business unrelated travels or business trips that do not lead to additional
costs. The passengers simply want to reach the destination. In this case, there
is theoretically no travel duration cost. This can lead to the practical problem
that the optimization chooses extremely low velocities. EVs are especially
prone to this kind of optimization result because EEs have significantly
higher and more homogeneous efficiency than ICEs. Traveling at extremely
low velocities can disrupt the traffic flow if there are other vehicles. Thus,
the optimization actually has to choose a minimum amount of λt in order
to prevent extremely low cruise velocities. In this thesis, it is assumed that
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the ego-vehicle should at least choose the speed limit as the long-time cruise
velocity on even, straight roads. If the speed limit is above the speed limit of
trucks (i.e., 80 km

h ) or if there is no speed limit, a minimum long-time cruise
velocity of 80 km

h is chosen as reference. In order to achieve this, PEEMTO
conducts internal simulations to adjust λt. Examples are given in section 5.3.

4.3.3 Vehicle component wear

Repair of vehicle components can be costly for private individuals and
companies. In this thesis, the overhaul and replacement costs for transmission
and brakes are considered. Attrition of other vehicle components, warranty,
insurance policies, and malfunction probabilities are not discussed but can be
part of future work. The data on the service life of vehicle components, their
replacement costs, and overhaul costs used in this work are largely based on
a wide-ranging study conducted by the United States (U.S.) Department of
Transportation and Federal Transit Administration in 2007 [Lav+07]. The
study contains numerous data sets on the service life and maintenance costs
of fleet vehicles provided by transportation agencies and manufacturers.

Transmission wear

The first component to consider is the transmission. For the purpose of this
thesis, an estimate is computed regarding how much average attrition cost is
caused through a single gear shift. According to [Lav+07], the service life of
a transmission is 75,000 miles - 100,000 miles (approximately 120,000 km -
160,000 km). According to [NBL07], the service life of transmissions should
be 150,000 km. This thesis assumes that overhaul becomes necessary after
160,000 km. In order to estimate the average transmission attrition for each
gear shift, the distance limit of 160,000 km is transformed to the maximum
number of gear shifts before the transmission should be overhauled.
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The first step is to estimate the number of gear shifts performed over each
kilometer. To the best knowledge of the author, there is no study that inves-
tigates of how many gear shifts drivers make in electric vehicles. In fact,
many electric vehicles do not have transmissions. For the purpose of this
thesis, a study on vehicles with ICEs [SR09] [SRD09] is used to compute an
estimate. The REM-2030 transmission only has two gears, while vehicles
with ICEs have significantly more. In [SR09] [SRD09], the studies include
the investigation of how many gear shifts untrained drivers perform on aver-
age. Naturally, if one transmission has significantly more gear levels than
another transmission, the frequency of gear shifts will be different. In order
to apply the study of [SR09] [SRD09] to the REM-2030 transmission, this
thesis makes the simplified assumption that the ratio of the number of gear
levels of two different transmissions can be directly applied to the average
number of gear shifts over the same driven distance. In the case of [SR09]
[SRD09], the studies are conducted on diesel-powered trucks with 18 gear
levels. Therefore, the assumption is that the average number of gear shifts
is 9 times smaller for the REM-2030 transmission, which only has 2 gear
levels, over the same driven distance. This leads to 0.31 shifts per kilometer
on average for the REM-2030 vehicle.

Another assumption is that a transmission has to be overhauled after a driven
distance of 160,000 km for average gear shift behavior. This leads to a
maximum number of 49,600 gear shifts before the REM-2030 transmission
should be overhauled. According to [Lav+07], the average overhaul cost for
transmissions in 2007 is approximately 2000 $. The monetary costs used in
this thesis all refer to the year 2014 and the Euro currency. With the average
U.S. inflation rate of 1.85 % from 2007-2014 and a Euro exchange rate of 1.3
in 2014, the overhaul cost would be 1749e in 2014. Distributed over 49,600
gear shifts, the average transmission wear cost jG(x(t),u(t)) amounts to
λG = 0.035e for each gear shift with λG being the transmission wear weight.
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In this thesis, the transmission wear is only relevant if there is a gear shift, i.e.,
Ġ(t) �= 0. Let εG(t) be the continuous change in gear level from 0 (no change)
to 1 (change completed). It is assumed that the gear level cannot instantly
change in the real world, i.e., there is still a short continuous mechanical
progression. In the discrete case, the gear level can only be completely
changed from one discrete point in time until the next.

Thus, the average transmission wear cost is described by:

jG(x(t),u(t)) = λGεG(t). (4.7)

In reality, gear shifts that lead to higher rotation speed differences in the
clutch lead to higher attrition. Very high rotation speed differences also lead
to a sudden rise in powertrain resistance and passenger discomfort. Detailed
transmission wear models are not investigated in this thesis but can be part
of future work.

Brake wear

The second component to consider are the brakes at the wheels. Braking
using the brake pads causes attrition to the brakes. Similar to the case of
transmission wear, driver behavior statistics are used to estimate the average
number of braking for each kilometer. The data of [SR09] [SRD09] leads
to an average braking frequency of slightly more than one time for each
kilometer. According to [Lav+07], the service life of brakes is 15,000 miles
to 30,000 miles (approx. 24,000 km - 48,000 km). In this thesis, the service
life is assumed to be 36,000 km for a regular driver. By combining the
statistics of [Lav+07] [SR09] [SRD09], it can be assumed that the brakes
have to be replaced after 51,648 brake actions on average.

According to [Lav+07], the average replacement cost for all four brakes is
approximately 1,000 $ in 2007. With the average U.S. inflation rate of 1.85 %
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from 2007-2014 and a Euro exchange rate of 1.3 in 2014, the equivalent
replacement cost is 875e in 2014. Distributed over 51,648 brake actions,
the average brake wear cost jb(x(t),u(t)) amounts to λb = 0.017e for each
brake action with λb being the brake wear weight. As discussed in section
3.1.1, the EE already has strong braking capabilities. The utilization of brake
pads is only necessary if the EE is insufficient.

Similar to the transmission wear description, let εb(t) be the continuous
change that describes the application of the brake pads from 0 (not applied)
to 1 (fully applied to the wheels). In the discrete case, the brake pads can
only be fully applied or not applied at all.

Thus, the average brake wear cost is described by:

jb(x(t),u(t)) = λbεb(t). (4.8)

If the EE is able to bring the vehicle to a complete stop on its own according
to the vehicle model, no braking cost is used. In reality, one may have to
use the brake pads to ascertain that the vehicle truly comes to a complete
stop and remains in that state. This kind of stabilizing braking at velocities
close to zero is not further considered. Detailed brake wear models are not
investigated in this thesis but can be part of future work.

4.3.4 Combined cost function

The combined cost function is composed of the previously introduced cost
components:

j(x(t),u(t)) = je(x(t),u(t))+ jt(t)+ jG(x(t),u(t))+ jb(x(t),u(t)). (4.9)
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4.4 Constraints and regulations

The optimization considers several constraints and regulations. They range
from vehicle internal physical constraints to traffic regulations. In this thesis,
German traffic regulations are used. For further information on all existing
regulations, the reader can turn to [Jan18].

In general, there are numerous rules and regulations in the real world, e.g.,
cooperative zipper merging in the case of lane closures (i.e., lane number
reduction), or decisions about the right of way at small intersections and in
traffic circles. This thesis only performs evaluations on a limited number of
road configurations. The optimization shall only consider the constraints and
regulations as described in the following sections. The inclusion of additional
constraints, regulations, and road configurations can be part of future work.

4.4.1 Vehicle internal constraints

The vehicle internal constraints are discussed in section 3.1.1 and section
3.1.2. It is assumed that a gear shift requires a short time period Δtshift to
complete. The optimization shall not initiate a new gear shift before the
previous gear shift is completed.

4.4.2 Travel comfort and jerk

Travel comfort is often associated with jerk [Wer+12]. The longitudinal jerk
ζ (t) is the derivative of the longitudinal vehicle acceleration a(t). The lateral
jerk ζlat(t) is the derivative of the lateral acceleration alat(t). One possibility
to avoid strong jerk is to define an additional cost term. As this thesis uses
monetary cost, a precise definition is difficult. Generally, there is no direct
correspondence between monetary cost and travel comfort. Furthermore, the
continuous range from “no discomfort” to “extreme discomfort” can be highly
subjective. Thus, this thesis uses constraints instead of costs to avoid high
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amounts of jerk. In [Liu15] extensive studies are conducted regarding the
longitudinal acceleration, deceleration, and jerk of a vast number of drivers.
The longitudinal jerk during acceleration and deceleration are concentrated
within the domain of -1.5 m

s3 to 1.5 m
s3 . According to [TK13], longitudinal

jerk up to a magnitude of 1.5 m
s3 can be regarded as comfortable. According

to recommendations of the American Association of State Highway and
Transportation Officials [Ame01], roads should be constructed to keep the
lateral jerk below a maximum lateral jerk ζlat,max of 0.9 m

s3 . Therefore, the
travel comfort constraints are

ζmin ≤ ζ (t)≤ ζmax (4.10)

ζlat(t)≤ ζlat,max (4.11)

for the longitudinal and lateral jerk respectively. While constant acceleration
and deceleration do not produce any jerk, some jerk is unavoidable if the
vehicle starts to accelerate from a stationary state, e.g., constant velocity. The
jerk estimation in PEEMTO is described in section 4.8.4.

4.4.3 Speed limit

The ego-vehicle velocity should not exceed any speed limits if possible. If
the optimization is not able to find any feasible solution, the speed limit can
be relaxed.

4.4.4 Minimum velocity directive

Vehicles should not proceed too slowly in order to avoid disruption in the
traffic flow. There are no precise definitions of the minimum velocity. In
practice, drivers are expected to make decisions at their own discretion. The
realization of a minimum cruise velocity in PEEMTO was already discussed
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in section 4.3.2. Despite having a reference minimum velocity, the ego-
vehicle is, of course, allowed to choose lower velocities including full stop.

4.4.5 Lane change regulations

The lane change regulations used in this thesis consider the following rules:

• Keep-right directive: The regulation demands that drivers should try
to change to the outer lane if they only plan on cruising. The purpose
of the regulation is to create sufficient opportunities for overtaking
maneuvers in the inner and center lanes.

• Left-side overtaking directive: Overtaking is only allowed left of the
slower front vehicle.

• Multiple lane changes: Lane changes over several lanes without inter-
ruption are not allowed.

• Lane changes close to traffic lights: Changing lanes and overtaking in
close proximity to traffic lights may enable a driver to catch the green
phase of a traffic light. Although lane changes in front of traffic lights
are not explicitly forbidden, these maneuvers may increase the chance
of an accident. In this thesis, the optimization shall not plan any lane
changes in close proximity to traffic lights, e.g., within a distance of
50 m.

4.4.6 Full intersection

The ego-vehicle shall not enter an intersection if the intersection or the lanes
on the other side of the intersection are occupied by other vehicles and do
not offer sufficient space for the ego-vehicle.
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4.4.7 Velocity-dependent safety gaps

Sufficiently large spatial gaps between vehicles are of great importance to
prevent accidents. Commonly used recommendations are the one-second

rule and the two-second rule. On roads with speed limits below 80 km
h , the

driver should keep a one-second distance Δtgap,min to the front vehicle. The
one-second distance refers to the distance that the vehicle would traverse at
the current velocity in one second. On roads with speed limits at or above
80 km

h , the driver should keep a two-second distance Δtgap,max to the front
vehicle. The two-second distance refers to the distance that the vehicle would
traverse at the current velocity in two seconds. The utilization of the safety
gaps in PEEMTO is described in section 4.9.

4.4.8 Traffic lights

The ego-vehicle must not pass by a traffic light during its red phase. The
length of the ego-vehicle body is not considered. The only part of the
vehicle that shall be considered is the front bumper. The yellow phases are
incorporated into the closest green phase.

4.4.9 Strict and optional constraints

Numerous strict constraints in combination with extremely difficult scenarios
may leave the optimization without a feasible solution. In general, travel
safety is more important than travel comfort and certain traffic regulations in
emergency situations. Indeed, as previously mentioned, some regulations are
not strictly followed by drivers in practice.

In this thesis, the physical limits of the ego-vehicle (i.e., braking, lateral
stability, and the maximum battery current), traffic light phases, and collision
avoidance are treated as strict constraints. All other constraints and regula-
tions shall be followed unless the optimization is unable to find a solution.
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More discussions are conducted in section 4.13.

In general, it is also possible to define additional costs instead of constraints.
But it is often difficult to find objective formulations. Safety-related costs
can be especially difficult to formulate in monetary form as the monetary
cost of human injury and human life is hard to define from an ethical point
of view.

4.5 Discrete optimization problem formulation

The HJBE is rarely directly used to compute the optimal solution in practice
because retrieving the analytical solution is often infeasible. Instead, the
corresponding discrete solution can be obtained through the corresponding
discrete BE, which is solved through DP. With ever increasing discretization
precision, the globally optimal discrete solution converges towards the cor-
responding HJBE solution. It is important to note that the globally optimal
solution in the discrete case is only globally optimal with respect to the
employed discretization. In general, the discrete solution can only be an ap-
proximation of the continuous solution and is therefore inherently suboptimal
in that respect.

4.5.1 Bellman equation

The discretization with the time interval Δt uses the discrete time tk with the
index k with t0 being the start time of the optimization:

tk = t0 + kΔt. (4.12)

The discretization leads to the discrete state trajectory x̃(tk) and the discrete
control trajectory ũ(tk) from t0 to tk. Let x(ti) be a certain discrete state within
x̃(tk) at a certain discrete time ti. It consists of the longitudinal position of the
ego-vehicle s(ti), its lateral position d(ti), its velocity v(ti), its longitudinal
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acceleration a(ti), its lateral acceleration alat(ti), its gear level G(ti), and its
battery charge Q(ti):

x(ti) = [s(ti),d(ti),v(ti),a(ti),alat(ti),G(ti),Q(ti)]. (4.13)

Let u(ti) be a certain discrete state within ũ(tk) at a certain discrete time
ti. In a vehicle that can also be controlled by the driver, it consists of the
acceleration pedal position ua(ti), the brake pedal position ub(ti), the gear
change ΔG(ti), and the steering wheel angle us(ti):

u(ti) = [ua(ti),ub(ti),ΔG(ti),us(ti)]. (4.14)

Let j(x̃(tk), ũ(tk)) be the discrete transition cost function. Let J(x̃(tk)) be the
discrete accumulated cost function. Let j∗(x(ti),u(ti)) be the optimal tran-
sition cost at the discrete time ti. Let J∗(x̃(tk)) be the optimal accumulated
cost at the discrete time tk. Let ΓΓΓ be the discrete set of all admissible dis-
crete controls with respect to the employed discretization. For deterministic
forward-backward dynamic programming (FBDP), the BE can be formulated
in the recursive form:

J∗(x̃(tk)) = min
u(tk)∈ΓΓΓ

(
j(x(tk),u(tk))+

k−1

∑
i=0

j∗(x(ti),u(ti))
)
. (4.15)

More details about the BE are given in [Ber05] [Ber07].

4.5.2 Discrete problem reformulation

Although the original continuous optimization problem uses time t as argu-
ment, a formulation with respect to position s is actually better suited for
the discrete DP optimization used in this thesis. The reasons are given in
section 4.12. The discrete optimal decisions do not refer to discrete time but
discrete positions. In the continuous formulation, describing the problem
with respect to t is a necessity to ascertain that the differentiability with
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respect to time demanded by HJBE is always met. However, in the discrete
case, it is possible to use a discrete trajectory tuple of discrete vectors instead
of a continuously differentiable trajectory. The elements in the tuple must
always have a strict temporal order that cannot be interchanged:

t0 < t1 < ... < ti < ... < tk. (4.16)

Let si be the discrete position that corresponds to a discrete time ti. As long as
the vehicle is moving, both si and ti increase. Special attention must be given
to an idle vehicle that has stopped, e.g., at a traffic light. In this case, the
position no longer increases, but the time still does. If the stopping position
is si and the journey is temporarily halted, the corresponding ti does not only
describe the time of arrival ti,toa at si but also the time of departure ti,tod from
si. Thus, ti adopts two different values:

ti =

⎧⎨
⎩ti,toa if t = ti,toa

ti,tod if t = ti,tod

(4.17)

depending on when the ego-vehicle stops and when it continues the journey.
As ti can adopt two different values for the same position si, the discrete time
and the corresponding discrete position cannot be described by a function in
the form of t(si). But in the tuple, the pairs of {ti,toa,si} and {ti,tod,si} still
have a clear order because ti,toa < ti,tod. If the vehicle is moving, ti, ti,toa, and
ti,tod are the same.

Let x̃k be the discrete state trajectory tuple from the start time t0 to the discrete
time tk. Let xi be the state vector within x̃k at position si with x0 being the
start state:

x̃k = (x0,x1,x2, ...,xi, ...,xk). (4.18)
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xi consists of the time ti, the lateral position di, the velocity vi, the longitudinal
acceleration ai, the lateral acceleration alat,i, the gear level Gi, and the battery
charge Qi in discrete form:

xi = [ti,di,vi,ai,alat,i,Gi,Qi]. (4.19)

Let ũk be the discrete control trajectory tuple from t0 to tk. Let ui be the
control vector within ũk at position si with u0 being the start control:

ũk = (u0,u1,u2, ...,ui, ...,uk). (4.20)

In a vehicle that can also be controlled by the driver, ui consists of the
acceleration pedal position ua,i, the brake pedal position ub,i, the change in
gear level ΔGi, and the steering wheel angle us,i in discrete form:

ui = [ua,i,ub,i,ΔGi,us,i]. (4.21)

Computing discrete optimal decisions at certain positions instead of points
in time also leads to the consequence that the equidistant position interval Δs

instead of the equidistant time interval Δt is used.

Let ΓΓΓs be the discrete set of all admissible discrete controls with respect to
the employed position discretization. The discrete optimization problem with
position dependent decisions can be formulated in the recursive form:

J∗(x̃k) = min
uk∈ΓΓΓs

(
j(xk,uk)+

k−1

∑
i=0

j∗(xi,ui)
)
. (4.22)

As the optimal discrete state trajectory tuple x̃∗k contains both discrete time
and its corresponding discrete position, the optimal discrete state trajectory
x̃∗(tk) can be easily constructed from x̃∗k . If equidistant decisions with respect
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interpolation.

Another alteration to the original problem formulation refers to the optimiza-
tion with respect to controls. One way to solve the discrete optimization
problem is to directly use control variation in DP to find the optimal control
trajectory. Given a certain state, it is possible to use a certain control and
the system equations to compute the next state. As described in section 4.1,
the primary goal of PEEMTO is to find the optimal state trajectory. The
computation of the optimal control trajectory is optional. Instead of using
control variations in the DP algorithm to find the optimal state trajectory, it
is also possible to use different state transition variations to find the optimal
discrete state trajectory directly as described in section 4.7. If demanded, the
optimal control trajectory can be subsequently constructed using the vehicle
model once the optimal state trajectory is available.
It is important to note that in reality, the controls are still necessary to realize
the state transition. But the focus of this thesis is the computation of the
optimal state trajectory. After the trajectory has been computed, it can be
used to guide a subsequent controller. Thus, discrete optimization can also
be described as cost minimization with respect to discrete states. Let ΘΘΘs be
the discrete set of all admissible discrete states with respect to the employed
position discretization. The recursive formulation can be described as:

J∗(x̃k) = min
xk∈ΘΘΘs

(
j(xk,uk)+

k−1

∑
i=0

j∗(xi,ui)
)
. (4.23)

If the optimal control trajectory ũ∗
k is additionally computed using the optimal

state trajectory x̃∗k and the vehicle model, it is also the solution to equation
(4.22). If the discrete time-dependent optimal trajectories x̃(tk) and ũ(tk) are
retrieved from x̃∗k and ũ∗

k , they are also the solution to the original BE given
in equation (4.15), albeit without equidistant time discretization. The discrete
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Figure 4.2: Structure of regular state graph used in PEEMTO. The green colored background
of the state graph represents the abstract symbolic illustration of the state graph.
States are represented by circles. Black arrows represent state transitions. Red
arrows represent DP backtracing.

4.6 State graph structure

The structure of the regular state graph X̃ used in PEEMTO is shown in
Figure 4.2. The state graph consists of the start state of the ego-vehicle x0

and a certain number of decision stages Xi. Each Xi refers to a discrete
position si. The graph is directed and acyclic, i.e., the state transitions from
one stage to the next are irreversible. Thus, reverse driving is omitted from
the optimization. Let s0 be the current position of the ego-vehicle. Let sN be
the last position within X̃. The state graph can be described as:

X̃ = (x0,X1,X2, ...,Xi, ...,XN). (4.24)
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HJBE problem. But due to finite discretization precision, the continuous
solution can never be truly obtained in practice. More details regarding the
DP algorithm are provided in sections 4.6 to 4.12.

solution of the BE is the optimal discrete approximation of the corresponding



4.6 State graph structure

Each decision stage Xi is associated with a certain number of discrete states
xb,i at position si. Let b the state enumeration index for states at a stage Xi.
A decision stage can be described by:

Xi = {x1,i,x2,i, ...,xb,i, ...}. (4.25)

A discrete state xb,i is composed of its specific discrete state values, which are
travel duration tb,i, lateral position db,i, velocity vb,i, longitudinal acceleration
ab,i, lateral acceleration alat,b,i, gear level Gb,i, and battery charge Qb,i. They
all refer to the discrete position si:

xb,i = [tb,i,db,i,vb,i,ab,i,alat,b,i,Gb,i,Qb,i]. (4.26)

Each state transition from one stage to the next (e.g., the state transition from
x1,1 to x1,2) is associated with a state transition cost. The cost formulation is
described in section 4.3.

The graph has one single start state x0, which is the current state of the
ego-vehicle. This also means that the first decision stage X0 only consists of
x0. The graph has an open end, i.e., the last stage is just another intermediate
stage with more than one end state. If only one end state is chosen, it usually
has to be predefined using some form of heuristic. In PEEMTO, an open end
is mandatory for the selection of the optimal end state. Further explanations
are given in section 4.12. After each optimization, DP yields the optimal
state trajectory tuple x̃∗N composed of the optimal state x∗i at each decision
stage Xi from the start state x0 to the optimal end state x∗N :

x̃∗N = (x0,x∗1,x
∗
2, ...,x

∗
i , ...,x

∗
N). (4.27)

In most real-world applications, the state graph only represents a subset
of the original problem as computing the solution of the entire problem is
computationally too complex. Thus, x̃∗ is only optimal within X̃. The range
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of X̃, which stretches from s0 to sN , is the horizon ΔsX̃. When x̃∗N has been
computed, PEEMTO declares the element x∗1 as the optimal next state and
guides the vehicle towards it. Once the vehicle has reached s1, a new state
graph is constructed, and the new vehicle state is chosen as the new start state
x0. Thus, the state graph has essentially moved the distance Δs = s1 − s0.
Note that s0, s1, ..., sN do not refer to the same positions in the world forever.
As soon as a new state graph is constructed, they refer to new positions in the
world. Indeed, the enumeration actually refers to the index of the decision
stage.

In reality, the vehicle may not be able to precisely realize the optimal next
state. The real-world deviation depends on the model precision, the possibly
unknown disturbances, and the employed controller. In practice, the con-
troller can only attempt to follow the computed trajectory to the best of its
capability. As discussed in section 4.1, this thesis only investigates trajectory
optimization and not the subsequent controller. Independent of the precise
controller execution, PEEMTO does adapt to the new situation in the real
world because it always starts the optimization with the currently available
measurements. In the evaluations conducted in chapter 5, it is assumed that
the ego-vehicle is able to realize the computed trajectory.

4.7 Forward-backward dynamic programming

DP can be used on discrete problems that do not contradict the PO. Gene-
rally, it must be possible to break down the original problem into simpler
subproblems in a recursive manner, i.e., one part of the problem is initially
solved and then the intermediate result is used to solve another part of the
problem. It is often additionally assumed that a decision is only dependent
on the previous decision. The problem described by the state graph in Figure
4.2 is a suitable example of the employment of DP. Once the state graph is
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entire optimization problem is solved.

The stagewise DP optimization involves two different steps. In the first step,
all state transitions are evaluated for each stage. In the second step, the
optimal trajectory is retrieved. In forward-backward dynamic programming
(FBDP), DP starts at the start state and evaluates all state transitions for each
stage while moving towards the last stage (forward process). Once the last
stage is fully evaluated, an optimal end state is chosen. The optimal trajec-
tory is retrieved, starting from the optimal end state and following optimal
predecessor states towards the start state (backward process or backtracing).

During the forward process, DP evaluates all state transition costs
j(xb,i−1,xc,i) from a stage Xi−1 to the next stage Xi for all stages within the
state graph X̃. After a state transition cost is identified, PEEMTO evaluates if
the transition violates any of the constraints as defined in section 4.4. Finally,
it evaluates if the transition leads to collisions with other vehicles or traffic
light violations, which are further explained in section 4.9 and section 4.11.
Beginning from the decision stage X1 at s1 onward, states start working
with minimum accumulated costs of the states from the previous stage. The
accumulated minimum cost J∗(xc,i) of a state xc,i at stage Xi is the minimum
sum of all possible transition costs j(xb,i−1,xc,i) and accumulated minimum
costs J∗(xb,i−1) from all predecessor states xb,i−1 to the state xc,i:

J∗(xc,i) = min
xb,i−1∈Xi−1

(
j(xb,i−1,xc,i)+ J∗(xb,i−1)

)
. (4.28)

After the states of a decision stage are fully evaluated, every state with the
exception of the start state has one unique optimal predecessor state unless
constraint violations forbid it. A state may have several or no successors.
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is solved.

During backtracing, the optimal state trajectory is constructed by following
the identified tuple of optimal states from the optimal end state x∗N on the last
stage XN to the start state x0.

In state graphs with one single end state, the optimal end is naturally the
single existing end state. If the horizon end is open, the choice of the optimal
end state may not be clear. The selection of the optimal end state at the
end of the horizon is discussed in section 4.12. If the horizon reaches the
end of the journey, it is likely that the vehicle has to stop. In this case,
there is indeed only one single end state, namely the complete stop of the
vehicle. There is also the possibility that the passenger takes over con-
trol at some point during the journey, i.e., the route is not as long as the
entire journey. In this case, PEEMTO never encounters the end of the journey.

As discussed in section 4.1, the variation of controls like acceleration pedal
position and brake pedal position is not considered in PEEMTO. Velocities
and gear choice are of particular importance if energy-efficient driving is
discussed. The discretization of velocity is able to precisely capture speed
limits, which are always integer numbers. If controls like acceleration pedal
position or brake pedal position were used instead of velocity variation, the
optimization would not necessarily lead to velocities that match the speed
limits. If, for example, the continuous optimal cruise velocity is the same as
the speed limit, the discrete optimization may never choose the speed limit as
the optimal result because the finite discretization precision may not include
this possibility. This is the primary reason why the discrete optimization
problem is reformulated in equation (4.23) to conduct the optimization using
state variations.
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By repeating the optimization described in equation (4.28) for all decision
stages, the discrete optimization described in equation (4.23) of section 4.5.2
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4.8 Implicit discretization

If states xb,i are fully expanded in the state graph X̃, the optimization has
to deal with numerous continuous state dimensions. This leads to high
computational complexity.

An observation made during the DP computation is that some state compo-
nents actually cannot deviate from the other state components independently.
For example, while the gear level can deviate from the velocity within a
large operation range, time progression is actually bound to the position and
the velocity trajectory. The simplification used in this work is to remove
several dependent state dimensions from the explicit search process. The
only state components that are explicitly used in the discretization during
the DP optimization are the longitudinal position, lateral position, velocity,
and gear level. All other time components are computed along the possible
trajectories of the remaining state components. This strategy shall be called
implicit discretization in this thesis because some state components are not
explicitly regarded during the search but rather implicitly chosen along the
possible trajectories of the remaining state components. This leads to the
implicit evaluation of the omitted state components during the search process.

To the best knowledge of the author, the proposed implicit discretization
has not been used in other scientific publications with the exception of the
implicit discretization of other vehicles [Zie+16]. The evaluation of other
vehicles is discussed in section 4.9.

The implicit discretization does not exclude the employment of other forms of
approximate dynamic programming and can be combined with other search
space reduction strategies, e.g., [HT09] [Wah15]. In this thesis, only implicit
discretization is used.
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Figure 4.3: Implicit discretization of time. Explicit expansion of the time dimension is re-
moved from the search space. Time progression is computed along possible
velocity trajectories with respect to position.

4.8.1 Travel duration

The implicit discretization of time shall be used as an example to explain the
general strategy. Figure 4.3 shows how the travel duration is computed along
different trajectories of velocity with respect to position. The travel duration
from x0 to any states xb,1 on the first decision stage can be computed using
the distance s1 − s0, and the average velocity of v0 and vb,1. This leads to tb,1
at xb,1 without any explicit discretization of time:

tb,1 = t0 +2
s1 − s0

vb,1 + v0
. (4.29)

The procedure is similar for transitions between regular decision stages. After
all possible transitions from a state xc,i+1 to all states on the previous stage
Xi have been evaluated, xc,i+1 knows its optimal predecessor at Xi. For
the purpose of explanation, let xb,i be the optimal predecessor of xc,i+1 at
si without loss of generality. The travel duration from xb,i to xc,i+1 can be
computed using their distance between si and si+1 as well as the average
velocity of xb,i and xc,i+1. The discrete time tc,i+1 of xc,i+1 is therefore the
sum of tb,i and the incremental travel duration:
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tc,i+1 = tb,i +2
si+1 − si

vc,i+1 + vb,i
. (4.30)

4.8.2 Battery charge

The implicit discretization of the battery charge or SOC uses the vehicle
model to compute the battery current and the resulting charge variation but
otherwise follows the same procedure as the implicit discretization of travel
duration. The computation of the battery charge variation is discussed in
section 3.1.1. Let Qb,i be the battery charge of a state xb,i at stage Xi. Let
ΔQ

(
xb,i,xc,i+1

)
be the change in battery charge from xb,i to another state

xc,i+1 on the next stage Xi+1. The resulting battery charge of xc,i+1 is:

Qc,i+1 = Qb,i +ΔQ
(

xb,i,xc,i+1

)
. (4.31)

4.8.3 Longitudinal and lateral acceleration

The implicit discretization of the longitudinal acceleration uses the travel
duration tc,i+1 − tb,i from a state xb,i at stage Xi to a state xc,i+1 on the next
stage Xi+1 and the corresponding velocities:

ac,i+1 =
vc,i+1 − vb,i

tc,i+1 − tb,i
. (4.32)

Different from the implicit discretization of the travel duration, it is not
necessary to propagate the acceleration over multiple stages because the
acceleration is directly computed from the velocities and the travel dura-
tion. The lateral acceleration alat,c,i+1 is directly computed from the average
velocity and the lateral vehicle model as discussed in section 3.1.2.

4.8.4 Longitudinal and lateral jerk

The longitudinal and lateral jerk are derived from the longitudinal and lateral
acceleration. In fact, the jerk estimation is the primary reason why the two
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forms of acceleration are part of the state definition. The jerk is estimated
from two subsequent discrete accelerations. Let ac,i+1 be the longitudinal
acceleration, and let alat,c,i+1 be the lateral acceleration of a state xc,i+1 at
stage Xi+1. Let ab,i be the longitudinal acceleration, and let alat,b,i be the
lateral acceleration of a state xb,i at the previous stage Xi. The longitudinal
jerk ζc,i+1 of xc,i+1 is:

ζc,i+1 =
ac,i+1 −ab,i

tc,i+1 − tb,i
. (4.33)

The lateral jerk ζlat,c,i+1 of xc,i+1 is:

ζlat,c,i+1 =
alat,c,i+1 −alat,b,i

tc,i+1 − tb,i
. (4.34)

4.8.5 Gear shift progress

As previously discussed, the gear level expands its own state dimension
within the state graph. But as mentioned in section 3.1.1 and section 4.4, it
is assumed that a gear shift requires one second to complete in the case of
the REM-2030 transmission. As the optimization may have a higher update
rate than 1 Hz, the new optimization may have already started before the
gear shift is completed. To solve the problem, the point in time of the last
gear shift within a trajectory is saved and propagated to succeeding decision
stages. A new gear shift can only be performed if the previous gear shift has
been fully realized.

4.8.6 Brake pad utilization

Brake pad utilization is not part of the state vector but still needed in the
optimization. Similar to acceleration, the necessity for brake pad utilization
can be directly computed. In this case, the vehicle model is needed. Using
the brake torque demand associated with a state transition, it is possible
to evaluate if the torque demand exceeds the engine’s capability. If this is
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the case, the brake pads are necessary. If the maximum brake torque of
the engine is exceeded, the engine will still absorb the maximum amount.
The remaining brake torque demand has to be met by the brake pads. As
discussed in section 3.1.1, there is a maximum brake force depending on
the maximum brake slip. If the maximum brake force of the brake pads is
insufficient, the state transition is not feasible.

4.8.7 Coasting

In the case of the REM-2030 EV, it is possible to open the clutch and separate
the engine from the transmission. Alternatively, it is also possible to simply
target operation points in the engine efficiency map that do not lead to any
torque, i.e., there is no power flow and no additional resistance. As in the
case of brake pad utilization, the state transitions lead to different engine
torque demands that also include low and no torque. Therefore, coasting is
already implicitly evaluated without creating any additional steps.

4.9 Other vehicles

The other vehicles all have their own states within the state graph X̃ for every
state of the ego-vehicle as illustrated in Figure 4.4. Let h be the vehicle index
of another vehicle that can be detected by the sensors of the ego-vehicle. The
state xh,b,i of another vehicle always refers to a certain ego-vehicle state xb,i

at a certain decision stage Xi. Note that the state xh,b,i is usually different for
every ego-vehicle state, even for the same vehicle h.

At the beginning of the optimization, the ego-vehicle is in the start state x0.
The start states of the other vehicles xh,0 are the states as observed by the
sensors of the ego-vehicle. In this thesis, the range of an ACC long-range
radar of 250 m shall be used [Win+15] [Bos16]. Thus, only vehicles within a
250 m radius of the ego-vehicle are considered in the optimization. The state
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Figure 4.4: The detected other vehicles have their own states. The states of the other vehicles
xh,b,i in the state graph always refer to a certain ego-vehicle state xb,i. The state of
a vehicle h can be different for different ego-vehicle states.

of another vehicle xh,b,i consists of the vehicle’s point in time th,b,i, lateral
position dh,b,i, and velocity vh,b,i:

xh,b,i = [th,b,i,dh,b,i,vh,b,i]. (4.35)

In theory, each vehicle can expand its own state space and have its own
motion trajectory. But this would quickly lead to an infeasible computational
complexity. Therefore, implicit discretization is used for the other vehicles
during the optimization, which has some similarities to the approach used in
[Zie+16]. Further details are given in section 4.9.3.

The evaluation of other vehicles in the optimization is divided into three
steps: Identification of relevant neighbors, collision avoidance during state
transition evaluation, and progression of other vehicles within the state graph.
Further explanations are given in section 4.9.1 to section 4.9.3.
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Figure 4.5: Relevant neighbors of the ego-vehicle. The neighbor type symbols F̂, F, F̌, Ŝ, Š, R̂,
Ř denote the type of neighbor.

In this thesis, the optimization treats the other vehicles as deterministic
constraints. Safety-related probabilistic costs can be difficult to formulate
in monetary form as the monetary cost of human injury and human life can
be difficult to define from an ethical point of view. Existing probabilistic
approaches of other authors are mentioned in chapter 2. The extension of
PEEMTO to incorporate probabilistic monetary costs to deal with collision
avoidance is possible but requires significantly more debate.

4.9.1 Identification of closest neighbors

Not all detected vehicles are equally important to the ego-vehicle. In fact,
PEEMTO only considers seven of the closest neighbors in all lanes surroun-
ding the ego-vehicle to evaluate collision avoidance. Naturally, the number
of neighbors may also be smaller than seven if there are very few cars on
the road. An illustration of the closest seven neighbors is given in Figure
4.5. Without loss of generality, they shall be denoted by the neighbor type
symbols F̂, F, F̌, Ŝ, Š, R̂, Ř without loss of generality. A vehicle right behind
the ego-vehicle in the same lane is not deemed as relevant.

The neighbor type symbol denotes the role of the neighbor. For example,
neighbor F is the front neighbor of the ego-vehicle in the same lane. The
vehicles Ŝ and Š are vehicles adjacent to the ego-vehicle, left and right
respectively. Apart from the neighbor type symbol, the neighbors still have
their regular vehicle index h. Thus, if neighbor F̂ has, e.g., the vehicle index
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h = 13 and refers to the ego-vehicle state xb,i, the state xF̂,b,i of neighbor F̂ is
the same as the state x13,b,i.

Depending on the situation, certain neighbors may not exist. Sometimes, the
role of a neighbor may be somewhat ambiguous. For example, a vehicle that
is in the process of changing lanes may be occupying both the inner lane and
the center lane. In this case, it takes on the role of both F̂ and F. As these
topics are implementation details, the explanation shall not be expanded any
further.

If the state transition does not involve a lane change, only vehicle F is relevant
to the ego-vehicle. If a lane change to the left is evaluated, only the vehicles
F̂, F, Ŝ, and R̂ are relevant. The lane change to the left can only be considered
if vehicle Ŝ does not exist. If a lane change to the right is evaluated, only the
vehicles F, F̌, Š, and Ř are relevant. The lane change to the right can only be
considered if vehicle Š does not exist. For each state transition, PEEMTO
must identify the relevant neighbors. The identification of closest neighbors
takes place before new state transitions to the next stage are evaluated.

The velocities of the closest neighbors also have an impact on the position
discretization. As described in Table A.11 in the appendix, PEEMTO uses
different position discretizations depending on the speed limit. If the average
velocity of the closest neighbors is below the speed limit, the average velocity
replaces the speed limit and guides the discretization instead.

4.9.2 Collision avoidance during state
transition evaluations

In order to evaluate possible collisions, PEEMTO uses the states xh,b,i of the
other vehicles that are saved at the most recently evaluated stage Xi through
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Figure 4.6: Example of collision evaluation for a certain ego-vehicle state transition from
xb,i to xc,i+1, involving a potential lane change of the ego-vehicle from the center
lane to the inner lane. The position snapshot of the neighbors referring to the ego-
vehicle state xb,i is shown. The snapshot of the other vehicles refers to xb,i. The
other vehicles are not moved during the state transition evaluation. Therefore, no
driver model is used. PEEMTO evaluates the spatial gaps of the new state xc,i+1 in
relation to the states of the neighbors.

In order to evaluate the gaps between the ego-vehicle and the neighbors,
the time gap thresholds Δtgap,min and Δtgap,max described in section 4.4 shall
be used. In a state transition from xb,i to xc,i+1, the next position of the
ego-vehicle’s front is sc,i+1, the next lateral position is dc,i+1, and the next
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just started, the currently observed states xh,0 of the other vehicles are used.

The evaluation of the numerous state transitions between decision stages is
the most time-consuming part of the optimization. As the SDM described
in section 3.4.2 consists of many computation steps, it is beneficial to avoid
using the SDM during state transition evaluations in order to reduce com-
putational complexity. The next states of the other vehicles in Xi+1 are not
computed, i.e., the other vehicles at stage Xi are not moved to stage Xi+1

during the collision evaluation. Thus, essentially, a snapshot of the other
vehicles are taken. However, PEEMTO does move the ego-vehicle to the
next state in Xi+1. An example illustration of collision avoidance for a lane
change to the left is given in Figure 4.6.

implicit discretization as described in section 4.9.3. If the optimization has
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Let sF̌,b,i be the front position of vehicle F̌ with reference to the ego-vehicle
state xb,i. Let ΔsF̌ be the vehicle length of vehicle F̌. The rear position of
vehicle F̌ is therefore sF̌,b,i−ΔsF̌. The notations of the other neighbors follow
the same pattern. As described in section 4.4, Δtgap,min of one second should
be used for urban scenarios up to a speed limit of 70 km

h and Δtgap,max of two
seconds should be used otherwise. The collision evaluation largely follows
these rules. But as the other vehicles, including the neighbors, do not move
during the collision evaluation, while the ego-vehicle does move, a slight
adaptation is used within PEEMTO. Δtgap,min shall always be used for the gap
computation with respect to the front neighbors F̌, F, F̌, and Δtgap,max shall
always be used for the gap computation with respect to the rear neighbors R̂,
Ř. Thus, for a lane change to the left, the collision avoidance constraints

sF̂,b,i −ΔsF̂ − si+1 ≥ vc,i+1Δtgap,min (4.36)

sF,b,i −ΔsF − si+1 ≥ vc,i+1Δtgap,min (4.37)

si+1 −Δsego − sR̂,b,i ≥ vR̂,b,iΔtgap,max (4.38)

are used. For a lane change to the right, the collision avoidance constraints

sF̌,b,i −ΔsF̌ − si+1 ≥ vc,i+1Δtgap,min (4.39)

sF,b,i −ΔsF − si+1 ≥ vc,i+1Δtgap,min (4.40)

si+1 −Δsego − sŘ,b,i ≥ vŘ,b,iΔtgap,max (4.41)

are used.

After all ego-vehicle state transitions from a stage Xi to the next stage Xi+1

have been evaluated, the minimum accumulated costs of all feasible ego-
vehicle states at Xi+1 are found. Only collision-free transitions are chosen.
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velocity is vc,i+1. Let Δsego be the vehicle length of the ego-vehicle. The rear
position of the ego-vehicle after the lane change is, therefore, sc,i+1 −Δsego.
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Figure 4.7: After all ego-vehicle state transitions between the stages Xi and Xi+1 at si and si+1
are evaluated, the transitions of the other vehicles are identified. For a state xb,i,
whose optimal successor state is xc,i+1, the states xh,b,i of the other vehicles refer-
ring to xb,i change to their new states xh,c,i+1 referring to xc,i+1. The transitions of
the other vehicles are realized through the SDM.

4.9.3 Progression of other vehicles in the state graph

Once all state transitions of a stage Xi are evaluated, the most time-consuming
part is completed. The next step is to move the other vehicles from Xi to
the next stage Xi+1. As previously mentioned, the other vehicles cannot be
allowed to expand their own state space because such a step would drastically
increase the search space. Therefore, implicit discretization is used to move
the other vehicles. An example illustration is provided in Figure 4.7.

After the evaluation of the state transitions, the ego-vehicle states xc,i+1 at
Xi+1 know their optimal ego-vehicle predecessor states xb,i at Xi. The other
vehicles associated with the optimal predecessor states are now moved to the
corresponding states at Xi+1 using the SDM described in section 3.4.2 with
the default parameters given in Table A.5 in the appendix.
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When the other vehicles are moved, they treat the ego-vehicle as yet another
vehicle. As the states of the other vehicles are always associated with an ego-
vehicle state, the other vehicles and the ego-vehicle all have the same travel
duration but otherwise may have completely different state components.

4.10 Lane changes and keep-right directive

During a lane change, the vehicle has a lateral movement component and tra-
verses a slightly longer distance for the same change in longitudinal direction.
Furthermore, if the road is not straight, i.e., has some curvature, the outer lane
leads to a slightly longer distance than the inner lane. It seems reasonable
to use the slight changes in driven distance due to the previously stated
reasons to formulate lane change penalties. This would, e.g., encourage the
optimization to choose shorter lanes when facing road curvature, which is
also common practice for Olympic runners.

However, the keep-right directive described in section 4.4 demands that the
vehicle should try to choose the outer lane during cruising, even if the vehicle
is in a left turn curve. Therefore, the previously described aspects are not
further considered in the optimization, i.e., lane changes do not lead to a
shorter or longer driven distance from the perspective of the optimization.
If two state transitions lead to the same amount of cost and one of the two
transitions leads to a lane change to the right, the optimization shall prefer the
lane change to the right. In practice, this definition leads to the consequence
that the optimization prefers relatively late overtaking maneuvers, i.e., the
optimization prefers to first approach the front vehicle in the same lane
before changing to the left adjacent lane in order to begin the overtaking
procedure. Furthermore, PEEMTO is unlikely to overtake more than one
vehicle at a time. If the lateral discretization divides the width of the lane
into separate states, the lane change shall not be interrupted, unless there is a
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Figure 4.8: Optimization with respect to traffic light phases in the state graph. The yellow
phases of the traffic lights are incorporated into the closest green phases. Through
implicit discretization, the time of arrival at the traffic light can be computed.
States that refer to a red phase are only feasible if the velocity component of the
state is zero, i.e., the ego-vehicle stops. The ego-vehicle cannot continue while it
is within a red phase.

In practice, drivers do not necessarily follow the keep-right directive. As
previously discussed, using shorter lanes in strong curvatures can be energy-
efficient. In general, traffic regulations can be at odds with other optimization
criteria. An interesting topic for future work is the question of if and how
certain regulations can be occasionally ignored to improve the optimization.
This question is not only an engineering problem but also has legal aspects.
Within the scope of this work, the keep-right directive is enforced, unless
safety constraints forbid it.
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Figure 4.9: If the state transition leads into a red phase, the vehicle has to wait at the red
traffic light until it turns green. In this case, a distinction between time of arrival
and time of departure must be made.

4.11 Traffic lights

PEEMTO treats traffic light phases as deterministic constraints. In PEEMTO,
a yellow traffic light phase is by definition part of the closest green phase.
Thus, PEEMTO only distinguishes between red and green phases. Of course,
there can also be more conservative definitions, e.g., merging a yellow phase
with the closest red phase or splitting a yellow phase between the closest
red and green phase. As traffic lights are dynamic obstacles, PEEMTO only
responds to traffic lights within the regular horizon X̃. The reaction of other
vehicles to the traffic light within the optimization follows the SDM.

The optimization only notices a traffic light when the state transition evalu-
ation has reached the decision stage that is closest to the traffic light. The
positions of traffic lights can either match the position discretization, or they
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are situated between decision stages. If there is a traffic light between two
stages si and si+1, the optimization simply assumes that the traffic light is
situated at si. In practice, the ego-vehicle either stops directly at the traffic
light or a few meters in front of it depending on the real-world traffic light
position and the employed position discretization.

Figure 4.8 and Figure 4.9 illustrate how PEEMTO evaluates the possibilites
to pass traffic lights. Let there be a traffic light associated to the position si+1.
Let the stage Xi be already fully evaluated. Thus, the travel duration tb,i at
each state xb,i is already computed through implicit discretization. PEEMTO
now evaluates the state transitions between Xi and Xi+1. The transition
from a state xb,i to a state xc,i+1 is initially evaluated without incorporating
the traffic light. Using tb,i, the time tc,i+1 of xc,i+1 is computed through
implicit discretization. With the computed tc,i+1, it is possible to evaluate
if the ego-vehicle will meet a red phase. If that is not the case, there is no
additional penalty for the state transition.

If the state transition does meet a red phase, the evaluation has to be adapted.
In this case, the state xc,i+1 can only be feasible if the velocity is zero, i.e.,
the state refers to a complete stop of the ego-vehicle. An example illustration
is shown in Figure 4.9. Due to the red light, the ego-vehicle must initially
remain at si+1 and wait for the traffic light to turn green. As discussed in
section 4.5.2, if the ego-vehicle has to wait, the time of arrival and the time
of departure are no longer the same point in time. In this case, the additional
time the ego-vehicle has to wait at the red traffic light must be added. Let
tc,i+1,toa be the time of arrival, and let tc,i+1,tod be the time of departure in
the example. Let Δtc,i+1,wait be the time duration from tc,i+1,toa until the end
of the red phase, which is also the time of departure. In general, a time
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component tc,i+1 adopts the time of arrival tc,i+1,toa if the ego-vehicle does
not need to wait. It adopts the time of departure
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tc,i+1,tod = tc,i+1,toa +Δtc,i+1,wait (4.42)

if the ego-vehicle has to wait. Thus, the longer travel duration will naturally
have a direct impact on the travel duration cost.

The traffic light evaluation for a state transition is only performed if there
is no other vehicle between the ego-vehicle and the traffic light for that
specific state transition. If there are other vehicles between the ego-vehicle
and the red traffic light, the ego-vehicle adapts to the waiting front vehicle in
front of it. The SDM driver model used in the optimization predicts how a
vehicle decelerates in front of a red traffic light or behind another decelerating
vehicle. But it does not predict how the vehicle continues the journey once
the traffic light turns green. In fact, the assumption is that the vehicle does
not move. If there are other idle vehicles ahead of the ego-vehicle and if
PEEMTO cannot overtake them, PEEMTO will lead the ego-vehicle to a full
stop behind another vehicle and waits until the other vehicles start to move.

In order to avoid the red phases of a traffic light or at least mitigate the
disadvantages of red phases, there are roughly three main strategies if the
phases are known in advance:

• Do not decelerate if the traffic light is about to change to the green
phase.

• Drive more quickly to catch the green phase before the traffic light
changes to red.

• If the red phase of the traffic light is unavoidable, move slowly towards
it. The assumption is that arriving at a red traffic light early does not
lead to any advantages.
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Figure 4.10: Illustration of trajectory optimization without terminal cost. The finite horizon
is illustrated as a blue box with dashed edges. The computed velocity trajectory
resides within the horizon. The horizon moves along with the ego-vehicle.
Without a terminal cost, the velocity will usually drop to some extent at the end
of the horizon because deceleration often leads to less energy consumption.

Within the constraints of PEEMTO, the second idea can be difficult to follow
because PEEMTO is not allowed to plan velocities that are faster than the
speed limit unless there is an emergency. If the optimal velocity is already
the speed limit, it is likely that PEEMTO is already choosing the speed
limit. The other two ideas are more likely choices within the PEEMTO
algorithm although PEEMTO does not explicitly realize rules as in the case
of truly rule-based systems. Instead, favorable decisions are contained within
favorable trajectories.

4.12 Long-range auxiliary horizon extension

The optimization is rarely able to incorporate the entire route because it could
be stretched out over a long distance and therefore lead to high computational
complexity. For a finite horizon, the computational complexity can be kept
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in check. But the optimal end state x∗N at the end of the horizon is usually un-
known because the route usually does not end at the final stage of the horizon.

A finite horizon that does incorporate the end of the route needs some kind
of optimization estimation beyond the horizon. Otherwise, the undefined
behavior at the end of the horizon can lead to problems in practice. An
example is the deceleration at the end of the horizon, which is illustrated in
Figure 4.10. On even straight roads, the optimization will usually compute a
trajectory that favors lower velocities towards the end of the horizon although
the journey is far from over. This is due to the fact that the optimization
within a finite horizon only considers what happens within the finite horizon.
From the perspective of the optimization, the route ends with the horizon
although in reality the route may be far from over. As the optimization only
refers to the finite horizon and because deceleration usually leads to less
energy consumption or even energy recuperation, some amount of decelera-
tion at the end of the finite horizon is often part of the computed trajectory.
As the optimization only uses the first element in the computed trajectory,
the deterioration of the result at the end of the horizon may not always be
visible. But it can have a negative impact if the next optimal decision heavily
depends on the entire optimal trajectory. Due to this problem, there needs to
be some form of prediction beyond the finite horizon.

This section discusses two strategies to estimate the optimal behavior beyond
the horizon. The first method shall be called the stationary horizon extension
(SHE). The second method is the novel long-range auxiliary horizon exten-
sion (LRAHE) proposed in this thesis.
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Figure 4.11: Stationary horizon extension (SHE). The abstract symbolic representation in
Figure 4.2 for the regular state graph X̃ is used for the illustration.

4.12.1 Stationary extension

The stationary horizon extension (SHE) is an existing approach, encountered
in many works, for example [Ter09] [Hel10]. Several simplifications are
used. First, the remaining road until the end of the route is assumed to be
even and straight. Furthermore, dynamic obstacles like traffic lights and
other vehicles are ignored. Finally, it is often assumed that there is an optimal
time-invariant stationary state consisting of constant cruise velocity and gear
choice that can be maintained. In [Ter09] for example, weighted absolute
deviation from the assumed optimal stationary state is used as the terminal
cost. Alternatively, it is also possible to directly add the assumed optimal
stationary end state to the end of the horizon.

As this thesis uses monetary costs without reliance on manually adjusted
weights, the approach of [Ter09] is adapted in order to make direct compar-
isons with LRAHE possible. But the original idea of guiding the optimal
trajectory towards an optimal stationary state shall be maintained in the SHE.
Instead of using state deviation penalties, a rough stationary cost estimate
from the end of the horizon sN to the end of the route send is used.
A symbolic illustration is shown in Figure 4.11. Let XN be the last decision
stage of the horizon. Let xb,N be any state within XN . Let xb,end be a state
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at the end of the route or the end of the journey with the same velocity and
gear level as xb,N . The goal of the SHE is to estimate the optimal end state
x∗N on the last stage of the horizon. SHE estimates the remaining cost if the
velocity and gear level of the states in XN are maintained until the end of the
route send. Thus, long-distance transition costs j(xb,N ,xb,end) are estimated.
The optimal end state is assumed to be the one that leads to the minimum
overall cost at the end of the route:

x∗N ≈ arg min
xb,N∈XN

(
J∗(xb,N)+ j(xb,N ,xb,end)

)
. (4.43)

4.12.2 Long-range extension

The basic idea of the long-range auxiliary horizon extension (LRAHE) is to
create two separate state graphs. The regular horizon X̃ has a relatively short
horizon ΔsX̃. It is always completely evaluated during every new optimization
and incorporates all obstacles, including other vehicles and traffic lights. This
ascertains that the optimal solution within X̃ always adapts to changes in the
environment and possible deviations from the motion trajectory planning. At
the same time, a separate long-range auxiliary state graph ˘̃X is constructed.
Within ˘̃X, dynamic obstacles, lanes, lateral position, and travel duration are
not considered. Thus, ˘̃X uses states x̆b,i with a reduced state dimension:

x̆b,i = [vb,i,ab,i,alat,b,i,Gb,i,Qb,i]. (4.44)

Precomputation

Before the vehicle’s journey is initiated, ˘̃X is precomputed based on the
chosen route, i.e., the entire forward DP computation of all state transitions
within the initial ˘̃X is performed before the vehicle starts moving. The
horizon length Δs ˘̃X

of ˘̃X is ideally significantly longer than that of X̃ and
depends on how much time the user is willing to wait before starting the
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Figure 4.12: Merging process between the regular state graph X̃ (green) and the auxiliary
state graph ˘̃X (blue). Part of ˘̃X, which is no longer relevant, is truncated before
the merging process begins. During the merging process, all state transitions
between XN and X̆N+1 are evaluated. For sake of simplicity, the index notation
of ˘̃X shall follow the index notation of the current X̃.
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length of 1 km length unless explicitly stated otherwise.

Truncation of the auxiliary state graph

During the journey, the DP forward computation is conducted for both X̃ and
˘̃X separately. When the DP forward computation is concluded for both state
graphs, the information contained within X̃ and ˘̃X is merged at the last stage
sN of X̃. The merging process is illustrated in Figures 4.12 to 4.14. Before
the merging process, the initial stages of ˘̃X may refer to positions that are
smaller than sN . As X̃ already contains the minimum accumulated costs from
the vehicle’s current position s0 to sN , only the stages of ˘̃X that lie beyond sN

are needed. Therefore, all stages of ˘̃X whose positions are equal or smaller
than sN are permanently discarded from memory.
For sake of simplicity, the index notation of the auxiliary horizon shall follow
the index notation of the current regular horizon.

journey. In this thesis, PEEMTO uses an initial default auxiliary horizon
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Figure 4.13: Correction at the last stage of the auxiliary state graph ˘̃X. The red arrow denotes
DP backtracing. For sake of simplicity, the index notation of ˘̃X shall follow the
index notation of the current X̃.
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Merging of the regular and the auxiliary state graph

As the minimum accumulated costs at X̆N+1 have been computed indepen-
dently of X̃, new state transitions between the states of XN and the states of
the first remaining stage X̆N+1 of ˘̃X must be established in order to merge
the information of X̃ and ˘̃X. Thus, all state transitions between Xi and X̆i+1

are evaluated. This changes the minimum accumulated costs and the battery
charge of all states within X̆N+1. Following the example given in Figure 4.12
and without loss of generality, let there a state xb,N of XN , and let there a
state x̆c,N+1 of X̆N+1. Let xb,N be the new optimal predecessor of x̆c,N+1. In
this case, the new minimum accumulated cost of x̆c,N+1 is:

J∗(x̆c,N+1) = J∗(xb,N)+ j(xb,N , x̆c,N+1). (4.45)

The correction procedure is repeated for all states in X̆N+1. After the merging
process is completed, the optimal predecessor states of X̆N+1 are composed
of the states of XN .
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Correction at the last stage of the auxiliary state graph

The minimum accumulated costs of the last auxiliary stage X̆Z at the position
sZ are corrected depending on the merging result between XN and X̆N+1.
The correction process of X̆Z is illustrated in Figure 4.13. Let there be a
state x̆d,Z of X̆Z . Let J∗old(x̆d,Z) be the minimum accumulated cost of x̆d,Z

before the correction. Let x̆c,N+1 be the optimal state at stage X̆N+1 during
DP backtracing with respect to x̆d,Z . Let J∗old(x̆c,N+1) be the minimum
accumulated cost of x̆c,N+1 before the merging process of X̃ and ˘̃X. Let
J∗(x̆c,N+1) be the minimum accumulated cost of x̆c,N+1 after the merging
process. In this case, the correction of J∗(x̆d,Z) is:

J∗(x̆d,Z) = J∗old(x̆d,Z)− J∗old(x̆c,N+1)+ J∗(x̆c,N+1). (4.46)

The correction procedure is repeated for all states in X̆Z . The decision
stages between X̆N+1 and X̆Z are not re-evaluated. The relationship between
optimal predecessors of these stages is not changed. Thus, the vast majority
of historically accumulated costs is reused. Let ΔQ(x̆c,N+1, x̆d,Z) be the
battery charge difference for the entire optimal trajectory from x̆c,N+1 to x̆d,Z .
The reutilization of historically accumulated costs also means that none of
the charge differences ΔQ(x̆c,N+1, x̆d,Z) between X̆N+1 and X̆Z are changed.
The battery charge of the states x̆d,Z in X̆Z are corrected based on the battery
charge of the states x̆c,N+1 in X̆N+1:

Qd,Z = Qc,N+1 +ΔQ(x̆c,N+1, x̆d,Z). (4.47)

Growth of the auxiliary state graph

The next step is to grow the auxiliary state graph ˘̃X. If the initial auxiliary
horizon was not further extended, the regular state graph X̃ would eventually
move past the auxiliary state graph. In this case, the entire auxiliary state
graph would be entirely deleted. In order to grow, ˘̃X needs to be extended
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Figure 4.14: The auxiliary state graph ˘̃X grows by two additional stages. The last stage of ˘̃X
is now X̆Z+2. The assumed optimal end state at sZ+2 is chosen using stationary
horizon extension (SHE). The red arrows denote DP backtracing starting at the
assumed optimal end state until the beginning of the regular state graph X̃ is
reached. For sake of simplicity, the index notation of ˘̃X shall follow the index
notation of the current X̃.

Backtracing using the auxiliary state graph

Once the new stages are added to the end of ˘̃X and are fully evaluated, the DP
backtracing procedure can begin. The process is illustrated in Figure 4.14.
The DP backtracing has to construct the optimal state trajectory beginning
with the optimal end state at the last stage of ˘̃X. The algorithm then follows
all optimal predecessors throughout ˘̃X and X̃ until the start state of X̃ is
reached. Thus, the first step of backtracing is to select the optimal end state at
the last stage of ˘̃X. While the purpose of ˘̃X is to estimate the optimal behavior
beyond X̃, there is no other auxiliary state graph to guide ˘̃X. Therefore, the
SHE method is used to approximate the costs beyond ˘̃X. Note that the two
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by at least one stage if X̃ also only moves ahead by one stage. If ˘̃X should
grow faster than X̃, at least two additional stages must be added to the end of
˘̃X. The growth of ˘̃X is illustrated in Figure 4.14. The DP forward evaluation
process is only applied to the additional stages beyond the stage X̆Z , while
the previously evaluated stages in ˘̃X are not re-evaluated. Thus, again, the
vast majority of historically accumulated costs is reused.
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state graphs are never truly merged into one single state graph. After the
ego-vehicle has progressed to its new state, X̃ is discarded and entirely re-
built. In contrast, ˘̃X continues to exist until X̃ reaches the end of the route send.

If there is sufficient memory, the long-range cost assessment will eventually
reach the end of the route’s final destination, which might be hundreds or
thousands of kilometers away from the ego-vehicle’s start position. As only
a few (for example two) additional stages with reduced state dimension have
to be evaluated, the additional computation burden is relatively low, while
the cost assessment using ˘̃X stretches over a very long distance that is further
extended with every new optimization. If ˘̃X grows faster than X̃, ˘̃X will reach
the end of the route long before the ego-vehicle. Another advantage is that the
existing discretization within ˘̃X can be as precise as in the regular horizon X̃.
If there is not enough memory, ˘̃X will grow until the memory is exhausted. As
all state transitions between XN and X̆N+1 are fully evaluated, the entire op-
timal trajectory from the beginning of X̃ to the end of ˘̃X is physically feasible.

The long-range horizon estimation is the main reason, why the optimization
is referring to discrete position instead of discrete time. If equidistant points
in time were used as reference, the position, instead of travel duration, would
be calculated through implicit discretization. This has the consequence that
the states of a decision stage would all have the same discrete time but
different positions. This would make the merging process of X̃ and ˘̃X more
difficult to compute. The reason starts with ˘̃X, which is primarily focused
on time-invariant aspects like road slope, etc. Therefore, it is beneficial for
˘̃X to use position-dependent decision stages. If X̃ was referring to time and
˘̃X was referring to position, it is is not apparent which stage of ˘̃X should be
connected with X̃. In fact, possibly a large number of different stages in ˘̃X
would have to be evaluated to find all feasible succeeding states in ˘̃X during
the merging process.
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Figure 4.15: Flow diagram of PEEMTO dealing with cases, in which a solution cannot be
successfully found. Depending on the reason of failure, the optimization is
repeated with certain constraints adapted or removed. This can only happen if
there is still enough computation time left. In the worst case scenario, emergency
braking is suggested.

4.13 Constraint relaxation and
emergency situations

It is theoretically possible that PEEMTO is sometimes not able to find a
feasible solution. This can happen if, for example, another vehicle suddenly
changes the lane and positions itself right in front of the ego-vehicle. If
PEEMTO is not able to find a feasible solution trajectory, the following steps
are made in the given order:
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1. At the last feasible decision stage, PEEMTO verifies the reasons why
the optimization stopped prematurely.

2. If the optimization stops because of other vehicles or traffic lights,
the optimization shall choose to lead the ego-vehicle to a full stop at
the last feasible decision stage, which contains this possibility. This
scenario is actually not an emergency and simply refers to normal
procedures of section 4.11.

3. If there are ways to avoid other vehicles and red traffic light phases,
but the optimization still stops prematurely, PEEMTO restarts the
optimization without comfort constraints.

4. If the optimization stops prematurely because of extremely difficult
road characteristics, the optimization shall choose to lead the ego-
vehicle to a full stop at the last feasible decision stage, which contains
this possibility. This scenario is unlikely because most real-world
roads are usually constructed with the physical limits of road vehicles
in mind.

5. There is also the possibility that the optimization stops because of
dynamic obstacles, but there are no trajectories that can lead the ego-
vehicle to a full stop. If steps 3 and 4 do not resolve the problem,
PEEMTO restarts the optimization without comfort constraints, speed
limits, and lane change regulations.

6. If the previous step fails, PEEMTO readjusts the velocity-dependent
safety gap constraints of section 4.9.2. For all state transition evalua-
tions, PEEMTO now assumes that other vehicles will maintain their
velocity. It then evaluates which state transitions lead to collisions.
Thus, the safety gaps are reduced to a minimum.
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7. If a collision seems avoidable, PEEMTO seeks out the trajectory with
the lowest end velocity. This can be supported by changing the cost
formulation to only penalize velocity.

8. If the ego-vehicle is about to crash into an obstacle and there is no
time for optimization, PEEMTO simply sets the target velocity to zero.
In this case, the ego-vehicle will initiate emergency braking without
doing anything else.

A graphical illustration is given in Figure 4.15.

Optimal behavior in unavoidable collisions is not only an engineering prob-
lem but also an ethical question. For example, if the ego-vehicle cannot avoid
a collision but can choose the obstacle to collide into, the question is how
the choice should be made. The question can become complicated if the
obstacle is another traffic participant. This thesis is primarily focused on
energy-efficient driving. More elaborate collision avoidance strategies are
not further investigated in this thesis but can be part of future work.

4.14 Computational complexity

The computational complexity of FBDP depends on the number of states of
each decision stage and the number of decision stages. All state transitions
between stages have to be evaluated. This leads to a quadratic complexity
with respect to the number of states at each stage. By precomputing the
time-invariant state transition cost and saving the results for later use, the
vehicle model computations are no longer needed during the optimization.
This reduces the computation duration of state transition evaluation at the
expense of higher memory demand. But in any case, the cost of different
state transitions still need to be compared. Let nx be the number of states of
an intermediate decision stage, excluding the first stage, which only consists
of the solitary start state. Let N be the number of intermediate stages. The
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computational complexity of regular stages in FBDP with an open end is
O(Nn2

x) if all intermediate decision stages have the same number of states.

The state graph used by PEEMTO has different state components. The
explicit discretization of all state components for a single stage leads to
different numbers of discrete values for time nt , lateral position nd , veloc-
ity nv, acceleration na, lateral acceleration nalat , gear level nG, and battery
charge nQ. Excluding the states of the other vehicles, the complexity is
O
(

N(ntndnvnanalat nGnQ)
2
)

.

Through implicit discretization, the computation complexity is reduced to
O
(

N(ndnvnG)
2
)

. The consideration of other vehicles and traffic lights adds
several logical operations during the state transition evaluation. But due to
implicit discretization, the search space dimension is not further increased.

The long-range auxiliary horizon extension adds some complexity to the
algorithm. In general, the number N̆ of additional stages to be evaluated is
significantly smaller than N. The default horizon extension merges X̃ with ˘̃X.
Furthermore, two additional stages are added to the end of ˘̃X. This leads to
N̆ = 3 of additional stages that need to be evaluated. Note that N̆ does not de-
note the entire length of ˘̃X. Furthermore, note that the states of the auxiliary
state graph have a reduced state dimension, e.g., there is no lateral posi-
tion. Thus, the combined complexity of PEEMTO is O

(
(Nn2

d + N̆)(nvnG)
2
)

.

By confining the state transitions to lanes that are adjacent to each other the
complexity can be reduced one last time. Let nlane be the number of lanes
of the route. By omitting whole groups of non-feasible transitions, the com-

plexity can be further reduced to O
((

N(3nlane −2)
(

nd
nlane

)2
+ N̆

)
(nvnG)

2
)

.

If every discrete lateral position only refers to one lane (i.e., nd = nlane), the
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N(3nlane −2)+ N̆
)
(nvnG)

2
)

.
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The long-range auxiliary horizon extension adds nvnG additional states to the
memory demand for every stage. If the state transition costs are precomputed,
additional memory is necessary. Let nϕ be the number of discrete road slope
angle values. Let nκ be the number of discrete road curvature values. The
memory needed to save the state transition costs is (nϕ nκ nvnG)

2.

4.15 Optimality

As previously stated in section 4.2, the DP algorithm yields the globally
optimal discrete solution of the BE with respect to the employed discretiza-
tion. As the BE is the discrete formulation of the continuous HJBE, the
discrete solution is the optimal approximation of the continuous solution to
the HJBE with respect to the employed discretization. Note that although
the DP algorithm yields the globally optimal discrete solution, it is always
an approximation of the continuous solution due to the finite discretization
precision.

As PEEMTO is a DP algorithm, it yields the globally optimal solution with
respect to the employed explicit discretization, the implicit discretization,
and the constraints within the given search space. But due to the reduced
state dimension as a result of implicit discretization, the search space itself
can be heavily confined. This, in turn, can confine the possible solution
space. Therefore, it is possible that the result of PEEMTO can be suboptimal
compared to the result of a state graph in which all state dimensions are
explicitly expanded.

The finite horizon is another challenge. Existing predictive optimization
methods can only roughly estimate the optimal behavior at the end of the
horizon. The LRAHE provides a better estimate but does not entirely solve
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the problem either. As previously discussed in section 4.12, the LRAHE
reuses historically accumulated costs. Thus, the state transitions within ˘̃X
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are not all re-evaluated. Furthermore, dynamic obstacles are not considered
within ˘̃X. Therefore, it is generally possible that a regular horizon with
the same length yields a more precise solution than the auxiliary horizon
can offer. But in the end, the goal of LRAHE is to provide a better es-
timate of the optimal end state at the end of the regular horizon, instead
of the precise computation of the entire optimal solution to the end of the
route. Indeed, the precise computation of the entire optimal solution to
the end of the route is often impossible in practice because the behavior
of other traffic participants cannot be reliably predicted into the distant future.

Just like many other forms of approximate dynamic programming, it is not
possible to analytically ascertain the reduction of optimization precision or
compute a non-trivial worst-case limit. In general, reduction of search space
dimension and reduction in discretization precision should only be used if
the computational complexity is otherwise too high. For the optimization
problems discussed in this thesis, search space reduction is a necessity.
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5 Results

This chapter evaluates PEEMTO optimization results in different simulated
scenarios. The evaluation starts with isolated and simple examples to help the
reader understand the decisions of PEEMTO before complex scenarios are
discussed. The simulation includes scenarios that refer to real-world routes
with truly existing speed limits, road topography, road curvature, lanes, and
traffic lights.

As described in chapter 2, there are numerous approaches to energy-efficient
driving of varying complexity. Many authors compare their approach to
human drivers or existing cruise control systems [Ter09] [Hel10] [Sch14]
[Koh+14] [Wah15].

This thesis uses two other contenders to compare to PEEMTO. Due to simi-
lar prerequisites, one of the contenders is a model predictive optimization
called the predictive energy efficiency optimization with the acronym PEEO.
It represents existing energy-efficient driving optimization strategies. It
is similar to PEEMTO but does not change lanes and only uses the SHE.
The second contender is a simulated driver who controls the ego-vehicle
and shall be called the ego-vehicle driver in this thesis. Different from the
optimization, which uses the SDM, the ego-vehicle driver uses the extended
driver model (EDM). The same applies to the simulation environment that
controls all other vehicles except the ego-vehicle. More details about PEEO,
the ego-vehicle driver, the EDM, and the simulation environment can be
found in the appendix.
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In the evaluated scenarios, the contenders PEEMTO, PEEO, and the ego-
vehicle driver use the default parameters as described in the appendix, unless
explicitly stated otherwise. The driver parameters of the other traffic partici-
pants are usually randomly chosen. The end of the journey shall be 100 km
away from the start of the journey in all scenarios. The SHE shall always
refer to the end of the journey. The route has a shorter length than the journey
in all scenarios, and the length is different depending on the scenario.

The quantitative comparison of different results is usually expressed in pos-
itive percental values. The description usually refers to how much more
cost one contender creates compared to another contender. For example, if
PEEMTO leads to cost savings compared to PEEO, the description is usually
about how much more cost PEEO creates than PEEMTO. Different from the
scenarios discussed in most sections, the random scenarios in section 5.8
always describe the cost comparisons in terms of PEEMTO’s cost savings.
Thus, if PEEMTO leads to higher costs, the cost saving is a negative percental
value. The reader shall also be reminded that the numeric percental values
may not be the same for different expressions of the same relation due to
the nature of percentage computation. For example, if PEEO leads to 100 %
higher costs than PEEMTO, the alternative expression is that PEEMTO leads
to 50 % lower costs than PEEO instead of 100 %.

Note that the different processes in the illustrations of this chapter represent
the discrete results as computed by the discrete optimization and the discrete
simulation environment.

5.1 Resistance forces

An overview of the resistance forces are shown in Figure 5.1 for the REM-
2030 vehicle. The slope resistance distinguishes low slope (ϕ = 1◦), high
slope (ϕ = 5◦), and very high slope (ϕ = 10◦). The acceleration resistance
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Figure 5.1: Resistance forces with respect to vehicle velocity.
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considers low acceleration and high acceleration. According to [DDK00],
calm drivers use an average acceleration of at least 0.45 m

s2 . This value shall
be used as an example of low acceleration. High acceleration shall be 2.78 m

s2 ,
which is the average acceleration needed to accelerate from 0 km

h to 100 km
h

in 10 s. The low curve resistance refers to a large curve radius of 1000 m,
while the high curve resistance refers to a small curve radius of 30 m.

As illustrated in Figure 5.1, the low curve resistance is almost negligible
below 150 km

h . But the high curve resistance rises very quickly with vehicle
velocity. As high velocity on road sections with strong curvature is unrealistic
in practice, the high curve resistance is only shown up to a vehicle velocity
of 60 km

h .

Below 300 km
h , high acceleration and very high slopes are the strongest

resistances acting on the vehicle. They are only illustrated up to 150 km
h

because their appearance for higher velocities is unrealistic in the real world.
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The rolling resistance is relatively small compared to the other resistance
forces. But as discussed in section 3.1.1, the vehicle model does not consider
the drastic increase of the rolling resistance for very high velocities. There-
fore, the rolling resistance is only shown for velocities up to 150 km

h .

The air resistance is comparatively small for low velocities. At a vehicle
velocity of 50 km

h , even the rolling resistance is stronger. The situation drasti-
cally changes as the velocity increases. Beyond 150 km

h , the air resistance is
larger than the low acceleration resistance. In practice, the combination of
high velocity and high acceleration, or the combination of high velocity and
strong inclination is unrealistic due to limited engine power. Therefore, it
can be assumed that the air resistance becomes the dominant resistance force
beyond 150 km

h . If the vehicle is merely cruising on an even, straight road,
the air resistance becomes the dominant force beyond 70 km

h in the case of
the REM-2030 vehicle.

5.2 Constant cruise velocity and gear choice

This section investigates the optimal choice of constant cruise velocity and
gear choice on an even plane without speed limits, curvatures, and dynamic
obstacles.

5.2.1 Different cruise velocities

The energy consumption cost and the travel duration cost can have an inverse
impact on each other. Figure 5.2 shows the energy consumption cost and
travel duration cost with respect to different constant cruise velocities, at
gear level two, on even, straight roads, for a distance of 1 km. The travel
duration cost refers to the minimum gross labor cost (GLC) of 8.5 eh . The
travel duration cost is excessively higher for very low velocities but quickly
decreases as the travel duration is reduced for higher velocities. The energy
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Figure 5.2: Cost at different cruise velocities. Energy consumption cost, travel duration cost,
and combined cost with respect to different constant vehicle cruise velocities,
at gear level two, on even, straight roads, over a distance of 1 km. The travel
duration cost refers to the minimum gross labor cost of 8.5 eh .

consumption cost increases in a parabolic fashion with respect to vehicle
velocity because of the air resistance. At approximately 118 km

h , the energy
consumption cost becomes larger than the travel duration cost. The combined
cost reaches its minimum at 92 km

h .

As discussed in section 4.3.2, the optimization has to use some amount of
minimum travel duration cost even if travel duration cost is not explicitly
defined. The general assumption in section 4.3.2 is that the vehicle should
at least accelerate to the speed limit in urban scenario and follow traffic
regulations. Figure 5.3 shows the results of a GLC of 0.7 eh . Compared to
the previous example, the energy consumption cost outmatches the travel
duration cost at smaller cruise velocities. In this case, 50 km

h is the velocity at
which the energy consumption cost becomes higher than the travel duration
cost. The minimum of the combined cost is also at 50 km

h .
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Figure 5.3: Cost at different cruise velocities. Energy consumption cost, travel duration cost,
and combined cost with respect to different constant vehicle cruise velocities,
at gear level two, on even, straight roads, over a distance of 1 km. The travel
duration cost refers to a gross labor cost of 0.7 eh .

5.2.2 Different labor costs

Figure 5.4 provides an overview of the optimal cruise velocity for different
gross labor costs on even, straight roads. The optimal gear choice is always
level two, even for low velocities. This can be different for scenarios with
velocity variation. The minimum GLC of 8.5 eh leads to an optimal cruise
velocity of 92 km

h . The average GLC of 16.97 eh leads to 109 km
h . The average

GLC of the upper 10 % income class is 31 eh and leads to 128 km
h .

As discussed in section 4.3.2, if the travel duration is unimportant, PEEMTO
still has to choose a labor cost in order to reach the minimum cruise velocity.
As discussed in section 4.3.2, the minimum cruise velocity is assumed to be
the speed limit up to a speed limit of 80 km

h . In that regard, Figure 5.4 can
also be used to find the minimum GLC needed to adopt a certain minimum
cruise velocity. For example, a GLC of 0.7 eh refers to an optimal cruise
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Figure 5.4: Optimal cruise velocities on even, straight roads, at gear level two, for different
gross labor costs.

velocity of 50 km
h while an optimal cruise velocity of 80 km

h requires a GLC
of 4.5 eh .

5.2.3 Different vehicle mass

The vehicle mass can vary with passengers and cargo. Figure 5.5 shows the
optimal cruise velocities for minimum GLC and different vehicle mass. The
first entry of 1658 kg refers to the empty weight of the REM-2030 electric
vehicle, while the second entry of 1738 kg assumes there is a passenger of
80 kg inside the vehicle. As shown in Figure 5.5, a vehicle mass increase
leads to a decrease in the optimal cruise velocity. Due to higher rolling
resistance, the energy consumption and engine torque demand will increase
if there is no compensation from other sources. Due to the relatively high
weight in combination with a maximum EE power of 80 kW, the REM-2030
EV cannot exceed 147 km

h on even, straight roads.
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Figure 5.5: Optimal cruise velocity with respect to vehicle mass on even, straight roads. The
travel duration cost refers to the minimum gross labor cost.

5.3 Velocity variation

This section evaluates the acceleration and deceleration optimization of
PEEMTO on even, straight roads. The contenders are the ego-vehicle driver,
PEEO, and PEEMTO.

5.3.1 Acceleration

In this example, the acceleration behavior of PEEMTO to a higher velocity
is demonstrated. The vehicle accelerates from a complete stop to a higher
velocity with the speed limit set to 50 km

h .

No comfort constraint

Figures 5.6 to 5.10 show the results without comfort constraints. Figure 5.6
shows the results of velocity, gear level, and brake pad utilization with re-
spect to equidistant positions as originally computed by PEEO and PEEMTO.
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Figure 5.6: Acceleration without comfort constraints. Results of the ego-vehicle driver, PEEO,
and PEEMTO with respect to position. The speed limit is set to 50 km

h . Similar
results may overlap each other in the illustration.

time, which may not have an equidistant duration between decisions.

The illustrated gear level refers to the integer target gear level that the ego-
vehicle should adopt. As illustrated in the Figures, the target gear level
changes instantly. As discussed in section 3.1.1, the real-world gear shift
process cannot instantly change and needs some time to complete. Thus,
the target gear level should only be understood as the signal to initiate the
gear shift. The brake pad utilization refers to the necessity to use the brake
pads at the wheels when the engine in generator mode cannot provide the
demanded brake torque. The brake pad necessity is denoted by 1 if brake
pad application is necessary, while 0 means the brake pads are not needed.
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Figures 5.7 to 5.9 show the corresponding results with respect to discrete
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Figure 5.7: Acceleration without comfort constraints. Results of the ego-vehicle driver, PEEO,
and PEEMTO with respect to time. The speed limit is set to 50 km

h . The results of
PEEO and PEEMTO are identical and therefore overlap each other.

Similar to the target gear level, it can instantly change in the illustrations.
Thus, it should also be understood as the signal to initiate the brake pads.

PEEO and PEEMTO yield the same results, which overlap each other in
the illustrations. As shown in Figure 5.7, the ego-vehicle driver, PEEO,
and PEEMTO all eventually choose the speed limit as the optimal cruise
velocity. While the urban speed limit is by definition the desired velocity
of the ego-vehicle driver, PEEO and PEEMTO also choose the speed limit
because the optimal cruise velocity for even, straight roads is 92 km

h .
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Figure 5.8: Acceleration without comfort constraints. Results of the ego-vehicle driver, PEEO,
and PEEMTO. Comfort constraints refer to jerks of 1.5 m

s3 and -1.5 m
s3 . The results

of PEEO and PEEMTO are identical and therefore overlap each other.

As illustrated in Figure 5.8, PEEMTO uses high acceleration to reach the
speed limit quickly. In comparison, the ego-vehicle driver has a significantly
lower acceleration and needs more time to approach the speed limit. The
temporary strong acceleration of PEEMTO is due to the strong influence of
the travel duration cost. As discussed in section 5.2.1, the travel duration
cost can be significantly higher than the energy consumption cost for speed
limits in urban scenarios.
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Figure 5.9: Acceleration without comfort constraints. Results of the ego-vehicle driver, PEEO,
and PEEMTO. The results of PEEO and PEEMTO are identical and therefore
overlap each other.

jerk temporarily drops below -1.5 m
s3 because there is little transition from

acceleration to cruising.

The engine torque, engine speed, and the resulting powertrain efficiency are
shown in Figure 5.9. At some point, PEEMTO uses almost the maximum
engine torque of 103 Nm to accelerate, which corresponds to the strong
acceleration seen in Figure 5.8. Figure 5.9 shows the efficiency of the entire
powertrain, which is composed of transmission efficiency, clutch efficiency,
power electronics efficiency, engine efficiency, and battery efficiency. For
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The jerk of PEEMTO does not exceed the comfort constraint of 1.5 m
s3 during

the acceleration. But as the vehicle velocity reaches the speed limit, the
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Figure 5.10: Acceleration without comfort constraints. Resulting costs of the different con-
tenders at the end of the experiment without comfort consideration.

speed is zero and increases when the vehicle starts to move. The efficiency
slightly drops when the engine torque is close to its maximum. The slight
drop occurs because high engine torque at low engine speed tends to reduce
engine efficiency as shown in Figure 3.2. Furthermore, high engine torque
leads to high battery current, which slightly reduces the battery efficiency. A
strong drop in powertrain efficiency occurs during the gear shift while the
engine speed is adjusted.

The ego-vehicle eventually reaches the speed limit and no longer accelerates.
The engine torque drops and remains constant. Cruising at the speed limit
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more details on the different types of efficiency, the reader can turn to section
3.1.1. The powertrain efficiency is zero if the engine torque or the engine
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usually have their peak efficiency at high engine torque.

Figure 5.9 also shows the instantaneous power demanded from the battery.
As discussed in section 3.1.1, the power demand is composed of engine
torque, engine speed, and powertrain efficiency. In order to reduce energy
consumption, one can reduce the engine torque, reduce the engine speed,
or increase the powertrain efficiency. Due to the short acceleration phase,
high power demand of PEEMTO is heavily concentrated within a small time
frame. In comparison, the power demand of the ego-vehicle driver is spread
out. Once the ego-vehicle reaches the speed limit it only needs to maintain
the velocity. Thus, the power demand is greatly reduced.

Note that the efficiency and other elements in Figure 5.9 may have a small
delay compared to the target gear level progression in Figure 5.7. As ex-
plained earlier, the target gear level illustration can instantly change and
should only be understood as the signal to initiate the gear shift. The real
gear shift process and reaction in the powertrain take some time to unfold.

Figure 5.10 shows the different cost components of the different contenders
in e. The cost of PEEO and PEEMTO are the same. Due to the simplicity
of the route, the auxiliary horizon does not lead to any improvements. The
travel duration cost is the largest cost component. The energy consumption
has the smallest impact. All contenders have the same gear shift cost. In
this example, PEEMTO has a 4.7 % higher energy consumption than the
ego-vehicle driver due to strong acceleration at the beginning. The ego-
vehicle driver has a 14.3 % longer travel duration than PEEMTO. Due to
the longer travel duration and the higher impact of the travel duration cost,
the ego-vehicle driver has a combined cost that is 9.5 % higher than that of
PEEMTO.
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leads to the highest engine and powertrain efficiency in this scenario, which
are 97.5 % and 90.8 % respectively. This is different compared to ICEs which
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Figure 5.11: Acceleration with comfort constraints. Results of the ego-vehicle driver, PEEO
and PEEMTO with respect to position. The speed limit is set to 50 km

h . Similar
results may overlap each other in the illustration.

Comfort constraints

Figures 5.11 to 5.13 show the results with comfort constraints. PEEO and
PEEMTO still yield the same result. Compared to the previous example,
PEEMTO reaches the speed limit slightly later. There is slightly more
transition from acceleration to cruising. This enables PEEMTO to fulfill
the comfort constraints and keep the jerk below 1.5 m

s3 and above -1.5 m
s3 as

shown in Figure 5.13. In this example, PEEMTO has a 4.4 % higher energy
consumption than the ego-vehicle driver. The ego-vehicle driver has a 17.3 %
longer travel duration. The combined cost of the ego-vehicle driver is still
9.5 % higher than that of PEEMTO.
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Figure 5.12: Acceleration with comfort constraints. Results of the ego-vehicle driver, PEEO
and PEEMTO with respect to time. The speed limit is set to 50 km

h . The results
of PEEO and PEEMTO are identical and therefore overlap each other.

No travel duration cost

In the previous two examples, the optimization with minimum GLC actually
leads to higher energy consumption compared to the ego-vehicle driver,
although the combined cost is smaller. An interesting question is what
happens if the travel duration is not important. Figure 5.14 shows the velocity
of PEEMTO if the travel duration cost is completely removed. Due to
the relatively homogeneous engine efficiency map of the REM-2030 EE,
PEEMTO only accelerates to 7 km

h , which is likely too low in the sense of
traffic regulations. The choice of the low cruise velocity leads to a more than
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Figure 5.13: Acceleration with comfort constraints. Results of the ego-vehicle driver, PEEO
and PEEMTO. Comfort constraints refer to jerks of 1.5 m

s3 and -1.5 m
s3 . The

results of PEEO and PEEMTO are identical and therefore overlap each other.

five times lower energy consumption and a more than seven times longer
travel duration compared to the ego-vehicle driver.

Minimum travel duration cost

The issue of minimum cruise velocities has been discussed in section 4.3.2
and section 4.4.4. For urban scenarios, the minimum cruise velocity is
assumed to be the same as the speed limit. In order to target a cruise velocity
of 50 km

h , PEEMTO needs a minimum travel duration weight of 0.7 eh . If
the travel duration weight was further reduced, PEEMTO would no longer
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choose the speed limit of 50 km
h as the optimal cruise velocity.
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Figure 5.14: Optimization without any travel duration cost. Results of the ego-vehicle driver,
PEEO, and PEEMTO. The speed limit is set to 50 km

h . The results of PEEO and
PEEMTO are identical and therefore overlap each other.

The results are shown in Figures 5.15 to 5.18. The results of PEEO and
PEEMTO are still the same. As illustrated in Figures 5.15 and 5.16, the
acceleration of PEEMTO is smaller, and it needs more time to reach the speed
limit. But the acceleration is still higher than in the case of the ego-vehicle
driver.

Figure 5.18 shows the cost components without travel duration. The ego-
vehicle driver has 2.2 % higher energy consumption than PEEMTO. The
combined cost of the ego-vehicle driver is only 0.9 % higher than that of
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PEEMTO because the gear shift cost has a larger impact than the energy
consumption. The reduction of energy consumption by PEEMTO is due to
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Figure 5.15: Optimization without explicit formulation of travel duration cost. Results of
velocity, gear level, and brake pad utilization with respect to time for the ego-
vehicle driver, PEEO, and PEEMTO. The speed limit is set to 50 km

h . The results
of PEEO and PEEMTO are identical and therefore overlap each other.

slightly higher powertrain efficiency on a few occasions in combination with
slightly better choice of engine torque and engine speed. Another reason is
the optimal gear shift synchronization. As the gear shift occurs, PEEMTO
maintains the velocity for a short moment instead of accelerating (see Figure
5.15). Thus, the drop in powertrain efficiency occurs when the power demand
is low. In the case of the ego-vehicle driver, the gear shift and the drop in
powertrain efficiency occurs as the ego-vehicle driver is still accelerating.
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Figure 5.16: Optimization without explicit formulation of travel duration cost. Results of
longitudinal acceleration and longitudinal jerk with respect to time for the ego-
vehicle driver, PEEO, and PEEMTO. The results of PEEO and PEEMTO are
identical and therefore overlap each other.

ego-vehicle driver. Once the vehicle reaches the optimal cruise velocity, it no
longer needs to accelerate. Additionally, the powertrain efficiency is highest
during cruising for the given scenario.

Different from ICEs, which have their peak efficiency only within a small
operation area, EEs have high efficiency for the vast majority of operations
points. This leads to the consequence that the optimal result can be harder to
interpret, and the improvement to energy efficiency may be less obvious than
in the case of ICEs [Ter09] [Hel10].
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Furthermore, PEEMTO reaches the optimal cruise velocity earlier than the
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Figure 5.17: Optimization without explicit formulation of travel duration cost. Results of
engine torque, engine speed, powertrain efficiency and battery power demand
with respect to time for the ego-vehicle driver, PEEO, and PEEMTO. The results
of PEEO and PEEMTO are identical and therefore overlap each other.

5.3.2 Deceleration

In this scenario, the deceleration behavior of PEEMTO is demonstrated. The
vehicle starts at 50 km

h and gear level two. The route ends after 500 m. The
speed limit is set to 50 km

h . The road is even and straight. All contenders
must come to a full stop at the end of the route.

No comfort constraints

Figures 5.19 to 5.23 show the results without any comfort consideration.
PEEO and PEEMTO yield the same result. Compared to the acceleration
scenario, the deceleration is generally stronger for all contenders including
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Figure 5.18: Optimization without explicit formulation of travel duration cost. Resulting costs
of the different contenders at the end of the experiment.

the ego-vehicle driver. As illustrated in Figure 5.21, PEEMTO once again
violates the jerk constraint of -1.5 m

s3 if comfort is not considered.

The engine torque turns negative during the deceleration process as illustrated
in Figure 5.22. For negative engine torque, the EE becomes a generator and
recuperates energy. As illustrated in Figure 5.20, none of the contenders
need to use the brake pads and only decelerate through recuperation. Note
that the avoidance of brake pad utilization often requires the reduction of
the gear level in order to reduce generator torque. While high generator
torque leads to stronger recuperation, an EE has a minimum engine torque or
rather maximum generator torque, which is approximately -103 Nm between
0 1

min and 7,500 1
min in the case of the REM-2030 engine. In case of higher
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Figure 5.19: Deceleration without comfort constraints. Optimization results of velocity, gear
level, and brake pad utilization with respect to position for the ego-vehicle driver,
PEEO, and PEEMTO. The speed limit is set to 50 km

h . The results of PEEO and
PEEMTO are identical and therefore overlap each other.

brake torque demand, the torque would have to be supplied by the brake
pads. As illustrated in Figure 5.22, the engine torque of PEEMTO comes
very close to the minimum engine torque of approximately -103 Nm. The
deceleration would not be possible at gear level two because the brake torque
demand would increase by four times. It is important to note that the energy
dissipated by the brake pads cannot be recuperated by the EE.

Figure 5.23 shows the resulting costs. The ego-vehicle driver has the highest
cost due to the longest travel duration, which is 7.8 % longer than that of
PEEMTO. The contenders have the same gear shift cost. In this example,
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Figure 5.20: Deceleration without comfort constraints. Optimization results of velocity, gear
level, and brake pad utilization with respect to time for the ego-vehicle driver,
PEEO, and PEEMTO. The speed limit is set to 50 km

h . The results of PEEO and
PEEMTO are identical and therefore overlap each other.

all contenders have a negative net energy consumption, i.e., more energy is
recuperated than consumed. The net energy recuperation of the ego-vehicle
driver, i.e., the remaining recuperated energy at the end of the scenario, is
20.9 % higher than that of PEEMTO. But the absolute difference is hardly
noticeable. As the absolute cost of energy consumption is very small in this
example, small absolute gains in energy recuperation can lead to relatively
large percental gains. The combined cost of the ego-vehicle driver is 5.3 %
higher than that of PEEMTO.
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Figure 5.21: Deceleration without comfort constraints. Longitudinal acceleration and jerk
with respect to time for the ego-vehicle driver, PEEO, and PEEMTO. The results
of PEEO and PEEMTO are identical and therefore overlap each other.

Comfort constraints

Figures 5.24 to 5.26 show the results with comfort constraints. PEEMTO
and PEEO still yield the same result. As illustrated in Figure 5.25, PEEMTO
starts the deceleration approximately at the same time as the ego-vehicle
driver with a stronger deceleration towards the end. As illustrated in Figure
5.26, the jerk can be kept well within the comfort constraints. In this example,
the ego-vehicle driver has a 27.9 % larger net energy recuperation than
PEEMTO. The ego-vehicle driver has a 6.3 % longer travel duration. The
combined cost of the ego-vehicle driver is 4.1 % larger than that of PEEMTO.
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Figure 5.22: Deceleration without comfort constraints. Optimization results of engine torque,
engine speed, powertrain efficiency, and battery power demand with respect to
time for the ego-vehicle driver, PEEO, and PEEMTO. The results of PEEO and
PEEMTO are identical and therefore overlap each other.

Minimum travel duration cost

Figures 5.27 to 5.29 show the results with comfort constraints if travel
duration is unimportant. As illustrated in Figure 5.27, PEEMTO starts to
decelerate significantly earlier than the ego-vehicle driver. The early de-
celeration leads to a final travel duration of PEEMTO that is 2.5 % longer
than that of the ego-vehicle driver. As illustrated in Figure 5.28, the energy
recuperation process of PEEMTO begins significantly earlier than in the case
of the ego-vehicle driver. The early deceleration leads to smaller external
resistance forces over a longer duration. Figure 5.29 shows the resulting
costs without travel duration. The net energy recuperation of PEEMTO is
47 % higher than that of the ego-vehicle driver. The gear shift costs are the
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Figure 5.23: Deceleration without comfort constraints. Resulting costs of the different con-
tenders at the end of the experiment.

same. In this example, the ego-vehicle driver has a 5 % higher combined cost
than PEEMTO.

In general, energy efficiency as defined by the monetary cost formulation in
section 4.3 does not necessarily lead to less energy consumption under all
circumstances. This is due to the fact that the goal of the optimization is to
reduce the combined cost. As illustrated in Figure 5.2 and the scenarios, the
travel duration cost for minimum GLC can be significantly higher than the
corresponding energy consumption in urban scenarios. If no travel duration
cost is explicitly formulated, the optimization can sometimes reduce both
energy consumption and travel duration, although the resulting combined
cost would likely to be higher if the travel duration cost was formulated.
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Figure 5.24: Deceleration with comfort constraints. Optimization results of velocity, gear
level, and brake pad utilization with respect to position for the ego-vehicle driver,
PEEO, and PEEMTO. The speed limit is set to 50 km

h . The results of PEEO and
PEEMTO are identical and therefore overlap each other.

5.3.3 Recuperation

The EE is able to recuperate part of the energy. The example scenario in
Figure 5.30 shows how much energy is recuperated by PEEMTO on an even
and straight road with the speed limit set to 50 km

h . The vehicle is initially
at the optimal cruise velocity and using the second gear level. In the first
scenario, the ego-vehicle is allowed to maintain its velocity. The second
scenario commands that the vehicle has to temporarily come to a complete
stop at some point along the route. After it has stopped, it is allowed to
continue. Figure 5.30 only shows the segment where the vehicle starts to
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Figure 5.25: Deceleration with comfort constraints. Optimization results of velocity, gear
level, and brake pad utilization with respect to time for the ego-vehicle driver,
PEEO, and PEEMTO. The speed limit is set to 50 km

h . The results of PEEO and
PEEMTO are identical and therefore overlap each other.

velocity variation is set to 0 m.

As shown in Figure 5.30, the vehicle is able to recuperate more than 0.01e
worth of energy when it comes to a stop. But as it accelerates back to the
speed limit, it eventually consumes more energy than it recuperates. In this
example, the energy consumption is 0.0044e. As discussed in section 5.3.1
and section 5.3.2, PEEMTO with the default choice of λt has a strong accel-
eration. Nevertheless, due to the inefficiency of the powertrain, complete
recuperation is impossible.
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slow down before reverting back to the speed limit. The beginning of the
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Figure 5.26: Deceleration with comfort constraints. Optimization results of longitudinal
acceleration and longitudinal jerk with respect to time for the ego-vehicle driver,
PEEO, and PEEMTO. The results of PEEO and PEEMTO are identical and
therefore overlap each other.

Figure 5.30 also shows how much energy is saved if the vehicle does not stop
but simply continues at the optimal cruise velocity. In this case, the energy
consumption after the same travel distance is 57 % smaller compared to a
temporary stop. As mentioned in section 5.3.1, traveling at the urban speed
limit leads to high powertrain efficiency. Naturally, a temporary stop also
leads to a longer travel duration and two gear shifts. The overall cost is 35 %
smaller if the vehicle maintains the optimal cruise velocity.

The external resistance increases with velocity primarily due to the air re-
sistance. Thus, a temporary decrease in velocity may seem beneficial for
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Figure 5.27: Deceleration without explicit formulation of minimum travel duration cost.
Optimization results of velocity, gear level, and brake pad utilization with respect
to time for the ego-vehicle driver, PEEO, and PEEMTO. The speed limit is set
to 50 km

h . The results of PEEO and PEEMTO are identical and therefore overlap
each other.

energy consumption. But as shown in Figure 5.1, the acceleration resistance
is stronger than the external resistance forces from the environment for urban
speed limits. Furthermore, as shown in the illustrations of section 5.3.1 and
section 5.3.2, the powertrain efficiency is lowest when the vehicle starts to
move or comes to a full stop. It significantly drops during gear shifts. On
the other hand, the powertrain efficiency is often high for constant velocity.
Thus, strong velocity variation can lead to higher energy consumption over
the same driven distance. But note that the final outcome is always scenario
dependent.
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Figure 5.28: Deceleration without explicit formulation of minimum travel duration cost.
Optimization results of engine torque, engine speed, powertrain efficiency, and
battery power demand with respect to time for the ego-vehicle driver, PEEO and
PEEMTO. The speed limit is set to 50 km

h . The results of PEEO and PEEMTO
are identical and therefore overlap each other.

5.3.4 Velocity and state of charge

As discussed in section 3.1.1, the battery idle voltage changes with the battery
state of charge (SOC). A low state of charge leads to a lower battery idle
voltage. If the power demand from the battery remains the same, the battery
has to compensate a lower battery voltage with a higher battery current
according to the vehicle model in section 3.1.1. A higher battery current also
leads to a higher loss in the internal resistance of the battery.
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Figure 5.29: Deceleration without explicit formulation of minimum travel duration cost.
Resulting costs of the different contenders at the end of the experiment.

Figure 5.31 shows scenarios, in which PEEMTO guides the ego-vehicle to
the optimal cruise velocity for even, straight roads of 92 km

h . The battery
cell current approaches the maximum battery cell discharge current of 20 A
during the acceleration. Note that the nominal current of the battery cell
is only 4 A. In general, it depends on the battery specifics if and how the
battery can be used beyond the nominal values. If necessary, additional
constraints can be set to limit the duration of battery currents beyond the
nominal values. In the experiments, the battery usually only approaches its
limits during strong acceleration and strong deceleration. As illustrated in
Figure 5.31, the trajectory deviations for different SOC is only minor. The
optimal cruise velocity remains the same and the ego-vehicle reaches the
optimal cruise velocity only slightly faster at the maximum SOC of 95 %
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Figure 5.30: PEEMTO start and stop recuperation compared to constant cruising at optimal
cruise velocity on an even and straight road. The speed limit set to 50 km

h .

compared to the minimum SOC of 25 %. As discussed in section 3.1.1, the
idle battery voltage can only change between 3.55 V and 4 V within the SOC
range of 25 % and 95 % in the case of the REM-2030 battery.

5.4 Road slopes

In this example, an artificially generated hill is evaluated. Curvatures and
speed limits are left out to focus on the influence of the road slope. PEEMTO
uses the LRAHE, while PEEO only uses SHE. The ego-vehicle driver is not
evaluated in this example because the driver model is not able to realistically
deal with strong road slopes and curvatures. In fact, some attempts were
actually made. But the ego-vehicle driver always produced results that were
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Figure 5.31: Acceleration of PEEMTO towards the optimal cruise velocity on even, straight
roads at different states of charge (SOC). Similar results may overlap each other
in the illustration.

at some point no longer physically feasible. This example and the examples
in section 5.5 also represent scenarios that can be highly problematic for
existing autonomous driving systems because they usually do not evaluate if
the planned trajectory is physically feasible as discussed in section 2.3 and
section 2.6.

The hill is illustrated in Figure 5.32. The hill starts on flat terrain. The road
slope gradually increases until it reaches almost 6◦ at approximately 3500 m
before gradually decreasing. The top of the hill is a flat plateau that gradually
changes to a descent. The decline reaches almost -6◦ at approximately
9500 m before gradually changing back into flat terrain. The optimization
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evaluation ends after 13 km. The vehicle is initially not moving.
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Figure 5.32: Height of road with respect to position. Optimization results of velocity, gear
level, and brake pad utilization with respect to position for PEEO and PEEMTO.
There is no speed limit and no road curvature. Similar results may overlap each
other in the illustration.

Figures 5.32 to 5.35 show the results with comfort constraints. As illustrated
in Figure 5.32, both PEEO and PEEMTO accelerate to velocities close to the
optimal cruise velocity for even, straight roads of 92 km

h . At approximately
300 m, a gear shift to the second gear level is performed. As shown in Figure
5.34, the engine torque is almost zero during the gear shift, which means that
the ego-vehicle is almost coasting. Indeed, as illustrated in 5.32, the velocity
slightly drops after the first gear shift. PEEMTO soon adopts the optimal
cruise velocity as the ego-vehicle approaches the hill.
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When the ascent gradually begins, PEEMTO accelerates beyond 92 km
h to

gather kinetic energy before the slope becomes too steep. It starts to lose
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Figure 5.33: Optimization results of longitudinal acceleration and longitudinal jerk with
respect to time for PEEO and PEEMTO. Similar results may overlap each other
in the illustration.

speed at approximately 3000 m. Generally, changing to a lower gear level
during a steep ascent can become necessary as the engine torque demand
can quickly reach its maximum at a high gear level. Lowering the gear
level decreases the torque demand while increasing the engine speed. In
the case of the REM-2030 transmission, the engine torque demand is four
times smaller at gear level one compared to gear level two. In this scenario,
PEEMTO does not need to change to a lower gear as it has already gathered
velocity when the slope was significantly smaller. The velocity of PEEMTO
continues to drop until a minimum is reached, then gradually increases near
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the end of the ascent.
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Figure 5.34: Optimization results of engine torque, engine speed, powertrain efficiency, and
battery power demand with respect to time for PEEO and PEEMTO. Similar
results may overlap each other in the illustration.

On the flat plateau, PEEMTO accelerates back to 92 km
h . During the descent,

the optimization has to find a compromise between two options. It can use
the potential energy to increase velocity or it transforms the potential energy
into electric energy through recuperation. Increasing the velocity decreases
travel duration. But accelerating to a very high velocity means that the air
resistance consumes much of the potential energy and a stronger recuperation
may actually be a better solution. As shown in Figure 5.34, the engine torque
is partly negative during the descent. This means that the engine recuperates
part of the energy while the rest is used to accelerate the vehicle. As the
engine torque turns negative and then positive again, the engine temporarily
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uses coasting on two occasions, i.e., the engine torque and the engine effi-
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Figure 5.35: Resulting costs of PEEO and PEEMTO at the end of the experiment.

ciency is zero without any power transfer. PEEMTO eventually reaches the
flat terrain and decelerates to the optimal cruise velocity.

PEEO also initially accelerates to 92 km
h . But due to the relatively short

default horizon length of 250 m and the height variation over long distances,
it does not show the same anticipatory behavior of PEEMTO. As illustrated
in Figure 5.32, it does not gather sufficient velocity ahead of the steepest
point and has to change to the first gear level. When the ego-vehicle ap-
proaches the plateau, PEEO changes back to the second gear level. As
illustrated in Figure 5.32, PEEO is comparatively indecisive regarding the
velocity trajectory during the ascension. As illustrated in Figure 5.34, this
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leads to a higher power demand and therefore higher energy consumption
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during the ascension in comparison to PEEMTO. During the descent, PEEO
chooses a lower velocity than PEEMTO. This leads to slightly more energy
recuperation as shown in Figure 5.34, but longer travel duration.

Figure 5.35 shows the resulting cost components. PEEO shifts gears three
times more often than PEEMTO. Due to the inefficient hill ascension, PEEO
has a 4.3 % higher energy consumption than PEEMTO. Furthermore, it also
has a 3.2 % longer travel duration due to the lower velocity during the descent.
PEEO has a 6.3 % higher combined cost than PEEMTO.

The reaction of PEEMTO towards slopes can be similar to existing research
conducted on vehicles with ICEs. For example, gathering kinetic energy and
avoiding gear shifts ahead of strong ascensions is also observed for vehicles
with ICEs [Ter09]. The previously discussed behavior of PEEMTO, e.g.,
acceleration before steep ascensions and acceleration during the descent,
may not always be apparent in every scenario involving hills and mountains.
Sometimes other influences are more prominent. The scenarios, given in
section 5.5, are examples, in which strong curvature has a much larger impact.
In general, the precise energy-efficient behavior heavily depends on the given
scenario.

5.5 Mountain roads

This scenario combines road topography, curvature, and speed limits. The
real-world route is located close to the village Bergwald. The village is
situated on a mountain southeast of the city of Karlsruhe. The chosen route
is shown in Figure 5.36. It starts at the bottom of the mountain, ascents to the
village via a curvy road, traverses through the village in the outer ring, and
descends the mountain on the original road. The roads inside and outside the
village only have one lane for each direction. The speed limit is mostly set to
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100 km
h despite some areas with strong curvature and slope. The speed limit
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Figure 5.36: Bergwald route. The route (marked in red) starts at the bottom of the mountain,
ascents to the village via a curvy road, traverses through the village Bergwald in
the outer ring, and descends the mountain on the original road. Yellow arrows
show the direction of travel. The image has been obtained from Google Earth.
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in the village is capped at 30 km
h . Along the chosen route, there are several

opportunities for other vehicles to enter the route from other roads that are
not part of the chosen route. There are no traffic lights along the route that
can control the intersecting traffic. As this thesis does not evaluate scenarios
in which the right of way is of importance, vehicles that may enter the route
from other roads are not simulated. The position discretization of 10 m is
used for the entire route to adapt to fast changing slopes and curvatures. The
vehicle starts at the bottom of the mountain and is initially idle.
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Figure 5.37: Scenario with short auxiliary horizon start length. Optimization results of veloc-
ity, gear level and brake pad utilization with respect to position for PEEO and
PEEMTO. Similar results may overlap each other in the illustration.

5.5.1 Short auxiliary horizon start length

Figures 5.37 to 5.40 show the results with comfort constraints and a relatively
short start auxiliary horizon length of 500 m. Compared to the previous
scenario in section 5.4, the optimization is more heavily influenced by curves
than the road slope.

The vehicle generally has to begin the deceleration well ahead of strong
curvatures. PEEMTO never accelerates to the optimal cruise velocity of
92 km

h for even, straight roads, although it is physically possible on certain
sections of the road. In the village of Bergwald, the speed limit of 30 km

h is
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Figure 5.38: Short auxiliary horizon start length. Optimization results of longitudinal accel-
eration, lateral acceleration, longitudinal jerk, and lateral jerk with respect to
position for PEEO and PEEMTO. Similar results may overlap each other in the
illustration.

preferred by both PEEO and PEEMTO. The velocity of PEEO is generally
higher due to the relatively short default horizon length of 250 m and the
terminal cost that motivates the optimization to accelerate to 92 km

h at the
end of the horizon. The consequence of PEEO’s relatively high velocity is
shown in Figure 5.38. Both longitudinal and lateral jerk of PEEO violate
the comfort constraints on multiple occasions. As PEEO accelerates to a
relatively high velocity, it is sometimes surprised by strong curvature as
the information enters the horizon. Thus, PEEO has to suddenly decelerate
on several occasions. As the necessary deceleration can be quite strong,
PEEO is not always able to find a feasible solution without violating the
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Figure 5.39: Scenario with short auxiliary horizon start length. Optimization results of engine
torque, engine speed, powertrain efficiency, and battery power demand with
respect to position for PEEO and PEEMTO. At gear level one, the engine speed
is relatively high and resembles the velocity. At gear level two, the engine speed
is significantly scaled down and the resemblance is less obvious. Similar results
may overlap each other in the illustration.

comfort constraints. As described in section 4.13, in this case, the opti-
mization is restarted without comfort constraints. In comparison, PEEMTO
is able to compute feasible trajectories without any constraint violations,
although the resulting jerk reaches the constraint limits on multiple occasions.

Figure 5.40 shows the different cost components. PEEO consumes 22.5 %
more energy than PEEMTO. PEEMTO has a 10 % longer travel duration.
PEEO changes the gear level 11 times while PEEMTO changes the gear level
5 times. PEEO has an 11 % higher combined cost than PEEMTO. Despite
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Figure 5.40: Short auxiliary horizon start length. Resulting costs of PEEO and PEEMTO at
the end of the experiment.

speed limits, strong curvatures, and road slope changes, neither PEEO nor
PEEMTO have to use the brake pads.

5.5.2 Long auxiliary horizon start length

Figure 5.41 shows the optimization results if the default start auxiliary hori-
zon length of 1000 m is used for PEEMTO. The result is the same if the
optimization is precomputed for the entire route.

As illustrated in Figure 5.41, the primary difference to the previous example
lies with the gear shifts. PEEMTO decides to avoid gear shifts completely
until the vehicle has left the mountain. This is due to the changes in road
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Figure 5.41: Scenario with long auxiliary horizon start length. Optimization results of veloc-
ity, gear level, and brake pad utilization with respect to position for PEEO and
PEEMTO. Similar results may overlap each other in the illustration.

slope and road curvature that sometimes require high torque for sufficient
acceleration and deceleration. With a longer start auxiliary horizon length,
PEEMTO is able to predict that gear level one will become necessary on
multiple occasions along the route. Therefore, shifting up to the second gear
level is not worth the effort.

Compared to the new PEEMTO result, PEEO has a 20.3 % higher energy
consumption and 11 times more gear shifts. PEEMTO has 9.8 % longer
travel duration. PEEO has a 23 % higher combined cost than PEEMTO due
to significantly more gear shifts.
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Figure 5.42: Scenario with slow front vehicle. Optimization results of velocity, gear level, and
brake pad utilization with respect to position for PEEO and PEEMTO. Similar
results may overlap each other in the illustration.

5.5.3 Impact of other vehicles on the auxiliary horizon

In the previous examples, no other vehicles were considered. An interesting
question is what happens if there is another vehicle ahead of the ego-vehicle.

Slow front vehicle

Let there be another vehicle that prefers a velocity of 50 km
h . The driver

parameters of the other vehicle are only randomly chosen once and used for
both PEEMTO and PEEO. The start position shall be 200 m ahead of the
ego-vehicle and the start velocity shall be 50 km

h . As mentioned in section
3.4.2, the driver model does not react to slopes and curvatures. In this
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Figure 5.43: Scenario with slow front vehicle. Trajectories of position and time for the front
vehicle, PEEO, and PEEMTO.

The results are shown in Figure 5.42 and Figure 5.43. As illustrated in Figure
5.42, the slow vehicle has a strong impact on both PEEO and PEEMTO.
There are several road sections, on which PEEO and PEEMTO used higher
velocities in previous examples. Now the velocity is often kept at 50 km

h .
PEEO and PEEMTO now have very similar results and PEEO is able to
maintain the comfort constraints for the entire scenario. As the slow front
vehicle slows down the ego-vehicle, the velocity of PEEO is sufficiently
low ahead of strong curves. Figure 5.43 shows the trajectories of PEEMTO,
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example, the front vehicle shall simply maintain a velocity of 50 km
h unless

the speed limit drops to a lower value.

PEEO, and the front vehicle with respect to position and time. As the results
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of PEEMTO and PEEO are almost the same, their trajectories overlap each
other. PEEMTO shifts to the second gear at the beginning of the scenario
as there is less velocity variation compared to the previous examples. The
number of gear shifts is drastically reduced for PEEO.

In this example, PEEO executes seven gear shifts, while PEEMTO shifts
three times. Due to more gear shifts, PEEO still has a 10 % higher combined
cost than PEEMTO. PEEMTO has a 1.5 % higher energy consumption than
PEEO because gear level adaptation can reduce energy consumption at the
cost of higher transmission wear. The travel duration is almost exactly the
same.

Fast front vehicle

If the front vehicle has a higher velocity or is sufficiently far away, PEEMTO
may still have enough freedom to adopt the most energy-efficient trajectory.
In this example, the front vehicle shall choose a cruise velocity of 70 km

h ,
unless the speed limit is lower. The driver parameters of the other vehicle are
only randomly chosen once and used for both PEEMTO and PEEO.

The results are shown in Figures 5.44 to 5.46. As the optimal velocity trajec-
tory of PEEMTO is mostly lower than 70 km

h , the optimization leads to the
same result as in the scenario without other vehicles. PEEO is still affected
by the front vehicle as its velocity exceeds 70 km

h on multiple occasions.

The distance between the ego-vehicle and the front vehicle is relatively large
as both vehicles travel through the village of Bergwald. This is because
PEEO chooses to slow down well ahead of the village entrance due to curva-
ture and slope. The front vehicle only slows down as the speed limit begins
to decrease. As the speed limit within the village is 30 km

h , PEEO cannot
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catch up with the front vehicle.
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Figure 5.44: Scenario with fast front vehicle. Optimization results of velocity, gear level, and
brake pad utilization with respect to position for PEEO, and PEEMTO. Similar
results may overlap each other in the illustration.

As the ego-vehicle and the front vehicle approach the bottom of the hill,
PEEO actually decides to use the brake pads at approximately 5100 m. As
shown in Figure 5.45, the ego-vehicle guided by PEEO comes relatively
close to the front vehicle during that moment with a distance of less than 20m
at the closest point. The situation is difficult because the speed limit drops
from 100 km

h to 50 km
h . The road slope is negative and the driver parameters

of the front vehicle are randomly chosen with the exception of the desired
cruise velocity. As PEEMTO and PEEO both use the SDM, which assumes
default driver parameters, PEEO is not able to precisely predict the velocity
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trajectory of the front vehicle. The utilization of brake pads could have been
avoided if PEEO had decided to shift to the first gear level. But in this case,
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Figure 5.45: Scenario with fast front vehicle. Trajectories of position and time for the front
vehicle, PEEO, and PEEMTO.

PEEO decides to use the brake pads instead. As illustrated in Figure 5.46,
the engine torque reaches the minimum of -103 Nm during the utilization of
brake pads. As mentioned in section 4.3.3, the gear shift cost is higher than
the brake pad cost. Thus, if the vehicle only has to use the brake pads during
a short moment, the action is likely to be better than changing the gear level.
This is especially true if the gear level has to be changed back in the long
run.

In this scenario, PEEO has a 16.6 % higher energy consumption and performs
9 times more gear shifts than PEEMTO. PEEMTO has 8.2 % longer travel
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duration. Adding in the brake pad utilization, PEEO has a 20.6 % higher
combined cost than PEEMTO.
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Figure 5.46: Scenario with fast front vehicle. Optimization results of engine torque, engine
speed, powertrain efficiency, and battery power demand with respect to time for
PEEO, and PEEMTO. Similar results may overlap each other in the illustration.

5.6 Other vehicles and lane changes

In this scenario, the optimization of incorporating other vehicles and lane
changes is evaluated. The contenders are the ego-vehicle driver, PEEO, and
PEEMTO. A short and almost straight section of the German motorway A8
west of Munich is used as an example (see Figure 5.48). The maximum slope
is below 0.2◦. The route has three lanes. There is no speed limit. Thus, the
recommended cruise velocity of 130 km

h is used as the desired velocity for the
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ego-vehicle driver.
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Figure 5.47: Scenario with fast front vehicle. Resulting costs of PEEO and PEEMTO at the
end of the experiment.

Apart from the ego-vehicle, eight other vehicles are inserted. The preferred
lanes, preferred cruise velocities, and start positions of the different vehicles
are given in Table 5.1. The other driver model parameters of the other
vehicles are randomly chosen as described in section A.3.3. Once selected,
these parameters remain the same for all scenarios in order to improve
comparability.
An abstract illustration of the vehicles at the beginning of the scenario is
shown in Figure 5.49. The fast vehicles are put at the rear and the slow
vehicles at the front. All vehicles favor the lanes, they are moving on at the
beginning of the scenario. The other vehicles shall all try to make way for
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Figure 5.48: A8 route. Section of A8 highway west of the city of Munic. Yellow arrows show
the direction of travel. The image has been obtained from Google Earth.

Figure 5.49: A8 highway scenario. Abstract illustration of the different vehicles at the begin-
ning of the scenario.

faster rear vehicles when they approach from behind, as described in section
A.1. The purpose of this configuration is to provoke lane changes in the
experiment. The ego-vehicle starts at 100 m in the outer lane, at 80 km

h , and
uses the second gear level. At the beginning of the scenario, there is a gap of
100 m between all vehicles in the same lane.
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Table 5.1: Vehicle starting conditions. The start velocities and start lanes of the other vehicles
are also their preferred cruise velocity and lanes respectively.

Vehicle Start velocity in km
h Start position in m Start lane

Ego-vehicle 80 100 Outer lane

Vehicle A 80 0 Outer lane

Vehicle B 130 200 Outer lane

Vehicle C 160 0 Center lane

Vehicle D 130 100 Center lane

Vehicle E 100 200 Center lane

Vehicle F 200 0 Inner lane

Vehicle G 160 100 Inner lane

Vehicle H 130 200 Inner lane

The results are shown in Figures 5.50 to 5.57. As the ego-vehicle and the
other vehicles may influence each other, there are several figures that only
refer to the outcome of either the ego-vehicle driver, PEEO, or PEEMTO.
Only Figure 5.50 and Figure 5.57 refer to all contenders. Figures 5.53 to
5.52 show the trajectories referring to position, lane choice, and time, while
Figures 5.56 to 5.55 show an enlarged section of the lane changes.

As shown in Figure 5.50, none of the contenders have to shift gears or use
the brake pads.

The results of PEEO are shown in Figures 5.50, 5.51, and 5.54. PEEO
does not perform lane changes. It initially reduces the gap between the
ego-vehicle and vehicle B. It then maintains the velocity of 80 km

h and stays
behind vehicle B for the rest of the scenario.
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Figure 5.50: A8 highway scenario. Trajectories of the ego-vehicle driver, PEEO, and
PEEMTO.

The results of the ego-vehicle driver are shown in Figures 5.50, 5.52, and
5.55. The ego-vehicle driver initially accelerates, then briefly maintains the
velocity, and waits for a feasible gap in the center lane. As vehicle A is
behind the ego-vehicle, it is able to initiate the lane change earlier than the
ego-vehicle. After vehicle A has driven past the ego-vehicle, the ego-vehicle
driver changes to the center lane. As the ego-vehicle driver changes the lane,
the distance to the rear of vehicle A is less than 30 m. Thus, the distance is
initially rather small. As the distance to vehicle A is increased over time, the
ego-vehicle driver is able to gradually increase the velocity. The ego-vehicle
driver eventually changes back to the outer lane, once the ego-vehicle has
driven past vehicle B and continues at 130 km

h .
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Figure 5.54: A8 highway scenario. Enlarged view of the trajectories of PEEO and the other
vehicles in the inner, center, and outer lane.

The results of PEEMTO are shown in Figures 5.50, 5.53, and 5.56. PEEMTO
initially anticipates that vehicle C and vehicle D in the center lane will soon
overtake the ego-vehicle and create an opportunity to change to the center
lane. PEEMTO is not aware that vehicle A plans to overtake the ego-vehicle.
After vehicle A has performed the lane change and starts to approach from
behind, PEEMTO decides to abandon plans for an early lane change. Note
that the ego-vehicle driver performs the lane change earlier than PEEMTO.
PEEMTO waits until vehicle A is further ahead before performing the lane
change. This example shows that it is possible for a human driver to tem-
porarily outperform PEEMTO through a more aggressive drive style. With
default optimization parameters, PEEMTO uses a defensive strategy towards
other vehicles and may sometimes miss opportunities to maximize energy
efficiency.
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Figure 5.55: A8 highway scenario. Enlarged view of the trajectories of the ego-vehicle driver
and the other vehicles in the inner, center, and outer lane.

The scenario ends with a stable outcome. In the end, the fast vehicles are
at the front and the slow vehicles at the rear. Every vehicle is moving at its
favored velocity and on its favorite lane. There are no more lane changes.

Figure 5.57 shows the resulting costs. The ego-vehicle driver chooses 130 km
h

as the preferred cruise velocity. PEEO follows the slow predecessor at 80 km
h ,

while PEEMTO is eventually able to reach the optimal cruise velocity of
92 km

h . The ego-vehicle driver has a 146.3 % higher energy consumption than
PEEMTO. The travel duration of PEEMTO is 30.7 % longer than that of the
ego-vehicle driver. The ego-vehicle driver has a 28.8 % higher combined
cost than PEEMTO. PEEMTO has a 33.4 % higher energy consumption than
PEEO. The travel duration of PEEO is 15.3 % longer than that of PEEMTO.
PEEO has a 2.9 % higher combined cost than PEEMTO. If the contenders
maintain their cruise velocities, PEEMTO will consume 37 % more energy
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Figure 5.56: A8 highway scenario. Enlarged view of the trajectories of PEEMTO and the
other vehicles in the inner, center, and outer lane.

than PEEO and the combined cost of PEEO will be 3.3 % larger. The ego-
vehicle driver will consume 154 % more energy and lead to a 23.3 % higher
combined cost than PEEMTO.

5.7 Traffic lights

To give the reader a general understanding, how PEEMTO performs in an
urban environment with traffic lights, a real-world route is chosen. The
route refers to the Ostring, which is a road in the eastern part of the city of
Karlsruhe. The chosen route is shown in Figure 5.58.

The north to south direction of the road is used. The speed limit is initially
50 km

h before increasing to 60 km
h after the fourth traffic light. The route

considered in the experiment can have up to three lanes. In the case of three
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Figure 5.57: A8 highway scenario. Resulting costs of all contenders at the end of the experi-
ment.

lanes, the inner lane is only used at intersections and only allows the vehicles
on it to turn left at the intersection. In this example, the vehicles on the road
shall not leave the route. Thus, the inner left-turn lanes are not regarded.
At the time of writing, the two outermost lanes both offer the opportunity
to travel straight ahead along the entire route. The experiment includes
the first four traffic lights on the chosen route. There is a fifth traffic light
approximately 650 m ahead of the end of the route. It stays in the green
phase most of the time and only occasionally changes to the red phase if
there are vehicles in the side street waiting to move onto the main road. In
the scenario, it is assumed that the fifth traffic light remains in the green
phase. The sixth traffic light is at the very end of the route and not further
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regarded. The comfort constraint is imposed in all scenarios.
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5.7.1 Traffic lights without other vehicles

In the first scenario, as shown in Figures 5.59 to 5.61, the ego-vehicle is
initially not moving. The start time of 0 s shall also be the time when the
first traffic light turns red. The scenario is challenging because the traffic
lights are not sufficiently synchronized to allow vehicles to pass through
them uninterrupted.

The first traffic light appears after approximately 450 m. The first red phase,
as shown in Figure 5.60, is 61 s long. Due to the long red phase, it is not
possible to pass through it at 50 km

h . The results of PEEO and PEEMTO
are the same. They both use the same regular horizon length of 250 m. As
illustrated in Figure 5.60, the ego-vehicle driver, PEEO, and PEEMTO all
come to a full stop at the first traffic light and wait. PEEO and PEEMTO
decelerate approximately 80 m to 90 m ahead of the traffic light and therefore
earlier than the ego-vehicle driver. This is different compared to the simple
deceleration example of Figure 5.24 in section 5.3.2, in which PEEMTO
tries to arrive at the destination early. In the current scenario, there is no
advantage in travel duration if the vehicle arrives at a red traffic light early.
Therefore, starting the deceleration earlier can be more favorable.

The next traffic light is approximately at 680 m with a significantly longer
green phase. All contenders are able to pass the second traffic light without
stopping although some temporary deceleration is required.

PEEO and PEEMTO are able to maintain their velocity and pass by the
third traffic light without interruption. The ego-vehicle driver has a lower
acceleration than PEEMTO and has to stop at the third traffic light. This
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leads to two more gear shifts than in the case of PEEO and PEEMTO.
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Figure 5.58: Ostring route. Yellow arrows show the direction of travel. The image has been
obtained from Google Earth.
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Figure 5.59: Optimization results of scenario in section 5.7.1. Similar results may overlap
each other.

But as the fourth traffic light has a long red phase of 67 s, PEEO and PEEMTO
have to stop and wait. The ego-vehicle driver does not come to a complete
full stop but has to greatly decelerate, which leads to two additional gear
shifts. Thus in this example, the travel duration of the ego-vehicle driver is
actually only 0.6 % longer than that of PEEMTO. The ego-vehicle driver has
a 1.17 % higher energy consumption than PEEMTO. This can be attributed
to the third traffic light that stops the ego-vehicle driver, but not PEEMTO.
But as discussed in section 5.3.1, PEEMTO with the default optimization
parameters tolerates a higher energy consumption during acceleration in
order to decrease travel duration. Therefore, the percental saving is small.
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Figure 5.60: Optimization results of scenario in section 5.7.1. The illustration shows different
time trajectories with respect to position. The yellow traffic light phases are
incorporated into the green traffic light phases. Subtle velocity variations may
not be conspicuous in the trajectory illustration. Similar results may overlap each
other.

The contribution of the energy consumption cost is also small compared to
the travel duration and the gear shift cost. None of the contenders have to
use the brake pads. In this example, the ego-vehicle driver has a 9 % higher
overall cost than PEEMTO because two more gear shifts are performed.
Although PEEMTO uses the LRAHE and PEEO does not, only the regular
horizon includes traffic lights. Therefore, the results of PEEMTO and PEEO
are the same.
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Figure 5.61: Resulting cost components of scenario in section 5.7.1.

5.7.2 Implicit discretization and optimality

As illustrated in the previous example, PEEMTO accelerates to the speed
limit, although there is no chance for the ego-vehicle to pass by the first
traffic light during a green phase. As illustrated in Figures 5.2 and 5.3, a
cruise velocity of 10 km

h leads to a smaller energy consumption than a cruise
velocity of 50 km

h . In fact, the latter leads to a 75 % higher energy consump-
tion than the former. As long as the red traffic light cannot be avoided, both
fast and slow velocity trajectories lead to the same travel duration because the
ego-vehicle has to wait for the red phase to end. Therefore, it is actually better
for PEEMTO to choose a very low velocity and slowly approach the red
traffic light. This strategy was already mentioned in section 4.11. Although
PEEMTO starts the deceleration process earlier than the ego-vehicle driver,
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the fact remains unchanged that it does accelerate to the speed limit.
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Figure 5.62: Histogram regarding the time of arrival of the different states at the first red
traffic light of the scenario in section 5.7.1. The different time values only refer
to the decision stage that includes the first traffic light.

The reason for the relatively high velocity and the early arrival of the ego-
vehicle at the red traffic light is the implicit discretization of time as discussed
in section 4.8. The previous traffic light scenario shall be used for a more
detailed explanation. Let Xi be the decision stage, at which the ego-vehicle
stops and waits for the first red traffic light to change to the green phase.
Let Xi be already fully evaluated. This means that all feasible states within
Xi are associated with certain discrete points in time through implicit dis-
cretization. A histogram of these discrete time values is shown in Figure
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5.62. As illustrated in the histogram, the time values of the different states
are within a time frame of 34 and 38 seconds in this example. Thus, the
width of the time frame is between three and four seconds. In comparison,
the red phase of the first traffic is 61 s long. The time frame is the result of
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implicit discretization that allows variation regarding the time of arrival at
every decision stage. While it is broad enough to deal with other vehicles
at every decision stage, it is too narrow to incorporate long traffic light phases.

The time frame width is relatively narrow compared to traffic light phases
because of three reasons. The first reason is that the DP algorithm only
becomes aware of the traffic light, once the forward evaluation has truly
reached the traffic light. Therefore, it does not consider any traffic light
delays on the previous stages. The second reason is that the optimal cruise
velocity in the scenario of section 5.7.1 is the speed limit of 50 km

h . Thus,
as long as the forward evaluation has not yet reached the traffic light, state
transitions closer to the speed limit are likely to be favored. The third reason
is that the implicit discretization of time does not enforce the evaluation of
extremely late time values. Therefore, extremely slow velocity trajectories
may no longer be part of the search space when the traffic light is finally
incorporated into the optimization.

In general, the explicit discretization of all state components should be
preferred, if the real-time capability of the optimization can be assured. By
incorporating very late time values, PEEMTO would be forced to consider
very slow trajectories. But in practice, the explicit and fine discretization
of numerous continuous variables is often infeasible due to the increase
in computational complexity. As shown in the results of Figure 5.15 and
Figure 5.27 in section 5.3.1 and section 5.3.2, if the travel duration is omitted,
PEEMTO will still accelerate to the optimal cruise velocity as long as it
is unhindered. But it will begin the deceleration significantly earlier if it
has to come to stop. Thus, if the traffic light is close by, PEEMTO will
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not entirely accelerate to the speed limit if the travel duration is omitted.
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Figure 5.63: Abstract illustration of the different vehicles at the beginning of the first scenario
in section 5.7.3.

But if the travel duration is omitted (as a simple heuristic), the original
optimization problem is no longer truly addressed. Furthermore, although
the implicit discretization may remove very slow trajectories from the search
space, the outcome involving higher velocities is actually beneficial towards
other vehicles, which otherwise might be involuntarily slowed down by the
ego-vehicle. The interests of other vehicles are not explicitly considered in
PEEMTO but can be part of future work.

5.7.3 Traffic lights and other vehicles

In the following two scenarios, the impact of both traffic lights and other
vehicles on the optimization is evaluated. The phase cycles of the second
and fourth traffic light are shifted by several seconds to create a time corridor
that allows a vehicle to pass by all traffic lights uninterrupted unless it is
blocked by another vehicle. The start time of the simulation is set to 50 s.
The ego-vehicle starts at the speed limit of 50 km

h and the second gear level.
The starting position is set to 280 m in the outer lane.

Adjacent vehicle behind the ego-vehicle

In the first scenario, there are three other vehicles in the vicinity of the
ego-vehicle. The start configuration is shown in Table 5.2. The start velocity
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Table 5.2: Vehicle starting conditions at the beginning of the first scenario in section 5.7.3.

Vehicle Start velocity in km
h Start position in m Start lane

Ego-vehicle 50 280 Outer lane

Vehicle A 50 380 Outer lane

Vehicle B 50 150 Outer lane

Vehicle C 50 150 Inner lane

Figure 5.64: Optimization results of the first scenario in section 5.7.3. Similar or identical
results may overlap each other.
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Figure 5.65: Optimization results of PEEMTO. Time trajectory with respect to position. The
yellow traffic light phases are incorporated into the green traffic light phases.
Subtle velocity variations may not be conspicuous in the trajectory illustration.
Similar or identical results may overlap each other.

and the start lanes of the other vehicles shall also be their desired cruise
velocity and desired lane. The other driver parameters are set to random
values. Once selected, these parameters remain the same for all scenarios in
order to improve comparability. An abstract illustration of the initial situation
is shown in Figure 5.63. There is initially a front vehicle A, which is 380 m
ahead of the ego-vehicle in the same lane. A rear vehicle B is behind the
ego-vehicle and starting at 150 m. Vehicle C flanks vehicle B in the inner
lane and also starts at 150 m. All vehicles are progressing at the speed limit
towards the first traffic light. The results are shown in Figures 5.64 to 5.68.
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Figure 5.66: Optimization results of PEEO. Time trajectory with respect to position. The
yellow traffic light phases are incorporated into the green traffic light phases.
Subtle velocity variations may not be conspicuous in the trajectory illustration.
Similar or identical results may overlap each other.

As the other vehicles may respond to the ego-vehicle, the trajectories of
position and time are shown separately for the ego-vehicle driver, PEEO, and
PEEMTO in Figures 5.65 to 5.67.

As shown in Figure 5.65, vehicle A starts to decelerate before the green
phase of the first traffic light begins. When approaching the traffic light,
PEEMTO changes to the inner lane while vehicle C is still sufficiently far
behind. PEEMTO is aware that the traffic light phase will soon change to
green and moves towards it without any deceleration. After it has passed by
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the first traffic light, it changes back to the outer lane and overtakes vehicle A.
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Figure 5.67: Optimization results of the ego-vehicle driver. Time trajectory with respect to
position. The yellow traffic light phases are incorporated into the green traffic
light phases. Subtle velocity variations may not be conspicuous in the trajectory
illustration. Similar or identical results may overlap each other.

The trajectory of PEEO is shown in Figure 5.66. PEEO does not change
lanes. It is slowed down by vehicle A. Because both vehicle A and the
ego-vehicle lose speed at the first traffic light and because vehicle A has a
more gradual acceleration than PEEO, PEEO is not able to pass through the
green phase of the third and fourth traffic light.
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Figure 5.68: Resulting costs of all contenders.

The ego-vehicle driver yields a similar result as shown in Figure 5.67. As the
first traffic light is initially red, the lane change incentive is insufficient for
the ego-vehicle driver to perform the lane change.

The ego-vehicle driver has a 60 % and PEEO a 58.1 % higher energy con-
sumption than PEEMTO. The ego-vehicle driver has a 60.5 % and PEEO a
58.7 % longer travel duration than PEEMTO. The ego-vehicle driver has a
117.9 % and PEEO a 97 % higher combined cost than PEEMTO.

Adjacent vehicle parallel to the ego-vehicle

The second scenario is very similar to the first one. The only difference is
that vehicle C starts alongside the ego-vehicle, i.e., at 280m. The new start
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configuration is shown in Figure 5.69 and Table 5.3.
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Figure 5.69: Abstract illustration of the different vehicles at the beginning of the scenario.

Table 5.3: Vehicle starting conditions of second scenario in section 5.7.3

Vehicle Start velocity in km
h Start position in m Start lane

Ego-vehicle 50 280 Outer lane

Vehicle A 50 380 Outer lane

Vehicle B 50 150 Outer lane

Vehicle C 50 280 Inner lane

Figures 5.70 and 5.65 show the new results. PEEMTO can no longer overtake
vehicle A as it is blocked by vehicle C. PEEMTO now yields the same result
as PEEO. Note that, although the velocity trajectory of PEEMTO is similar
to that of the ego-vehicle driver, it makes fewer gear shifts between the third
and fourth traffic light. This is because the regular horizon length of 250 m
incorporates traffic lights that are close to each other. As PEEMTO realizes
that it has to stop at the third and fourth traffic light, it decides not to shift
to the second gear level between the two traffic lights. In this example, the
ego-vehicle driver has a 1.2 % higher energy consumption, a 1.1 % longer
travel duration and two more gear shifts than PEEMTO. The ego-vehicle
driver has a 10.6 % higher combined cost than PEEMTO.
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Figure 5.70: Optimization results of the second scenario in section 5.7.3. Similar or identical
results may overlap each other.

This example shows that the optimization result in urban scenarios heavily de-
pends on the situation. Sometimes significant improvements can be achieved.
But sometimes a single vehicle on an unfavorable trajectory is sufficient
to constrain the optimization. If the optimization is heavily constrained by
dynamic obstacles, it may still be able to lead to small improvements through
efficient acceleration and deceleration. Theoretically, it is also possible that
the optimization performs worse than a human driver if the driver is in a more
fortunate scenario or ignores certain regulations. Furthermore, the traffic
lights may or may not provide favorable green phase time corridors, which
has a very large impact on the outcome. The auxiliary horizon does not have
any effect on the discussed urban scenarios.
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Figure 5.71: Optimization results of the time trajectory with respect to position. The yellow
traffic light phases are incorporated into the green traffic light phases. Subtle
velocity variations may not be conspicuous in the trajectory illustration. Similar
or identical results may overlap each other.

5.8 Random scenarios

The real-world routes consist of urban and highway scenarios. The simu-
lation setup follows the descriptions in section 3.3 and section 3.4. Both
directions of the chosen roads are used in the experiments. As discussed
in section 3.4.2 and section A.1, zipper merging and lane closures are not
evaluated. The evaluated scenarios do not consider recharging of the ego-
vehicle. Within the experiments, the length of routes never exceeds 50 km.
Thus, recharging is not necessary if the ego-vehicle starts with sufficient
initial battery charge. Although the name of the road may change at some
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point, the routes only follow one road. The selected routes do not contain
any sections of curvature or slope that the ego-vehicle driver cannot handle.
In other words, the trajectories of the ego-vehicle driver do not exceed the
physical limits of the vehicle. The battery SOC at the beginning of the route
is always 95 %.

There are 234 scenarios in total. 108 of them refer to highway scenarios while
the rest refer to urban scenarios. As discussed in section A.3.2, there are
several classes of traffic density in transportation engineering. The evaluated
scenarios consider the cases of low traffic density, medium traffic density,
and high traffic density. The contenders within the evaluation are PEEMTO,
PEEO, and the ego-vehicle driver. Different from the previous scenarios, the
driver parameters of the ego-vehicle driver are randomized the same way
as the other traffic participants. PEEMTO and PEEO abide by the traffic
regulations and always prefer the outer lane. The preferred lane of the other
vehicles and the ego-vehicle driver is randomized. Slow vehicles are by
definition more likely to choose the outer lane. Further details regarding
random vehicle creation are given in section A.3.3. As the other vehicles can
be affected by the movement of PEEMTO, PEEO, and the ego-vehicle driver,
the three contenders are evaluated separately.

5.8.1 Highway scenarios

The highway scenarios refer to two different sections of the highway A8
between the cities of Ulm und Munic. The sections are illustrated in Figure
5.72. The western road section is 46 km long. The eastern road section is
44.8 km long. There is a gap between them that is occupied by a construction
area with lane closures. There is no speed limit, thus the recommended
maximum speed is 130 km

h .
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Figure 5.72: Selected western and eastern road sections on the A8 highway. Both directions
are used. There are four different routes. The image has been obtained from
Google Earth.

Figure 5.73: Height and road curvature of the western road section. The image has been
obtained from Google Earth.

Figure 5.74: Height and road curvature of the eastern road section. The image has been
obtained from Google Earth.
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Figure 5.73 and 5.74 show the height and the curvature of the road sections.
If the west to east direction is used, the end of the route has a higher altitude
than the beginning of the route. The slope magnitude is small and does not
exceed 1◦. The curve radius usually has a length of several kilometers. For
very low curvature, the curve estimation of section 3.3 depends the pecision
of the route definition.

PEEMTO, PEEO, and the ego-vehicle driver all receive 36 scenarios each.
The 36 scenarios in each group are divided into three smaller groups of 12
scenarios, which refer to low traffic density, medium traffic density, and high
traffic density respectively. Both road sections can be driven in the west
to east or east to west direction. Thus, there are four routes. Each route is
driven three times by PEEMTO, PEEO, and the ego-vehicle driver. As the
routes have different lengths, the illustrations refer to average velocities and
costs over 1 km. The results are shown in Figures 5.75 to 5.80.

The parameters of the ego-vehicle driver are chosen according to the descrip-
tion given in section A.3.3. There shall always be two aggressive ego-vehicle
drivers and two defensive ego-vehicle drivers for every type of traffic density.
The starting situation shall be initially randomly chosen but used for all con-
tenders in the same type of scenario. Once the simulation starts, vehicles are
inserted and removed randomly. Thus, PEEMTO, PEEO, and the ego-vehicle
driver never face exactly the same situations although the start situation is
identical.

Velocity

Figure 5.75 shows the average velocity distribution from the highway exper-
iments for PEEMTO, PEEO, and the ego-vehicle driver (rows), separated
with respect to low traffic density, medium traffic density, and high traffic
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Figure 5.75: Distributions of average velocities. Rows top to bottom: PEEMTO, PEEO, ego-
vehicle driver. Columns left to right: low traffic density, medium traffic density,
high traffic density.

In the case of PEEMTO, higher average velocity close to the optimal cruise
velocity of 92 km

h is more likely in case of low traffic density. The ego-vehicle
is also less likely to meet a slow front vehicle. If the ego-vehicle does meet
a slow front vehicle, there are more likely to be overtaking opportunities.
Note that in scenarios, in which the ego-vehicle travels from east to west,
the average velocity may even be slightly higher than the optimal cruise
velocity because the starting position has a higher altitude than the end of the
route. Conversely, if the ego-vehicle travels from west to east, the average
velocity can be slightly lower than the optimal cruise velocity. Conversely,
high traffic density leads to fewer opportunities for lane changes and the
average velocity is lower because of slow front vehicles that cannot be easily
overtaken. Furthermore, PEEMTO tries to keep to the outer lane and is
therefore likely to be slowed down by slower vehicles in dense traffic. The
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average velocities are likely to be more diverse because the movement of the
ego-vehicle is more heavily affected by other vehicles.
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As PEEO does not consider lane changes, the ego-vehicle is blocked as soon
as it approaches a slow front vehicle in the same lane. In general, the average
velocity of PEEO depends on the question if and when it meets slow or very
slow front vehicles. As discussed in section A.3.3, a truck has a default
desired velocity of 80 km

h . But as the random creation of vehicles can also
lead to desired velocities of less than 80 km

h , the ego-vehicle guided by PEEO
will slow down accordingly if it meets an extremely slow vehicle. Due to
the route distance of almost 50 km, even low and medium traffic densities
may eventually yield extremely slow vehicles. As discussed in section A.3.3,
the minimum velocity of a defensive truck driver can be as low as 70 km

h . In
general, low traffic density still leads to higher cruise velocities because it
is less likely to encounter extremely slow vehicles. The contrary is true for
scenarios with high traffic density.

The average velocity of the ego-vehicle driver is generally higher than that
of PEEMTO and PEEO. This is due to the default choice of the desired
velocity as described in section A.3.3. It is at or close to 130 km

h for highways
without speed limits. In the case of low traffic density, the ego-vehicle
driver is usually able to travel at the desired velocity. Therefore, the velocity
distribution for low traffic density is essentially the same as the random
definition of desired velocities as discussed in section A.3.3. Due to different
ego-vehicle drivers with different attitudes, the velocity distribution is less
concentrated compared to PEEMTO. As mentioned earlier, there are always
two aggressive ego-vehicle drivers and two defensive ego-vehicle drivers
for each class of traffic density. As in the case of PEEMTO and PEEO,
high traffic density also reduces the overall cruise velocity of the ego-vehicle
driver. The aggressive ego-vehicle drivers may still progress at a relatively
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high average velocity, while the defensive ego-vehicle drivers are more likely
to follow slow vehicles.
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Figure 5.76: Average number of gear shifts over one kilometer. Rows top to bottom:
PEEMTO compared to PEEO, PEEMTO compared to the ego-vehicle driver.
Columns left to right: low traffic density, medium traffic density, high traffic
density.

Gear shifts and brake pad utilization

In most cases, recuperation at the highest gear level is sufficient to slow
down the vehicle. But if the ego-vehicle encounters a situation in which
abrupt deceleration is necessary, gear shifts and brake pads may be used.
Possible situations include aggressive drivers who suddenly appear ahead
of the ego-vehicle with little spatial gap between them. But, in general,
gear shifts and brake pad utilizations are rare. Figure 5.76 and Figure 5.77
show the average number of gear shifts and the average number of brake
pad utilizations respectively in every scenario and in every traffic density.
Histograms are not used because the gear shift and brake actions are scarce.
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Figure 5.77: Average number of brake pad utilizations over one kilometer. Rows top to
bottom: PEEMTO compared to PEEO, PEEMTO compared to the ego-vehicle
driver. Columns left to right: low traffic density, medium traffic density, high
traffic density.

PEEMTO and PEEO do not shift gears in any of the scenarios as they always
prefer to use the brake pads if they need to slow down quickly. As discussed
in section 4.3.3, the transmission wear cost is higher than the brake pad wear
cost. Furthermore, once the ego-vehicle slows down, it is likely to eventually
accelerate back to a higher velocity. Therefore, if gear shifts are used, it is
likely that a downshift is followed by an upshift, i.e., there are often two gear
shifts in quick succession. The brake pad utilization of PEEMTO and PEEO
only occurs in medium and high traffic density scenarios.

The ego-vehicle driver prefers gear shifts due to the kick-down mechanism
of the automated transmission as described in section A.2.2. Note that this
preference depends on the automated transmission. If there is no kick-down
mechanism for rapid deceleration, the ego-vehicle driver may also prefer the
brake pads. The ego-vehicle driver only leads to gear shifts in medium and
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Figure 5.78: Energy consumption cost of PEEMTO compared to PEEO and the ego-vehicle
driver. Positive percental values mean PEEMTO leads to smaller costs. Negative
percental values mean PEEMTO leads to higher costs. Rows top to bottom:
PEEMTO compared to PEEO, PEEMTO compared to the ego-vehicle driver.
Columns left to right: low traffic density, medium traffic density, high traffic
density.

high traffic density scenarios. The ego-vehicle driver never uses the brake
pads in the evaluated scenarios.

Energy consumption cost

Figure 5.78 shows the energy consumption cost of PEEMTO compared to
PEEO and the ego-vehicle driver for different traffic densities. Positive per-
cental values mean that PEEMTO leads to smaller costs. Negative percental
values mean PEEMTO leads to higher costs. The average cost savings and
the value range are shown in Table 5.78. As discussed at the beginning of this
chapter, the numeric result depends on the way the percentage computation
is conducted. Different to previous sections, this section always works with
the percental savings of PEEMTO compared to PEEO and the ego-vehicle
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Table 5.4: Energy consumption cost saving of PEEMTO compared to PEEO and the ego-
vehicle driver for different traffic densities. Positive percental values mean
PEEMTO leads to smaller costs. Negative percental values mean PEEMTO leads
to higher costs. Mean and value range are denoted in %.

Compared to Low density Medium density High density

to PEEO -53, -66.4, -68.3,

in % (mean, range) -60 to -43 -82.4 to -53.6 -77.8 to -54.3

to ego-vehicle driver 61, 43, 28.2,

in % (mean, range) 43.8 to 70.6 -17.2 to 68.6 -35.1 to 62

Energy consumption on highways is heavily influenced by velocity. PEEMTO
generally consumes more energy than PEEO. The additional energy con-
sumption can be higher for high traffic density because PEEO is slowed
down more heavily by very slow vehicles. Compared to the ego-vehicle
driver, PEEMTO usually consumes less energy, especially for low traffic
density because the ego-vehicle driver is likely to prefer a higher desired
velocity. In very few cases, very defensive ego-vehicle drivers may consume
less energy than PEEMTO because they decide to stay behind slow vehicles.

Travel duration cost

Figure 5.79 shows the travel duration cost of PEEMTO compared to PEEO
and the ego-vehicle driver for different traffic densities. Positive percental
values mean that PEEMTO leads to smaller costs. Negative percental values
mean PEEMTO leads to higher costs. The average cost savings and the value
range are shown in Table 5.79. The travel duration has an inverse relationship
to the average velocity. PEEMTO generally leads to travel time savings
compared to PEEO and is usually slower than the ego-vehicle driver.
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Figure 5.79: Travel duration cost of PEEMTO compared to PEEO and the ego-vehicle driver.
Positive percental values mean PEEMTO leads to smaller costs. Negative
percental values mean PEEMTO leads to higher costs. Rows top to bottom:
PEEMTO compared to PEEO, PEEMTO compared to the ego-vehicle driver.
Columns left to right: low traffic density, medium traffic density, high traffic
density.

Table 5.5: Travel duration cost saving of PEEMTO compared to PEEO and the ego-vehicle
driver for different traffic densities. Positive percental values mean PEEMTO leads
to smaller costs. Negative percental values mean PEEMTO leads to higher costs.
Mean and value range are denoted in %.

Compared Low density Medium density High density

to PEEO 16.2, 18, 18.1,

in % (mean, range) 14.1 to 17.6 15.9 to 20.9 15.8 to 20.1

to ego-vehicle driver -42.2, -28.7, -17.1,

in % (mean, range) -57.8 to -23.7 -54.2 to 6.7 -44.1 to 11.6
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Figure 5.80: Combined cost of PEEMTO compared to PEEO and the ego-vehicle driver. Posi-
tive percental values mean PEEMTO leads to smaller costs. Negative percental
values mean PEEMTO leads to higher costs. Rows top to bottom: PEEMTO
compared to PEEO, PEEMTO compared to the ego-vehicle driver. Columns left
to right: low traffic density, medium traffic density, high traffic density.

Combined cost

Figure 5.80 shows the combined cost of PEEMTO compared to PEEO and
the ego-vehicle driver for different traffic densities. Positive percental values
mean that PEEMTO leads to smaller costs. Negative percental values mean
PEEMTO leads to higher costs. The average cost savings and the value range
are shown in Table 5.80.

The percental savings are highest compared to the ego-vehicle driver because
of higher average velocity. The higher travel duration costs of PEEO is
responsible for higher combined costs than PEEMTO despite lower energy
consumption. Note that the savings of PEEMTO compared to PEEO are
slightly higher for medium and high traffic density. This is due to the
lower average velocity or rather longer travel duration of PEEO because
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Table 5.6: Combined cost saving of PEEMTO compared to PEEO and the ego-vehicle driver
for different traffic densities. Positive percental values mean PEEMTO leads to
smaller costs. Negative percental values mean PEEMTO leads to higher costs.
Mean and value range are denoted in %.

Compared Low density Medium density High density

to PEEO 4.2, 5.5, 6,

in % (mean, range) 3.3 to 4.7 4.7 to 6.8 4.9 to 6.9

to ego-vehicle driver 19.2, 12.1, 7.3,

in % (mean, range) 7.3 to 28.6 1.5 to 24.4 3.2 to 19.5

the ego-vehicle is more likely to encounter a very slow vehicle at higher
traffic densities. As discussed in section 5.2.2, the energy consumption cost
becomes larger than the travel duration cost beyond 118 km

h at minimum
GLC. In general, the results are situation dependent. Therefore, PEEO and
the ego-vehicle driver can theoretically have lower costs if the situation is
different. But in the highway scenarios, PEEMTO always leads to smaller
combined costs.

In the highway scenarios, the auxiliary horizon does not seem to have any
significant impact on the results. This can be attributed to the fact that the
chosen routes do not have abrupt changes in road slope and road curvature.
Based on the evaluated scenarios in this thesis, it can be assumed that the
auxiliary horizon is primarily beneficial in mountainous scenarios.

5.8.2 Urban scenarios

The urban scenarios refer to two roads in the city Karlsruhe. They are
illustrated in Figure 5.81. The western road is the Adenauerring and the
eastern road is the Ostring. The properties of the Ostring road were already
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Figure 5.81: Selected urban road sections in the city Karlsruhe. There are two different routes.
The Adenauerring route is to the west. The Ostring route is to the east. The
yellow arrows denote the direction of travel. The image has been obtained from
Google Earth.

Figure 5.82: Slope and curvature of the Adenauerring route. The slope and curvature of the
Ostring route was presented in Figure 5.59.
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Figure 5.83: Left: Traffic light phases in the Ostring route. Right: Traffic light phases in
the Adenauerring route. The start times are set within a range of 0 s to 90 s
at 0 s, 15 s, 30 s, etc. The illustrated linear trajectories show how far the ego-
vehicle can move for different start times until it is stopped by a red phase. Each
start time represents one scenario. The scenario index is displayed next to the
corresponding start time.

Figure 5.82 shows the slope and the curvature of the Adenauerring route.
The slope magnitude stays below 0.5◦. The road curvature radius is approxi-
mately 1,100 m long. The speed limit is 60 km

h .

The contenders PEEMTO, PEEO, and the ego-vehicle driver all receive 42
scenarios each. The 42 scenarios in each group are divided into three smaller
groups of 14 scenarios, which refer to low traffic density, medium traffic
density, and high traffic density respectively. Each route is driven seven
times by PEEMTO, PEEO, and the ego-vehicle driver. As the routes have dif-
ferent lengths, the illustrations refer to average velocities and costs over 1 km.

There are four traffic lights on each route. Their positions and phases are
shown in Figure 5.83. Just as in the Ostring scenarios, the yellow phases are
counted as part of the closest green phase. If there is a traffic light at the
very beginning or very end of the route, it is omitted. PEEMTO, PEEO, and
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the ego-vehicle driver all start at the beginning of the route and in the outer
lane. There are 7 different start times for each contender in each route to
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introduce some variation into the experiments. The ego-vehicle always starts
at the beginning of the route. The ego-vehicle always starts at the desired
or optimal cruise velocity. The start times are set within a range of 0 s to
90 s at 0 s, 15 s, 30 s, etc. The illustrated linear trajectories show how far
the ego-vehicle can move for different start times until it is stopped by a
red phase. Each start time represents one scenario. The scenario index is
displayed next to the corresponding start time. For the given configuration,
there is only one trajectory at the speed limit in each route that can pass by
all traffic lights without stopping: scenarios 7 and 9.

The parameters of the ego-vehicle driver are chosen according to the descrip-
tion given in section A.3.3. There shall always be one aggressive ego-vehicle
driver and one defensive ego-vehicle driver for every route in every traffic
density. In scenario 10, the ego-vehicle driver shall always be aggressive in
order to include scenarios, in which drivers get benefits for breaking traffic
regulations. For the same scenario index in the same traffic density, the start-
ing situation shall be initially randomly chosen but used for all contenders.
Once the simulation starts, vehicles are inserted and removed randomly.
Thus, PEEMTO, PEEO, and the ego-vehicle driver never face exactly the
same situations although the start situation is identical.

Number of stops

Figure 5.84 shows the number of stops in each scenario and in each traffic
density. In low traffic density, PEEMTO and the ego-vehicle driver have
a maximum of three complete stops at traffic lights. PEEO cannot change
lanes and has up to four.
In medium and high traffic density, overtaking becomes more difficult. The
contenders have a similar number of stops. The maximum number of stops
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can be as high as 4 for medium and 5 for high traffic density. Note that the
ego-vehicle actually does not stop at every traffic light if there are 4 stops.
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Figure 5.84: Distributions of complete stops. Rows top to bottom: PEEMTO, PEEO, ego-
vehicle driver. Columns left to right: low traffic density, medium traffic density,
high traffic density.

Figure 5.85: Reduction of stops. PEEMTO compared to PEEO and the ego-vehicle driver. A
positive difference means PEEMTO leads to fewer stops. A negative difference
means PEEMTO leads to more stops. Rows top to bottom: PEEMTO, PEEO,
ego-vehicle driver. Columns left to right: low traffic density, medium traffic
density, high traffic density.
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Figure 5.86: Distributions of average velocities. Rows top to bottom: PEEMTO, PEEO, ego-
vehicle driver. Columns left to right: low traffic density, medium traffic density,
high traffic density.

It is also possible that the ego-vehicle has to stop at the same traffic light
several times due to a long vehicle queue in front of it. In general, the number
of stops increases with traffic density.

Figure 5.85 illustrates the differences in the number of complete stops of
PEEMTO compared to PEEO and the ego-vehicle driver. PEEMTO can avoid
stops if the ego-vehicle is moving towards a red traffic light that is about to
turn green. This is only possible in low traffic when there is sufficient space
to perform lane changes. The ego-vehicle driver can outperform PEEMTO if
it is faster than the speed limit or more aggressive during lane changes.
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Velocity

Figure 5.86 shows the distributions of the average velocities. The average
velocities are broadly spread out due to the traffic lights. The highest velocity
of PEEMTO is 60 km

h , which corresponds to scenario 9 of the Adenauerring
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route. PEEO can also avoid stops in scenario 9 but is more heavily slowed
down by front vehicles. The ego-vehicle driver sometimes has a desired
velocity that is higher than the speed limit of 60 km

h .

In medium traffic density, the average velocity tends to be lower. The velocity
distributions of PEEMTO and PEEO have a similar appearance and range.
The ego-vehicle driver still tends to be faster.

In high traffic density, the velocity distributions of the contenders all have a
similar appearance and range because overtaking is difficult and significant
differences are not observed.

Gear shifts

Different to the highway scenarios, gear shifts frequently happen in urban
scenarios because vehicles often have to stop at red traffic lights. The gear
shift distributions are illustrated in Figure 5.87.
The gear shift distributions of PEEMTO and PEEO always have the same
appearance. This is initially surprising because PEEMTO and PEEO do not
always have the same number of stops. But as discussed in the last scenario
of section 5.7.3, PEEMTO and PEEO do not always shift back to the second
gear level when passing a traffic light. If the next traffic light is also within
the regular optimization horizon and if its red phase cannot be avoided, the
optimization is likely to maintain gear level 1. This same thing happens if
the ego-vehicle has to stop at the same traffic light several times due to long
vehicle queues.
The number of gear shifts of the ego-vehicle increases with traffic density
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because the number of stops increases with traffic density. Different to
PEEMTO and PEEO, the automated transmission always performs gear
shifts during stops. The gear level is set to 1 if the ego-vehicle stops and
changed back to 2 if the ego-vehicle accelerates back to a certain velocity.
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Figure 5.87: Distributions of gear shifts. Rows top to bottom: PEEMTO, PEEO, ego-vehicle
driver. Columns left to right: low traffic density, medium traffic density, high
traffic density.

Figure 5.88: Gear shift savings of PEEMTO compared to PEEO and the ego-vehicle driver.
Positive values mean PEEMTO has fewer gear shifts. Negative values mean
PEEMTO has more gear shifts. Rows top to bottom: PEEMTO, PEEO, ego-
vehicle driver. Columns left to right: low traffic density, medium traffic density,
high traffic density.
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On rare occasions, the automated transmission has to perform additional
gear shifts if the ego-vehicle driver must abruptly decelerate because of other
vehicles. For further information on the automated transmission, the reader
can turn to section A.2.2.

Figure 5.88 shows the difference in gear shifts for every scenario and in every
traffic density. Positive numbers denote gear shifts that PEEMTO is able to
save in comparison to PEEO or the ego-vehicle driver. Negative numbers
denote gear shifts that PEEO and the ego-vehicle driver are able to save in
comparison to PEEMTO.
PEEMTO and PEEO are mostly the same with the exception of scenario 7 in
low traffic density. In this scenario, PEEMTO is able to drive past the last
traffic light after a lane change. In the same scenario, PEEO has to briefly
come to a stop at the last traffic light because of front vehicles which stop
at the traffic light. Therefore, PEEO performs two 2 more gear shifts than
PEEMTO.

PEEMTO is able to outperform the ego-vehicle driver on numerous occasions
because the optimization maintains the first gear level if the ego-vehicle has
to stop again in the near future. The only exception is scenario 10 in low
and medium traffic density. As mentioned earlier, scenario 10 always refers
to an aggressive ego-vehicle driver with a higher desired velocity than the
speed limit. As the aggressive ego-vehicle driver moves past the first traffic
without deceleration, it is possible to pass by all remaining traffic lights
without stopping similar to scenario 9. Therefore, the ego-vehicle driver has
fewer gear shifts than PEEMTO, which is not allowed to be faster than the
speed limit and strictly respects red phases. In scenario 10 with medium
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traffic density, the ego-vehicle driver performs more gear shifts than in low
traffic density because it has to abruptly decelerate on two occasions due to
other vehicles. The gear shift savings of PEEMTO are especially high in
high traffic density because the ego-vehicle has to stop multiple times at the
same traffic lights.
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Figure 5.89: Brake pad utilizations. Rows top to bottom: PEEMTO compared to PEEO,
PEEMTO compared to the ego-vehicle driver. Columns left to right: low traffic
density, medium traffic density, high traffic density.

Brake pad utilization

Similar to the urban scenarios, very few brake pad utilizations are observed.
The ego-vehicle driver never needs to use the brake pads. PEEMTO and
PEEO only use the brake pads on very few occasions. If brake pads are used,
they are only used once or twice in the entire scenario. Due to relatively low
urban velocities, decelerations are particularly simple to accomplish. The
brake pad utilizations are shown in Figure 5.89 for every scenario and traffic
density.
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Figure 5.90: Travel duration cost saving of PEEMTO compared to PEEO and the ego-vehicle
driver. Positive percental values mean PEEMTO leads to shorter travel durations.
Negative percental values mean PEEMTO leads to longer travel durations. Rows
top to bottom: PEEMTO compared to PEEO, PEEMTO compared to the ego-
vehicle driver. Columns left to right: low traffic density, medium traffic density,
high traffic density.

Travel duration cost

Figure 5.90 shows the percental time savings of PEEMTO compared to
PEEO and the ego-vehicle driver in every scenario and in every traffic den-
sity. The mean and value range of the savings are shown in Table 5.7. For
the comparison with the ego-vehicle driver, the median is used because of
the extraordinary impact of scenario 10.
In low traffic density, PEEMTO is able to avoid some stops through lane
changes and leads to travel duration reductions in several scenarios. The
reductions are relatively small. In scenario 7, PEEO only has to stop for a
short time at the last traffic light. In scenarios 1 to 3, PEEO stops more often
than PEEMTO. But due to the configuration of the traffic light phases, both
PEEMTO and PEEO have to eventually stop at the last traffic light in the
Ostring route during the same red phase.
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Table 5.7: Travel duration cost saving of PEEMTO compared to PEEO and the ego-vehicle
driver for different traffic densities. Positive percental values mean PEEMTO leads
to smaller costs. Negative percental values mean PEEMTO leads to higher costs.
Mean and value range are denoted in %.

Compared Low density Medium density High density

to PEEO 0.41, -0.02, -0.06,

in % (mean, range) -1.03 to 5.41 -1.37 to 1.18 -0.68 to 0.77

to ego-vehicle driver -0.24, -1.4, -0.14,

in % (median, range) -96.3 to 7.5 -84.6 to 1.9 -2.25 to 0.85

In medium and high traffic density, the difference between PEEMTO and
PEEO are minor because PEEMTO is not able to make any lane changes
and largely has the same trajectory as PEEO. The results are not entirely the
same because different random vehicles lead to some variations.

In the case of the ego-vehicle driver, the aggressive ego-vehicle driver in
scenario 10 leads to significantly less travel duration than PEEMTO in low
and medium traffic density. This is because the aggressive ego-vehicle driver
does not stop at the first traffic light and travels at a higher desired velocity
than the speed limit. The differences in high traffic density are relatively
minor because the ego-vehicle can be blocked by other vehicles and there
are usually few opportunities for lane changes.

Energy consumption cost

The energy consumption cost saving of PEEMTO compared to PEEO and
the ego-vehicle driver is shown in Figure 5.91. The mean and value range of
the savings are shown in Table 5.8.
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Figure 5.91: Energy consumption cost saving of PEEMTO compared to PEEO and the ego-
vehicle driver. Positive percental values mean PEEMTO leads to smaller costs.
Negative percental values mean PEEMTO leads to higher costs. Rows top to
bottom: PEEMTO compared to PEEO, PEEMTO compared to the ego-vehicle
driver. Columns left to right: low traffic density, medium traffic density, high
traffic density.

Table 5.8: Energy consumption cost saving of PEEMTO compared to PEEO and the ego-
vehicle driver for different traffic densities. Positive percental values mean
PEEMTO leads to smaller costs. Negative percental values mean PEEMTO leads
to higher costs. Mean and value range are denoted in %.

Compared Low density Medium density High density

to PEEO 3.36, 0.03, 0,

in % (mean, range) -0.24 to 12.7 -1.07 to 1.45 -0.32 to 0.21

to ego-vehicle driver 4.37, -0.7, 0.09,

in % (mean, range) -0.89 to 13.49 -13.25 to 3.2 -0.19 to 0.85
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One way to save energy is to avoid stops. Examples include the scenarios
1, 2, 3, and 7 in low traffic density compared to PEEO. Another example is
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scenario 1 in medium traffic density, in which the ego-vehicle driver has one
less stop than PEEMTO.

Another way is to avoid high velocity. In scenario 10 in low traffic density,
the ego-vehicle driver does not need to stop and drives past the first traffic
light because it is significantly faster than the speed limit, while PEEMTO
makes several stops. But PEEMTO still consumes less energy because the
ego-vehicle driver moves with a velocity of 67 km

h , while the average velocity
of PEEMTO is below 35 km

h .

There are also other aspects (e.g., powertrain efficiency) that affect energy
consumption, which were already discussed in previous sections.

The differences between PEEMTO and the other contenders decrease in
higher traffic densities because lane changes and free movement are more
heavily confined.

Combined cost

The combined cost saving of PEEMTO compared to PEEO and the ego-
vehicle driver is shown in Figure 5.92. The mean and value range of the
savings are shown in Table 5.9. For comparison with the ego-vehicle driver,
the median is used because of the extraordinary impact of scenario 10.

In low traffic density and compared to PEEO, PEEMTO primarily reduces the
combined cost by avoiding stops. The cost saving in scenario 7 is especially
high because PEEMTO is additionally able to avoid 2 gear shifts. In medium
and high traffic density, there is not much difference between PEEMTO and
PEEO. The small variations are due to randomly created vehicles, which can
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be different in the experiments of PEEMTO and PEEO. Due to the small
variations, the brake pad utilizations of PEEMTO and PEEO have a visible
impact.
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Figure 5.92: Combined cost saving of PEEMTO compared to PEEO and the ego-vehicle
driver. Positive percental values mean PEEMTO leads to smaller costs. Negative
percental values mean PEEMTO leads to higher costs. Rows top to bottom:
PEEMTO compared to PEEO, PEEMTO compared to the ego-vehicle driver.
Columns left to right: low traffic density, medium traffic density, high traffic
density.

Table 5.9: Combined cost saving of PEEMTO compared to PEEO and the ego-vehicle driver
for different traffic densities. Positive percental values mean PEEMTO leads to
smaller costs. Negative percental values mean PEEMTO leads to higher costs.
Mean and value range are denoted in %.

Compared Low density Medium density High density

to PEEO 0.96, -0.01, -0.05,

in % (mean, range) -0.87 to 12 -1.25 to 1.46 -2.5 to 1.6

to ego-vehicle driver 2.15, 1.52, 5.67,

in % (median, range) -115 to 13.65 -76.77 to 8.59 -0.4 to 12.65
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In low and medium traffic density, the most prominent result is that of the
ego-vehicle driver in scenario 10. As the fast ego-vehicle driver does not
make any stops, while PEEMTO has to stop several times, the combined
cost is significantly lower for the ego-vehicle driver, especially due to the
lower travel duration cost and the lower gear shift cost. In the other scenarios,
PEEMTO is mostly better. In high traffic density, the combined cost savings
of PEEMTO compared to the ego-vehicle driver are quite high. This is
primarily due to the many gear shifts that PEEMTO is able to avoid.

The mean and median cost savings in table 5.9 indicate that PEEMTO is
often able to lead to some savings compared to PEEO and the ego-vehicle
driver or is usually not worse. But the results are, in general, highly situation
dependent. If there is not enough space for lane changes, PEEMTO and
PEEO largely lead to the same results. The ego-vehicle driver can greatly
outperform PEEMTO if it ignores the speed limit or possibly even the be-
ginning of the red phase. In general, PEEMTO performs best if it is able to
make lane changes and if it is moving towards a red light that is about to turn
green. The differences between the PEEMTO, PEEO, and the ego-vehicle
driver diminish with higher traffic density. The strength of PEEMTO in
urban scenarios is less reliable than in highway scenarios. As discussed in
section 5.7, better usage of low velocity ahead of red traffic lights can further
improve the result. Temporary relaxation of the speed limit ahead of traffic
lights is another possibility.
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5.9 Computation duration and memory demand

The definition of real-time capability depends on the application. For safety-
related systems like automotive applications, the update rate of a controller
is often very high (e.g., 200 Hz [Fun+12]). PEEMTO computes the optimal
long range trajectory that a subsequent controller should use as reference
and therefore does not need the same update rate. If no new optimization is
available, the controller simply follows the most recently computed trajectory.
Nevertheless, PEEMTO must react to changes in the environment, which
may be different from the original prediction. In this thesis, an update rate of
10 Hz is defined as real-time capability for PEEMTO.

The scenarios with the highest computational complexity are highways with
three lanes and dense traffic. According to [Bai+15a] [Bai+15b] [Bai+15c],
a traffic density of 20 vehicles on each lane over 1 km can be interpreted as
very high traffic density on highways. Within a horizon length of 250 m, this
definition leads to 15 vehicles ahead of the ego-vehicle on a highway with
three lanes. With additionally three vehicles behind and two vehicles parallel
to the ego-vehicle, PEEMTO has to evaluate 20 other vehicles. The other
vehicles shall be evenly distributed over the three lanes.

The experiments in this thesis are conducted on a modern Office-PC with
16 RAM and an Intel i7-4790 CPU at 3.6 GHz with 4 physical cores. The
operating system is Windows 10 x64. OpenMP is used to distribute the
computation across all available cores with active hyper-threading.

The construction of the state graph takes less than 0.01 s. During the back-
ward procedure of the DP algorithm, the primary task is to follow the chain
of optimal predecessors from the last stage to the start state. As every state
knows its optimal predecessor after the forward evaluation, the backtracing
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be clearly measured as it is extremely short.

Without hyper-threading and in the ideal case, the computation duration
distributed over 4 CPU cores should be 4 times shorter than the same compu-
tation task executed on a single CPU core. In this example, if the computation
task is not explicitly distributed across all available CPU cores, the operating
system still distributes the computational burden across multiple threads
but concentrates the workload on one thread. In this case, the computation
duration is between 2.318 s and 2.391 s. If the computation task is explicitly
distributed across all threads, the computation duration is between 0.785 s
and 0.801 s. Compared to the previous case, the computation duration is
approximately three times smaller. Thus, the computation duration is still
too long for real-time applications on the employed CPU with the default
parameter configuration.

In order to decrease computational complexity, it is possible to reduce the
discretization precision, the length of the horizon, or evaluate more states
through implicit discretization. Indeed, if the velocity discretization is set
to 5 km

h instead of 1 km
h , the computation duration is reduced to below 0.1 s

within a range of 0.063 s to 0.081 s. Naturally, this means that many veloci-
ties drop out of the search space. For the reduced discretization precision,
PEEMTO no longer chooses 92 km

h as the optimal cruise velocity, but 90 km
h .

In regard to the scenario evaluated in section 5.6, the ego-vehicle driver
would still have a 22.3 % and PEEO a 2.3 % higher combined cost than
PEEMTO during cruising. Additional reduction in computation duration can
be achieved, by using a less computationally complex driver model. If there
are no other vehicles, the computation duration sinks to a range of 0.026 s
to 0.029 s with a velocity discretization of 5 km

h . Urban scenarios show a
similar picture. For a road with two main lanes, a speed limit of 70 km

h , and
the same number of other vehicles, PEEMTO needs between 0.409 s and
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can be done very quickly. For the given example, the time duration cannot
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computation duration decreases to a range of 0.082 s to 0.096 s. Furthermore,
from the perspective of implementation, additional code optimization for the
most time-critical parts can further reduce the computation duration, e.g., by
avoiding the use of standard arithmetic libraries.

Another option is to use more potent computation hardware. The highway
scenario leads to a computation duration between 0.785 s and 0.801 s while
the target duration is 0.1 s. Thus, the current PEEMTO implementation with
default optimization parameters requires a CPU with at least 32 physical
cores or more to compute the optimization in 0.1 s (e.g., AMD 2990WX).
Another possible approach is to create an implementation using GPUs or
other hardware platforms that have thousands of computation units.

As discussed in section 4.14, if the state transition costs are precomputed
and saved for later use, (nϕ nκ nvnG)

2 elements are created. With the default
discretization of Table A.11 and 32 Bit float data type, the elements lead to
a memory demand of 156.3 MB for highway scenarios if they are saved in
a list without any compression. Additional tables are necessary if different
position discretizations are used as described in Table A.11 in the appendix.
In comparison, the auxiliary horizon creates little memory demand for each
additional stage. Using the default discretization of Table A.11, less than
100 KB is added for each new auxiliary stage.
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0.517 s. If the velocity discretization is set to 2.5 km
h instead of 1 km

h , the





6 Conclusion

6.1 Summary

In this work, a model predictive motion trajectory optimization for energy-
efficient driving has been developed. A novel unified approach is used, which
incorporates the vehicle model, static environment elements (i.e., road slope,
road curvature, speed limits), and dynamic environment elements, (i.e., traffic
lights and other traffic participants). While the focus of the proposed system
is on energy-efficient driving, physical feasibility of the computed trajectory,
travel safety, and several other aspects are also considered. The optimization
goes beyond existing ideas regarding energy-efficient driving optimization
by incorporating lane changes and overtaking decisions.

Although the vehicle model refers to an electric vehicle powertrain, the deve-
loped optimization can be applied to a wide range of different vehicles. This
thesis marks the first time, a model predictive motion trajectory optimization
has been applied to an electric vehicle with a transmission.

Monetary costs are proposed, which lead to unambiguous optimization re-
sults. Stagewise dynamic programming is used to perform the optimization.

A novel long-range cost estimation using historically accumulated minimum
costs has been developed to estimate the long-time optimal behavior of the
vehicle beyond the regular finite computation horizon.

In order to decrease the search space, implicit discretization is used. This
means that certain continuous state dimensions are not explicitly expanded
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in the state graph, but rather implicitly computed along different state trajec-
tories.

The evaluation has been conducted in a simulated environment. The simula-
ted routes are based on truly existent roads, i.e., information like road slope,
road curvature, speed limits, lanes, and traffic lights is retrieved from the real
world. Other vehicles are simulated using established driver models from
transportation engineering.

Numerous scenarios show that significant monetary cost reductions can be
obtained through the proposed optimization compared to common driver
behavior and existing methods of energy-efficient driving optimization.

Additional employment of parallelization on multiple CPU cores moves the
algorithm performance into the real time domain.

6.2 Future work

As autonomous and energy-efficient driving cover a very broad field of highly
different research areas, this thesis cannot cover all topics. Thus, there are
many possible areas, where additional research can be conducted.

The range of current electric vehicles is currently limited compared to ve-
hicles with ICEs. Furthermore, charging the battery can take a long time
compared to conventional visits to the gas station. An interesting topic is the
optimization of charging station visits along the route. This is also interesting
in regard to the auxiliary long-range horizon extension, which can cover very
long distances.
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A similar topic is time schedule optimization, which deals with appointments,
time schedules, time of arrivals, and delays.

The driver models and the prediction of other traffic participants are deter-
ministic in this thesis. Prediction of the behavior of other traffic participants
is generally highly challenging. One possible extension is to incorporate
probabilistic models, e.g., in the form of hidden Markov models [Zie+16].
Machine learning could also be applied to create adaptive behavior models
that may even be driver specific. This would also enable the optimization to
include the interests and tolerance of other traffic participants in its decisions.

The optimization regarding traffic lights and traffic light series can be revisi-
ted.

Traffic regulations can be at odds with other optimization criteria. An in-
teresting question is if and how certain regulations can be occasionally
ignored to improve the result.

The evaluated scenarios all refer to business trips with the private journey
of individuals being a special case. Additional scenarios can include au-
tonomous deliveries and taxis.

The proposed optimization has only been evaluated for a limited number
of road configurations. Traffic circles, lane merging, complex interaction
scenarios, and unavoidable accidents could be additionally considered.

The proposed system relies on a predefined route, which is independently se-
lected from the presented energy efficiency optimization methods. A possible
extension is the combination of energy efficiency driving and energy-efficient
route selection. Furthermore, path planning and mapping commonly found
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in robotic applications can also be of interest, e.g., in off-road scenarios.
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Cooperative driving based on V2I and V2V can further enhance both energy
efficiency and travel safety for a large group of vehicles. Business models
centered on this cooperation could be created, e.g., by enabling monetary
transactions among different intelligent participants to yield resources, e.g.,
a specific lane to those members who are willing to purchase them.

The evaluation has been conducted in a simulated environment. Testing the
system in real-world traffic is naturally a topic for the future. This includes
communicating with real traffic lights and the robust detection of other
vehicles. The design of a robust controller that can handle model deviations
in the real world is also important to execute the computed state trajectory.

Finally, further decrease in computational complexity can be of interest.
Regarding implementation, the execution speed of the algorithm can be
further increased by creating an implementation on GPUs.
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The appendix provides additional information, but is not necessary to under-
stand the main ideas of this thesis.

A.1 Extended driver model

The ego-vehicle driver (section A.2.2) and the simulation environment (sec-
tion A.3) use the extended driver model (EDM). The EDM has all the func-
tionalities of the simplified driver model (SDM) as described in section 3.4.2.
It also uses the ACC model and can react to traffic lights. Furthermore, lane
changes and additional aspects are considered.

A.1.1 Lane changes and MOBIL

Different from the SDM, the EDM shall be able to change lanes. Lane
changes are decided by the minimizing overall braking deceleration induced

by lane changes (MOBIL) model as proposed in [TK13]. The MOBIL
concept evaluates the safety criterion of a lane change and the lane change
incentive. A descriptive illustration is shown in Figure A.1.

Figure A.1: MOBIL concept.
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Without loss of generality, let vehicle C in the center lane be a vehicle that
needs to make a lane change decision. The lane change evaluation to the inner
lane shall be discussed first. Let bd,safe be the deceleration limit that vehicle
C regards as safe deceleration for a rear vehicle. Let vehicle C assume that
vehicle R̂ will adopt the acceleration âR̂ if vehicle C changes to the inner lane
and places itself in front of vehicle R̂. âR̂ of vehicle R̂ is computed through
the ACC model as described in section 3.4.2. Note that the MOBIL model
assumes that the different vehicles all know each other’s driver parameters.
Vehicle C assumes that the lane change is safe if âR̂ is larger than −bd,safe:

âR̂ >−bd,safe. (A.1)

If the safety criterion is fulfilled, vehicle C can theoretically perform the lane
change. But there has to be an incentive to consider the lane change in the
first place. If, for example, there is no other vehicle in front of vehicle C,
there is no point in changing to another lane, even if the safety criterion is
fulfilled. According to the MOBIL model, the driver should change the lane
if the desired velocity has not been reached and if a lane change can enable
the driver to apply a higher acceleration âC in the new lane than the current
acceleration aC in the current lane. âC is the same as ad,free for vehicle C if
there is no front vehicle in the new lane. If there is a front vehicle F̂ in the
new lane, vehicle C must adapt âC to follow the front vehicle using the ACC
model. The acceleration gain created by the lane change must be higher than
a certain lane change incentive Δad,min. Furthermore, there is an additional
bias term ad,bias that encourages the driver to choose the outer lane. Thus, the
MOBIL model respects the keep-right directive. If the acceleration benefit is
greater than the sum of Δad,min and ad,bias, there is sufficient incentive for a
lane change to the inner lane. This kind of incentive is the incentive criterion
for egoistic drivers:

âC −aC > Δad,min +ad,bias. (A.2)
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The incentive criterion for egoistic drivers is a special case of a more general
incentive that also evaluates the benefit for other drivers affected by a lane
change of vehicle C. This incentive is called the MOBIL inventive. It adds
another term to the previous condition. Let aR̂ be the current acceleration of
vehicle R̂. Let âR̂ be the new acceleration of vehicle R̂ if vehicle C performs
the lane change. Let aR be the current acceleration of vehicle R. Let âR be
the new acceleration of vehicle R if vehicle C performs the lane change. How
much the acceleration of another vehicle impacts the lane change decision of
vehicle C is governed by the politeness factor λd,p. For λd,p = 1, the driver is
highly altruistic. For λd,p = 0, the driver is completely egoistic. The MOBIL
incentive for a lane change to the inner lane is defined as:

âC −aC +λd,p(âR̂ −aR̂ + âR −aR)> Δad,min +ad,bias. (A.3)

Lane changes to the outer lane are encouraged. With reference to the illustra-
tion in Figure A.1, the MOBIL incentive for lane changes to the outer lane is
defined as:

ǎC −aC +λd,p(ǎŘ −aŘ + ǎR −aR)> Δad,min −ad,bias. (A.4)

A.1.2 Extensions and alterations

There are several aspects in real-world traffic that the models of [TK13] do
not consider.

The MOBIL model has a bias towards the outer lane. But as the reader may
know from real-world experience, many drivers may not prefer the outer lane
in practice. One reason is to avoid slower trucks, which are obligated to keep
to the outer lane on highways if possible. Another reason is to spread out
the traffic more evenly across all lanes. Thus, the ego-vehicle driver and the
vehicles controlled by the simulation environment shall have a desired lane
ld,goal that specifies the favorite lane of a driver. For all lane changes that do
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not lead towards ld,goal, equation (A.3) is used. For all lane changes that lead
towards ld,goal, equation (A.4) is used. Thus, the lane bias ad,bias now actually
refers to the bias towards ld,goal, which is not necessarily the outer lane.

Another observation made in real-world traffic is that some slow drivers may
prefer the inner lane or one of the center lanes although they do not wish to
move particularly fast. This type of driver will at some point slow down all
other rear drivers who are in the same lane and prefer a higher velocity. In the
EDM, the slow front vehicle shall try to change to the adjacent right lane if
there is a faster rear vehicle approaching from behind. To trigger the evasive
lane change of the front vehicle, the rear vehicle must have a desired velocity
that is higher than the desired velocity of the front vehicle and the distance
between the two vehicles must be smaller than a certain evasion activation
distance Δsd,evasion. The distance Δsd,evasion shall depend on the speed limit
vmax and the evasion activation time gap of the front vehicle Δtd,evasion. If
there is no speed limit, the reference velocity for highways of 130 km

h is used:

Δsd,evasion = vmaxΔtd,evasion. (A.5)

In reality, vehicles react to each other simultaneously. If the drivers are all
highly altruistic and all want to let others make the first move, deadlocks
may be created. The EDM uses the same simplification as the SDM to avoid
this problem. The vehicles in the simulation make decisions one by one,
following a strict order. The vehicle with the highest longitudinal position
value (i.e., the one furthest ahead) makes the first decision. Based on the
decision of the first vehicle, the vehicle with the second highest longitudinal
position value then makes its decision. This process is repeated for all
vehicles. In the illustration of Figure A.1, for example, the order would be F̂,
F, F̌, C, R, and finally either R̂ or Ř. As the vehicles R̂ and Ř have the same
longitudinal position, the vehicle that makes the decision earlier is randomly
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One of the most complicated maneuvers in traffic simulation is the merging
maneuver. This includes zipper merging in lane closures, where two lanes
merge into one. According to [TK13], these cooperative maneuvers are
notoriously difficult and are only realized in the most elaborate commercial
simulators. This thesis does not consider merging maneuvers. The chosen
routes evaluated in chapter 5 all exclude road sections with lane closures. In
highway sections with acceleration and deceleration lanes, merging dynamics
are also omitted. Vehicles in the acceleration lane and their interaction
with the vehicles in the outer lane are not simulated. Instead, hitherto non-
existing vehicles can be randomly inserted into the outer lane if there is an
adjacent acceleration lane. Similarly, vehicles in the outer lane adjacent to a
deceleration lane or vehicles in turn lanes can randomly disappear from the
simulation.

A.2 Reference systems

This section presents two reference systems that are used to compare to
PEEMTO in chapter 5.

A.2.1 Predictive energy efficiency optimization
without lane changes

Existing model predictive energy optimization strategies like [Ter09] [Hel10]
use sophisticated powertrain models. But interactions with other vehicles
to improve energy efficiency are reduced to a minimum. Indeed, if there is
a slow vehicle ahead of the ego-vehicle in the same lane, the optimization
only follows the slow vehicle without evaluating lane changes. As stated in
[Ter09], the author is able to achieve fuel savings of up to 30 % compared to
standard cruise controllers if there are no other vehicles on the road. But fuel
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Let PEEO be the acronym for predictive energy efficiency optimization
without lane changes. Its purpose is to mimic the behavior of existing model
predictive energy optimization strategies like [Ter09] [Hel10]. PEEO shall
also consider traffic lights the same way as PEEMTO. Indeed, in many ways,
PEEO shall be the same as PEEMTO in order to enable direct comparison.
There are only two major differences:

• PEEO does not perform lane changes.

• PEEO uses the stationary horizon extension and does not use the
long-range auxiliary horizon extension.

A.2.2 Ego-vehicle driver

The second reference system is the ego-vehicle driver that simulates the
behavior of a human driver using the EDM model.

Cost computation

Different from the other vehicles in the simulation that accompany the ego-
vehicle, the ego-vehicle driver shall produce costs just as PEEMTO. Thus,
the results of the ego-vehicle driver can be directly compared to the re-
sults of PEEMTO. The ego-vehicle driver uses the same cost formulations,
constraints, and vehicle model as PEEMTO. Whenever the driver makes a
decision, the results like costs, energy consumption, etc., are subsequently
computed from the driver decision using the vehicle model. This also means
that feasible results can only be computed if the driver decision does not
violate any physical limits of the vehicle. As discussed in section 3.4.2, the
driver model does not consider road slope or curvature. Thus, only routes
on which the driver decisions produce feasible results can be used for the
evaluation in chapter 5.
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Automated transmission

As the driver model formulation of [TK13] does not consider gear level
changes or any powertrain aspects, a simplified automated transmission
control is defined for the EDM. According to [Kle11], a gear change decision
of an automated transmission, at least, depends on the current gear level, the
current velocity, and the acceleration pedal position.

As mentioned in section 5.2.2, gear level two is regarded as optimal for most
cruise velocities, even for low cruise velocities of 30 km

h . Therefore, the
underlying velocity reference for gear shifts is set to 30 km

h . For stability rea-
sons, the velocity reference cannot be directly used as a threshold function in
order to avoid gear shift fluctuations. Instead, two slightly different velocity
thresholds 25 km

h and 29 km
h are used for down-shift and up-shift decisions

respectively.

Another functionality encountered in many automated transmissions is the
kick-down mechanism. If the driver depresses the acceleration pedal beyond
a certain threshold (kick-down), the automated transmission interprets the
action as the driver’s desire for strong acceleration and reduces the gear
level, unless the engine speed ωe is already too high. A similar kick-down
mechanism shall also be used here. As the computation of the acceleration
pedal position is not considered in this thesis, the engine torque demand
is used to trigger the kick-down reaction. Furthermore, as the REM-2030
transmission only has two gear levels, the kick-down mechanism only works
at gear level two. As discussed in section 3.1.1, the REM-2030 EE can
supply the maximum engine torque of 103 Nm up to an engine speed of
approximately 7,500 1

min . Therefore, if the engine speed does not exceed
7,500 1

min and if the engine torque demand is above a certain threshold
Te,d,max(ωe), the gear level should be reduced independently of velocity. For
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the purpose of this thesis, Te,d,max(ωe) is set to 95 % of the maximum engine
torque Te,max(ωe):

Te,d,max(ωe) = 0.95Te,max(ωe). (A.6)

The condition for a down-shift during acceleration due to kick-down is
therefore:

Te > Te,d,max(ωe) ∧ ωe ≤ 7,500
1

min
∧ G = 2. (A.7)

Different from vehicles with ICEs, the EE plays a significantly larger role
during deceleration. Therefore, a kick-down mechanism is also defined for
very strong generator torque demand. Similar to the kick-down mechanism
during acceleration, the gear level should be reduced during deceleration if
the engine speed does not exceed 7,500 1

min and if the engine torque demand
is below a certain threshold Te,d,min(ωe). Let Te,d,min(ωe) be 95 % of the
minimum engine torque or the maximum generator torque Te,min(ωe):

Te,d,min(ωe) = 0.95Te,min(ωe). (A.8)

The condition for a down-shift during deceleration due to kick-down is
therefore:

Te < Te,d,min(ωe) ∧ ωe ≤ 7,500
1

min
∧ G = 2. (A.9)

The kick-down mechanism overrules the velocity dependent gear shift.

A.3 Simulation environment

The simulation environment contains all elements in the simulation, i.e.,
route, ego-vehicle, other vehicles, and traffic lights. The simulation truly
moves and changes all elements in the environment. While the states of the
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other vehicles are changed according to the EDM, the state of the ego-vehicle
is changed according to the optimization result of PEEMTO, PEEO, or the
ego-vehicle driver. A deviation from the optimization result is not simulated,
i.e., the ego-vehicle precisely follows the optimal trajectory.

A.3.1 Traffic lights

For the purpose of this thesis, existing traffic lights along the chosen routes are
included in the simulation. While locations of the traffic lights can be easily
retrieved from reality, the signal control software is not publicly available.
For the purpose of this thesis, local real-world measurements of the red,
green, and yellow phase durations are collected for every traffic light along
the selected routes. The simplified assumption is that the recorded phases are
repeated. The measurements of different traffic lights are not conducted at
the same time, but rather recorded whenever a measurement is started. In the
default configuration, the different traffic light phases shall have the same
time separation as in the original measurements. It is possible that in reality
the traffic lights are influenced by the traffic flow, pedestrians, and other
components, i.e., they would adapt their phase control overtime. PEEMTO
is independent of the exact nature of traffic light phase shift mechanics and
can deal with all types of traffic lights. Nevertheless, it should be part of
future work to either obtain the exact real-world traffic light signal control
programs, or truly establish direct communication between the ego-vehicle
and the traffic lights.

A.3.2 Traffic density

Chapter 5 uses scenarios with different degrees of traffic density. The un-
derlying question is how many vehicles should be created. According to
[Bai+15a] [Bai+15b] [Bai+15c], there are different classes of level of service
(LOS), which include the traffic density. The evaluation uses the classes B,
C, and D in the random scenarios of section 5.8. The numeric traffic density
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Table A.1: Classes of level of service (LOS). Traffic density in vehicles per km, per lane,
dependent on speed limit vmax.

Class vmax ≤ 50 km
h vmax = 70 km

h vmax ≥ 80 km
h

A ≤ 7 ≤ 6 ≤ 3

B ≤ 14 ≤ 12 ≤ 6

C ≤ 23 ≤ 20 ≤ 10

D ≤ 34 ≤ 30 ≤ 15

E ≤ 45 ≤ 40 ≤ 20

F > 45 > 40 > 20

A.3.3 Vehicles and random creation

The simulation only considers vehicles that are within a distance range of
2 km ahead and behind the ego-vehicle to decrease the computational burden.
This 4 km long section with the ego-vehicle at the center shall be called the
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for each class, with respect to the speed limit is given in Table A.1. The
consequences of traffic density for the different classes are:

• A: Very low traffic density, de facto unhindered travel progression.

• B: Low traffic density, influence of other vehicles noticeable.

• C: Medium traffic density, movement depends on other vehicles.

• D: High traffic density, other vehicles have strong influence.

• E: Very high traffic density, sluggish traffic, maximum road traffic
capacity reached.

• F: Excessive, traffic jam, traffic capacity of the road exceeded.
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regular horizon length and the sensor range of the ego-vehicle. Other vehicles
may enter or exit the route if the road configuration allows it. Opposing
traffic and other vehicles that are not related to the route are not simulated.
The ego-world confinement is only used for the highway scenarios of section
5.8. In the urban scenarios, the ego-world is the entire route.

The simulation environment generally does not use the default driver pa-
rameters given in Table A.5 and Table A.6. Instead, random deviations
from the default parameters are generated to simulate different drivers. The
random driver parameters are chosen using normal distributions. The mean
is usually close or identical to the original default driver parameter while the
standard deviation allows some deviation from it. The simulation often uses
two normal distributions for a single parameter. The first one only refers to
numbers smaller than the mean, while the second one only refers to numbers
larger than the mean. Apart from the driver parameters, several other random
choices are made with certain probabilities, e.g., the choice of the driver type.
There is sometimes also a range of minimum and maximum values that the
parameters must not exceed. The choice of the mean, the standard deviation,
and other randomization parameters are manually chosen design parameters.

Vehicle classes

The simulation distinguishes between different vehicle classes. There are
passenger vehicles and trucks. Passenger vehicles shall all have a length
of 5 m, while trucks shall always be 10 m long. If there is no speed limit,
the recommended maximum speed for passenger cars is 130 km

h , while the
recommended maximum speed for trucks is only 80 km

h . A truck shall always
choose the outer lane as the desired lane.
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Driver types

The simulation also distinguishes between three types of drivers: defensive
drivers, normal drivers, and aggressive drivers. The random choice of the
parameters is influenced by the driver type. The choice of the desired velocity
uses the default desired velocity as a reference, i.e., the chosen desired veloc-
ity is usually close to the speed limit or the recommended maximum speed if
there is no speed limit. A newly created vehicle has a 70 % chance of having
a normal driving style. Thus, the majority of vehicles are controlled by
normal drivers, whose model parameters are close to the default parameters.
Alternatively, a newly created vehicle shall have a 15 % chance of having an
aggressive driving style and a 15 % chance of having a defensive driving style.

The normal driver type has the following characteristics:

• The initially desired lane is likely to be the outer lane on highways.

• The initially desired lane can be any lane except the exit lane on urban
roads.

• The desired velocity is likely to be close to the speed limit or the
recommended maximum speed.

• The acceleration and deceleration are close to the default EDM beha-
vior.

• There is a 10 % chance that the vehicle creation process leads to a
driver, who always moves past a traffic light if the traffic light turns
red when the vehicle is only, e.g., 20 m ahead of it.

• The driver is likely to leave sufficient spatial gaps to other vehicles.

The aggressive driver type has the following characteristics:

• The initially desired lane is likely one of the center lanes or the inner
lane.
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• The desired velocity cannot be lower than the speed limit or the recom-
mended maximum speed and is likely to be higher.

• The acceleration and deceleration are likely to be stronger than the
default EDM behavior.

• There is a 50 % chance that the vehicle creation process leads to a
driver, who always moves past a traffic light if the traffic light turns
red when the vehicle is only, e.g., 20 m ahead of it.

• The driver is likely to only leave small spatial gaps to other vehicles.
Nevertheless, the time gap with respect to the rear vehicle shall be at
least 0.5 s long to prevent accidents. Note that scenarios with accidents
are not considered in the evaluations.

The defensive driver type has the following characteristics:

• The initially desired lane is always the outer lane.

• The desired velocity can never be higher than the speed limit or the
recommended maximum speed and is likely to be lower.

• The acceleration and deceleration are likely to be weaker than the
default EDM behavior.

• In regard to traffic lights, the driver always follows the default EDM
behavior.

• The driver is likely to leave ample spatial gaps to other vehicles.

Additional information regarding parameter choice is given in Tables A.7 to
A.10.

The ego-vehicle driver in the random scenarios of section 5.8 is also chosen
randomly. In the scenarios of section 5.8, there shall always be a predefined
number of aggressive and defensive drivers. Additional information is given
in section 5.8.
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Start configuration

The start lanes of the other vehicles are chosen the same way as their desired
lanes. The start velocities of the other vehicles are chosen to be the same
as their desired velocities. The start positions are selected with the goal to
evenly distribute the different vehicles.

Random entries of new vehicles

New random vehicles can be created if the desired traffic density within the
ego-world is not exceeded. The traffic density may increase or decrease over
time. In general, it is not possible to precisely maintain the desired traffic
density. In fact, some variation is wanted in the simulation.

On highways, new vehicles may randomly enter the route if there is an
acceleration lane next to the outer lane. Furthermore, the simulation does not
simulate the movement of other vehicles in the acceleration lane, or the inter-
action between vehicles in the outer lane and the acceleration lane. Instead, a
new vehicle is simply created in the outer lane if there is an opportunity.
Whenever a new acceleration lane enters the ego-world, the simulation de-
cides how many vehicles should enter the route. The assumption is that the
traffic density of both the route and the acceleration lane is the same. This
leads to the number of vehicles that wish to enter the route depending on
the length of the acceleration lane. The simulation identifies the gaps in the
outer lane. The vehicles that should enter the route from the acceleration
lane are randomly assigned to the gaps. In the ideal case, the simulation is
able to insert all vehicles. Naturally, sufficient space in the outer lane is a re-
quirement. As previously discussed, the gap between a newly created vehicle
and an existing vehicle depends on the driver type. If it is not possible, the
attempt is repeated during the next simulation update until the acceleration
lane leaves the ego-world.
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if the desired traffic density is too low (e.g., 15 % lower than desired). Normal
and defensive vehicles appear at the front. Normal and aggressive vehicles
appear at the rear. The procedure continues until the desired traffic density is
reached. This can happen at the same time as new vehicles enter the route
from acceleration lanes.

On urban roads, the procedure is similar to highways. But, additionally,
intersections can appear. New vehicles can enter the route at intersections
during the appropriate traffic light phase. New vehicles are not created if
there is not sufficient space on the road. The movement of the vehicles that
enter the route through intersections is not simulated.

Random exits of existing vehicles

Existing vehicles randomly decide if they want to leave the route at the next
possible exit with a certain amount of probability. The choice is only made
once for each new exit opportunity. Once the decision is made, the desired
lane may change and certain lanes may have to be avoided depending on the
decision and the lane configuration. If a vehicle does not want to leave the
route but gets stuck in an exit lane, it will leave the route when the exit lane
ends. Vehicles that reach the end of the route always disappear.

A.4 Parameters and discretization

This section presents the default parameters that are often used in this thesis.

Tables A.2, A.3, and A.4 show the parameters of the vehicle model as pre-
sented in section 3.1.
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Table A.2: Default REM-2030 vehicle parameters

Parameter Symbol Value Unit

Effective cross sectional area Aeff 2.04 m2

Air drag coefficient cw 0.33 1

Inertia of all wheels Jw 5.7 kgm2

Vehicle mass m 1738 kg

Dynamic wheel radius rw 0.3 m

Vehicle length Δlego 5 m

Linear ground adhesion coefficient μb,lin 2.36 1

Maximum ground adhesion coefficient μb,max 1.18 1

Air density ρair 1.205 kg
m3

Maximum acceptable tire slip σb,max 15 %

parameters are given in Tables A.7 to A.10.

Table A.11 shows the default optimization parameters as presented in chapter
4. The longitudinal position discretization uses a transition duration of one
second as a reference, given a certain speed limit. This means that the
distance between two decision stages should lead to a travel duration of
approximately one second when traveling at the current speed limit. The
motivation is derived from gear shifts. As discussed in section 3.1.1, a gear
shift is assumed to be finished after one second. Therefore, if a discrete state
transition requires approximately one second or longer, it will be possible to
change the gear level at every decision stage.
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Tables A.5 and A.6 show the default parameters of the driver model as
presented in section 3.4.2 and section A.1. In the case of randomly created
vehicles, the default parameters serve as a reference. The randomization
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Table A.3: Default REM-2030 powertrain parameters

Parameter Symbol Value Unit

Final drive ratio if 4.33 1

Transmission ratios of gears it 4, 1 1

Maximum battery cell discharge current Ic,max 20 A

Maximum battery cell charge current Ic,min -20 A

Engine inertia Je 0.003 kgm2

Number of serial battery cells nbat,s 84 1

Number of parallel battery cells nbat,p 12 1

Number of gear levels nG 2 1

Maximum engine power Pe,max 80 kW

Maximum generator power Pe,min -80 kW

Battery cell capacity Qc,max 20 Ah

Battery cell internal resistance Ri,c 5 mΩ

Maximum engine torque Te,max 103 Nm

Maximum generator torque Te,min -103 Nm

Maximum battery cell voltage Vc,max 4.2 V

Feasible battery SOC range - 20-95 %

DC/AC efficiency ηDCAC 98 %

DC/DC efficiency ηDCDC 98 %

Transmission efficiency of gears ηt 95.8, 97 %

Maximum engine rotation speed ωe,max 15,000 1
min
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Table A.4: Default REM-2030 lateral vehicle dynamics parameters

Parameter Symbol Value Unit

Front cornering stiffness cf 88,000 N
rad

Rear cornering stiffness cr 146,000 N
rad

Steering ratio is 15.9 1

Wheelbase l 2.69 m

Front wheelbase lf 1.21 m

Rear wheelbase lr 1.48 m

Table A.5: Default simplified driver model parameters. There is no default choice for vd,goal.

Parameter Symbol Value Unit

Preferred acceleration ad 1 m
s2

Comfortable deceleration bd 1.5 m
s2

Acceleration exponent δd 4 1

Minimal distance Δsd,min 2 m

Desired time gap Δtd 1 s

Coolness factor λd,c 0.99 1

Table A.6: Default extended driver model parameters. There is no default choice for ld,goal.

Parameter Symbol Value Unit

Lane bias ad,bias 0.3 m
s2

Safe deceleration bd,safe 2 m
s2

Lane change incentive Δad,min 0.1 m
s2

Evasion activation time gap Δtd,evasion 3 s

Politeness factor λd,p 0.2 1
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Table A.7: Randomization parameter choice for normal driver type. “STD lower” refers to the
standard deviation for numbers smaller than the mean. “STD higher” refers to the
standard deviation for numbers larger than the mean.

Symbol Mean STD lower STD higher Unit

ad 1 0.1 0.25 m
s2

ad,bias 0.3 0.1 0.1 m
s2

bd 1.5 0.25 0.25 m
s2

bd,safe 2 0.15 0.25 m
s2

ld,goal 0 - 0.5 1

vd,goal vmax 2.5 2.5 km
h

δd 4 1 2 1

Δad,min 0.1 0.05 0.1 m
s2

Δsd,min 2 0.1 1 m

Δtd 1 0.1 1 s

Δtd,evasion 2 - 1 s

λd,c 0.99 0.1 0.001 1

λd,p 0.2 0.1 0.1 1
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Table A.8: Randomization parameter choice for aggressive driver type. “STD lower” refers to
the standard deviation for numbers smaller than the mean. “STD higher” refers to
the standard deviation for numbers larger than the mean.

Symbol Mean STD lower STD higher Unit

ad 1.5 0.25 0.5 m
s2

ad,bias 0.5 0.1 0.1 m
s2

bd 2 0.15 0.5 m
s2

bd,safe 2 0.5 0.5 m
s2

ld,goal 0 - 1 1

vd,goal vmax - 5 km
h

δd 4 1 4 1

Δad,min 0.075 0.05 0.1 m
s2

Δsd,min 2 0.5 1 m

Δtd 1 0.25 0.5 s

Δtd,evasion 2 - 1 s

λd,c 0.995 0.001 0.001 1

λd,p 0 - - 1
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Table A.9: Randomization parameter choice for defensive driver type. “STD lower” refers to
the standard deviation for numbers smaller than the mean. “STD higher” refers to
the standard deviation for numbers larger than the mean.

Symbol Mean STD lower STD higher Unit

ad 1 0.25 0.1 m
s2

ad,bias 0.3 0.1 0.1 m
s2

bd 1.25 0.25 0.25 m
s2

bd,safe 2.25 0.15 0.5 m
s2

ld,goal 0 - - 1

vd,goal vmax 5 - km
h

δd 4 1 1 1

Δad,min 0.2 0.05 0.15 m
s2

Δsd,min 2.5 0.25 1 m

Δtd 1.5 0.25 1 s

Δtd,evasion 2 - 1 s

λd,c 0.9 0.1 0.001 1

λd,p 0.5 0.1 0.1 1
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Table A.10: Driver parameter constraints. If a random number is chosen that is smaller or
larger than the constraints, it is redefined as the corresponding minimum or
maximum respectively.

Symbol Minimum Maximum Unit

ad 0 4 m
s2

ad,bias 0 1 m
s2

bd 0.5 4 m
s2

bd,safe 0.5 4 m
s2

ld,goal 0 lmax 1

vd,goal vmax-10 - km
h

δd 1 - 1

Δad,min 0.01 1 m
s2

Δsd,min 0.5 10 m

Δtd 0.5 3 s

Δtd,evasion 2 5 s

λd,c 0 1 1

λd,p 0 1 1
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Table A.11: Default optimization parameters and discretization

Parameter Value Unit

Start length of auxiliary horizon 1000 m

Length of regular horizon 250 m

Electricity cost 0.2953 e
kWh

Minimum gross labor cost 8.5 e
h

Gear shift attrition cost 0.035 e

Brake pad attrition cost 0.017 e

Velocity discretization 1 km
h

Gear level discretization 1 1

Position discretization for vmax ≤ 10 km
h 1 m

Position discretization for 10 km
h < vmax < 50 km

h 5 m

Position discretization for 50 km
h ≤ vmax ≤ 70 km

h 10 m

Position discretization for 70 km
h < vmax ≤ 100 km

h 25 m

Position discretization for vmax > 100 km
h 50 m

Lateral position discretization, lane width 3 m

Slope discretization 1 ◦
Curve radius discretization 100 m
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Backtracing

Backtracing is another expression for the backward evaluation process in
FBDP, which constructs the optimal path. Backtracing can be done swiftly
in FBDP because the vast computational complexity is concentrated in the
forward evaluation process.

Ego-vehicle

The ego-vehicle is the vehicle that is guided or controlled by PEEMTO,
PEEO, or the ego-vehicle driver.

Ego-vehicle driver

The ego-vehicle driver is a reference system used to compare to PEEMTO.
The purpose is to simulate the behavior of a real driver. The ego-vehicle driver
controls the ego-vehicle and uses the EDM. It uses a simplified automated
transmission. It is able to compute the resulting costs of its actions using the
vehicle model but does not perform any energy efficiency optimization.

Ego-world

The ego-world is a limited section of the route that currently surrounds the
ego-vehicle. The simulation only simulates other vehicles within this area.

Extended driver model (EDM)

The extended driver model contains all functionalities of the SDM and
several additional model extensions, including lane changes. It is used by the
ego-vehicle driver and the simulation environment.
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Forward evaluation

The FBDP algorithm starts with the construction of the state graph before
starting the forward evaluation process. During the process, the costs of state
transitions between succeeding decision stages are identified and compared
to each other. This evaluation is done for all state transitions over all decision
stages. The forward evaluation is followed by backtracing.

Fully evaluated decision stage

A fully evaluated decision stage is a decision stage, whose states already
know their optimal predecessor states at the previous decision stage.

Journey

A journey describes the entire track the ego-vehicle has to travel, from the
very beginning to the final destination.

Implicit discretization

In order to decrease the search space dimension, certain state dimensions are
not explicitly included. Instead, certain state components are computed along
different search paths based on the progression of other state components.

Front and rear vehicle

For explanation purposes, let there be two vehicles A and B. If vehicle A is
ahead of vehicle B, then vehicle A is a front vehicle from the perspective of
vehicle B, and vehicle B is a rear vehicle from the perspective of vehicle A.

Long-range auxiliary horizon extension (LRAHE)

An auxiliary state graph is constructed that grows during the journey until
the end of the route. The auxiliary state graph helps the optimization to find
the optimal end state at the end of the regular state graph. The auxiliary state
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graph itself uses the SHE at its end if it has not yet reached the end of the
route.

Predictive energy-efficient motion trajectory optimization (PEEMTO)

PEEMTO is the model predictive trajectory optimization developed in this
thesis. It computes the optimal state trajectory regarding energy-efficient
driving. It does not compute the control trajectory. It considers lane changes
and uses the LRAHE.

Predictive energy efficiency optimization without lane changes (PEEO)

PEEO is a reference system used to compare to PEEMTO. It represents
existing model predictive optimization strategies used for energy-efficient
driving. PEEO is very similar to PEEMTO. But it does not consider lane
changes and only uses the SHE.

Principle of optimality (PO)

“An optimal policy has the property that whatever the initial state and initial
decision are, the remaining decisions must constitute an optimal policy with
regard to the state resulting from the first decision.” [Bel54]

Road

A road refers to the entire physical road with a single road name and includes
opposite lanes, acceleration lanes, exit lanes, etc. The route is sometimes
only a part of the road and may sometimes consist of several different roads.
The lanes of the road that divert the ego-vehicle from the route are not part
of the route.
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Route

A route can incorporate the entire journey or only a part of it. The optimiza-
tion only considers the route. If the route is only a part of the journey, a
human driver has to take over control at the end of the route.

Simplified driver model (SDM)

The simplified driver model is based on the established IDM driver model
from transportation engineering and several of its extensions. It is used by
PEEMTO and PEEO during the forward evaluation.

Stationary horizon extension (SHE)

The stationary horizon extension is used to estimate the optimal behavior at
the end of the optimization horizon. It is based on existing approaches.
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This work uses a combination of existing and novel methods to optimize 
the motion trajectory of an electric vehicle in order to improve the energy 
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